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Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
weekly Report, Decmber 22-2g, 194<>.

December 22. Dewey came to camp and fed the clucks.
December 23. Returned to camp,went to the pearson Ponds, Nick's
Lake, Hadley Ponds and Goose pond lookin for
the swans but faile to :f.
em.
Decenber 24. went out to Schooner and a:>les Bayous, walked on
section 11 oorth of Schooner BaYQu and on sections
23 and 26 #:f south from the head of a:>les Bayou.
I went to Abbeville for Christmas.
Decenber 25. Sent Clev land
ant to camp with DeJreJ Cl:loa.te.
ewey Moore went to the head of Bayou Tan and walked
south a.long the State Rtiuge line.
December 26. I returned to camp. Took Grant to Chenier
'ri# e
but found no geese wit in reach, returned to camp
and he took duck pictures in the blind at camp and
the one in pear son Ponds.
December 27. Took (]r."ant to Hell Hole and the pass, got sane fair
goose p ctU.r es •
·
D~canber ~.

We trimmed the china trees in the camp yard while
Grant took duck pictures in the two blinds. I went
to Abbeville leaving Dewey to take care of (]r."ant.

Remarks.

We hav• nt seen the swans aJ.1 week. the ducks and
ge'"ese reeatrr about he same in numbers, very few
ducks a.nywher e exc~t on the feed at ca.mp and in
the pearson Ponds. The geese are still at Indian
point, Hell Hole and the Pass with one flock at
Hog Bayou partly on the State and partly on us.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
weekly Report, December 15-21, 1940.

December 15 . Rain aJ. l de¥ , Dewey fed the ducks.
December 16. I met Mr. pavelle in Abbeville and brought him to
camp wltei e wE! t ook p:tictures in Belle Isle Lake and
in the :Pearson Ponds. The three swans flew over camp.
December 17. pavelle took pictures of ducks in the lake at camp,
took him to dhenier Au Tigre and to Mcllhermy• s
trapping camps to get scme mixed pictures and to the landing 1n
afternoon.
Decanber

ig.

December 19.

went tq Schooner and
11 at Schooner Bayou
Deep Bayous where we
the bad mar sh. Found
coming up here where
to Abbeville and met

a:>les Bayous, wa.lked in on section
and on 13 and 19 between ooles and
flushed about 150 mallards in
lots of new three square grass
the rats had eaten it up. I went
Charley Gillem and John Lynch.

Brought G:illem and Lynch to camp and took them to
Bayou Tom where we walked on the mar sh. Dewey went to
Hell Hole where he found lots of geese feeding fran
portage Ba}'Ou clear around t ""O
cti a.n Point.

Becember 20. Took Gillem and Lynch to Chenier Au Tigre where they
killed a few mature white and blue geese on the
Mcilhenny tract for study skins. Took them to the
landing.
December 21. Fed the ducks and went to Abbeville.

Remarks.

The marsh is full of rain water and the geese are
all ou near ~e 15eaCli , f'r'om tfest of Hell Hole going
east to the pass and north to Indian Point. The ducks
remain about the same on the feed in Belle Isle Lake
and in the Pearson Ponds, very few in Nick's Lake
and the Hadley Ponds.
we hav•nt seen the swans since Monday, the 15th.

Rainey Wild Life sanctuary.
weekly Report, December g_14, 19llo.

December g. I brought some guest s f r om Abbevi l 1. e to see the
ducks and swans, fed Belle Isle Lake and Pearson
ponds, watched the swans feeding in Pearson Ponds.
December 9. Dewey and I towed ~ bags of rice from landing to
camp, fed the ducks, unloaded rice and stored in feed
house.
December 10. Ground the two re..faced valves in "Whistler" motor
and got her running. went to Schooner and Cbles
Bayous and walked in several places, lots of water
on the mar sh here but no ducks.
December 11. I toOk the "Cbick 11 to landing and brought a mechanic
from Abbeville to locate some trouble that we were not
able to find, found the block cracked and took her
to Abbeville, ordered new block. Dewey fed the lake
and ponds and went to Nick• s Lake, Hadley ponds and
Chose pond. Very few ducks left anywhere except on the
feed in Pear eon Ponds and Belle Isle Lake. About 2,000
geese on Belle Isle Ridge.
December 12. Returned to cmnp, we went to BS¥ou Tan and walked eouth
nearly to beach and west nearly to Had.leu ponds, only
a.bout 1,000 geese around the head of Hog BayQl.
December 13. A.mther big rain, went to Hell Hole and walked both
east and west on the line, lots of geese here, about
ten thousand on the sanctuary and as many on the
State Refuge.
December 14. I went to Abbeville to meet Mr. pavelle who wired from
New Orleans that he would arrive Monday morning. Dewey
went to Chenier Au Tigre and got report from Sagrera.

Rema-rks. The swans are still with us Spending their time between
the feed at pea.reon ponds and resting in Nicks Lake, on
the 10th and 11th they apend part of each day in Belle
I Bl e Lek e at camp • 1).1 ck s have deer eased somewhat in munb er e
again owing to the high water.

Rainey Wile! Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, December Z-7, 1940.

December 1. Dewey fed the ducks in Belle ISle Lake and the
Swans in Pearson ponds.
December 2. I returned to camp in morning, we ut up new signs
north of camp frctn Belle Isle Lake cleat" out to
Vermilion Bay on rur east line.
December 3. Went to the head of Bayou TOm and walked south and
west, found a few scattering mallards and about
five thousand geese feeding on the marsh here.
December 4. I went to Clhenier Au Tigre and talked with Sagrera
who reports s eral thousand geese getting sand on
the beach between Cbenier and the paser. Dewey went
to Hell Hole and to Indian Point where he walked to
the pass shore, Dewey found scattered nocks of geese
feeding a11 over this section, p
ten thousand.
I went in to Abbeville and picked up the mon s ills.
December 5. Returned to camp in morning, we went out to Sc;:hooner
and O>les Bayous, walked section 11 north of Schooner
Ba:you and also thru the deep marsh from COles Bayou
back to Deep Bayou .o n sections 13 and 19, found about
five l:ru.ndr ed Blue-winged Teal and perhaps 150 m&l.la.Tds
fee ding in thi s deep mar sb •
December 6. Took the "Whistler" engine down and ~ound her valves,
Visited Nick• s Lake and the Hadley Ponds and Goose pond,
found that the O:>ots and most of the ducks have left
Nick• e Lake, almost n:> ducks at HacUey ponds, about one
thousand eese feeding on the ridge nea.T Chose Pond.
December 7. Fed the ducks in a very heavy rain and took two bad
valves out of the "Whistler" motor to Abbeville for
re-fact~.

RemarJas.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
weekly Report, Nov enber 24- "!fJ, 194o.

November 24. I came to camp and fed the ducks. went to Chenier Au
Tigre to get Sagrera• s report.
November 25. Dewey returned to camp with new cam-shaft for the
"cniick". Qot the "dhick" rebuilt and running.
November 26. Went to BS¥ou Tom and walked south nea:rly to the
Gulf • Found
Al.Qn& the State Ref\1.ge
line and west to the- Radley l' onds, erh s 10 000
in
ese sections on the sanctuary, no
c'fs ere.
November 27. went to Schooner and Cbles Bayous, walked sections 11,
14 and 13, lots of water here from recent rains but
hardly aey ducks.
November 2g. Took the (bris..craft engine down and ground the
valves, went to Goose pond, Nick• s Lake and the
pearson ponds. round our three W'hi stling Swans had
returned and were eeding in the pear son ponds, came
to camp and got them a half bag of rice. About 2 000
geese feedin on th.e r-.idge near QoQSe Pond.
Movember 29. went to South-west pass, Indian point and Hell Hole,
found this
r
gees..e b0-th on us a.n9.c. the
t :t
e I~ e there a:r a .t:or.ti" to f-if.t:y tllousa.ncl
ea ttom. the Radl...ey:: P.onds around to Indian point.
I went to Abbeville late to meet :or. Cbuld from
Tulane.
ook :or. Qould (professor of Biology, Tulane) and two
of his ataff, to Onion BayOJ. where they examined
about 100 muskrat bodies. Dewey patrolled the Bay
shore north of camp.

Remarks.

~--are still in the _pea:rson ponds
d !Ii.ck' s
Lake, we feed them every day and they are very tame and
taking the rice in g;reat shape. Rain over Sunday, the
24, put lots of water in the marsh and the geese a:re
everywhere, not consentrated. I)loks remain about the
same as last week.

:or. Gould's letter, figured you would
want me to help him since Daspi t had sorta wished him
off on us.
Am enclosing

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, November 17-23, 194o.

November 17. Dewey in camp, fed the ducks and went to the bead of
Bayou Tom.
November lg. I came to camp in morning. we went tbru the Hadley
ponQ.s, pear son :Ponds and Nick• s take. Found about
1000 mixed clucks i
eara:>n _E..onds, large~ pintails.
J;. ou
mixed ducks and goo coots in Niclt•s Lake
but no dUc s
adley ponds-mt mu
ere.
November 19. went to Coles Bayou and walked south from bead of bayou
a1ong Louisiana Furs line to the Kcllhemy corner,
about the only game seen was three deer on Cbles
Ba-you, ala> saw three deeT at camp.
November 20. Went to the bead of Bayou Tom and walked south nearl:f
to the beach, se
1 thousand geese feeding in small
floe e all thru t e u
ere. nu
nre
L e increas~ to 2500 cans~ SOO maJ.lards, 700 scaups.
November 21.
Bad weather i wind and rain, kept us in camp most of
day, patrol ed the bay shore in afternoon.
November 22. went to South-west pass, waJ.king from Hell Hole, also
went out to Indian point. About 2,000 geese f eed.ing
on the mar sh just east of t
point •
November 23. Went to Abbeville.

Remarks.

When I arrived in camp Monday morning Dewey reported 3
large white birds having epent the day in Belle Isle Lalte
on Sunday, the 1 7. They returned again on Tuesd.a
the
and imagine my surprise at seeing three
s
Swans all aclu1 ts. They remained around
e
e al d.81
TUes ay ana: a
y Wednesday deviding their time between
our lake and Deep Lake on the Mcilhenny tract just a mile
away, last seen at sundown Q
t e OOth. The
first Lou siana reoord, I believe, since 1911'- when one
was killed here in Belle Isle Lake. f

Rainey W:ll d Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, Nov emb eT 10-16, 194o.

November 10. Spent Sunday in Abbeville.
Novenber 11. Returned to camp with repairs for 11 Chick 11 •
pUt her together and got her to running.
November 12. we went out to COles Bayou and finished some
burning on sections 14 and 23 west of the bayou.
AlBO burned some on section 11. This pretty well
cleans up the north-west sections, always the
worst for poaching trappers.
Novenber 13. Went to Nick's LaJ.ce and burned south from there
with a north wind. About 1500 mic-xed- woka and
SOO coots feeding here. Sent Dewey to Hadley ponds
and had him walk to the head of Hog Ba.you and sooth
on our east line, very few ducks in Ha<ll.ey ponds,
about 2,000 scattering geese on the marsh.
Navember 14. O:>ld with north wind, ducks coming into Belle Isle
Lake since yesterday, about 1,000 mallards now with
~o canvasbacks. went to
e mouth or ·neep Bayou
and walked east on sections 20 and 29, some good
ponds here but no ducks.
November 15. Fed the ducks the first half bag of rice at camp,
they have increased to about 2,000. The "Chick"
motor broke her cam shalt so had to take the engine
down. went to Bayou Tom and walked the east side of
section 9 where eeveral hundred geese are feeding,
a1so walked south from the head of the bauou where
some 3,000 geese are feeding, partly on us and some
on the tate.
Nov ember 16. I went to Abbeville to get off a wire for the cam
shaft. Dewey went to South-west pass and Indian
point, reports about
s1md east
of India
o iat o_n our b&¥ sl»re something new) and
some 2 ,_.0 00 at tlie old sand baT east of Hell Hole on
the State Refuge.

Remarks.

The cold wave during the week br Qlght a
od fli t
of
s, pear son Ponds and Nicks Lake are o
full
of mixed ducks including lots of maJ..lards, in the
lake at camp we have a good nook of ma.'l.lards with
a few pintails, ge.dwall and teal, very few scaup
and only a few hundred cans.
We have a few thousand geese scattered all along the
east side of the sanctuary. ,
·}
7

Lfp--4rf

Pt ·

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, November 3-9, 194-0.
November 3. Dewey burned section 25 adjoining McI1henny tract
northwest of camp.
Nov emb er 4-. I returned to camp in morning, we built a wooden
blind back of camp on Belle Isle Lake to have in
case of photogTaphers, also cut the big cane to
pro vi de a vi:ew of lake from camp.
·
November 5. went to Cbles and Schooner Bayous and tried to get
some of the cover burned off but the grass was too
damp for the little wind. went to Ni ck ' s Lake and
thru the pear son Ponds, was surprised to find some
1200
oonbills (Shovelers) and QadwaJ.l in NLQlc.,•s
Lilte, a.1.so several hundred coots, feeding on widgeon
grass. About !too GadwaJ. l,_ Shovelers and mue-winged
Teal in the pearB>n Ponds.
d
November 6. went to Hell Hole and Indian Point,
Blue Geese. getting sand on the old sand bar east of
e11. Hole and feeding back in the marsh ·o n the State
Refuge. I went to Abbeville to meet John Lynch of
the Biological Survey.
Took Johnj Lynch directly from _landing to Marsh Island
where we tried to contact the State Wardens, failed
to locate them and returned to camp. Took Lynch thru
the area on Cbl es Bayou that was eaten up by muskrats
last year and which he had seen at that time, he was
surprised at how cpickly this area is coming bac to
grass.
November g. Took Lynch al]. along rur line from Bayo~ Tom to south
of Hog Bayou and taking in some of the State Refuge,
only a few thousand geese scattered in this sector.
November 9. Took Lynch to Abbeville and introduced him to the
State Warden in charge, Felix Nunez.

Remarks.

We had a 11 ght flight of ducks during the last ha.lf of
the week but o
about 00 mallards an .1nta11s,
came into Belle Isle L e, no deep water ducks have
sliown up lier e as y,:et •

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, Oct. 27-lov. 2, 194<>.

October 27. I spent the daY around camp, went to Abbeville.
octobeT

~.

Brought the boys to landing and worked on breakwater,
came to camp •

OctobeT 29. Nick and Dewey returned to landing and finished the
breakwater except filling in. In the afternoon the.r
towed (,() bags of dllck feed to camp and put it aW&J.
I went to lick' e Lake and nllted into the ponde east
toward the sdloOJ. section, very few ducks.

I

Octobet' " . Went to Hell Bole, Indian Point and the Pass, lots f rv''" k.
Of geese nying bu.t none feeding in the Vicinity. ( ' L ~ ..,. •
October 31 · went to Q>les Ba¥ou and tried to burn out the oaver
for better patrolling but wQl.ld' nt burn much. went
to the head of BaYou Tom and walked muth to Bog
~you, ab t
blue ~
feeding arou.nd Hog
B&¥ou p tly on us an partly on the tate Refuge,
flushed perhaps 150 big e@1ets (.American) and a few
jadt Bnipe(W1lson•s), very few dualcs.
llovanber 1. went to Qoose Pond at Belie Isle Ridge and cleaned
grass off the sand and groel beaches, went to Cbe1*er
Au Tigre. J'oun abQp.t 2 000 geese started feedlns. on
sections 6 d 31 south of (bose pond.
November 2. I went :to Abbeville, Dewey went back to Q>les 'Ba¥ou
and burned what he could, not enough wind for the thin
cover. He broke the valve-springs in "Cbiok" so cane
on to .lbbevi lle and we wired. for some.

Remarks.

St 1 no duQks, hunters returning to .lbbevill e on the
2
jrd report very few ducks anywhere in the
oountry.

National Association of Audubon Societies
For the Protection of Wild 'Birds and Animals
1775 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

. . .....

~-

~··.

Rainey 1'1ld Life Sanctuary.
weekly Report, October 20-26, 191'o.

October 20. went ea.-t tbru rearman Lake and back to camp tbru
VC!frmilion BS¥, a heavy !lie.tit of Blue and Snow Geese,
several flocks o p ntai a -flying. went to Abbeville.
October 21. Helped the boys with the breakwater at landing untU
nQ:>n, went to .the Head of Cblea Bayou and to our
west line in Schooner Ba.you on the way to camp.
October 22. Sent the boys to landing to oontinne with the
breakwater, I went to Hell Hole and up Hog Bayou to
our line, still a fairly heavy flight of geese.
October 23. went to the landing and helped the boys tbru some
heavy driving.
October 24. The boys oontinned at landing, I went tbru the
Pe&Ta>n Ponds and the HacD.ey poncle, ala> went to
Ohenier Au Tigre. Lots of egrets and a>me Louisiana.
Herons feeding on the marsh, a few geese alighting
here and the?'e but they wont stay put.
October

25. went to Bayou Tom. where the leasee was burning

•eotion 16, (school land) wal.~ed south along the
State Refuge line where the State wardens we?'e
looa.ting their trappers.

October 26. Helped the boys at ·landing trying to finish the
breakwater but failed to get thru, I retu:rned to
camp.

Rsn&Tks.

---

The ei:ploration drew of the O&llfornia Oil Cb.
finished their shooting on the Jlcilhennr tract and
moved out with all their IJ>Ods and chattels on the
22nd.
On 8'mday, Oct. 20, dnring the heoiest fii~t of
geese I noticed sneral huncl'red snow geese, nocka
of a hundred or more that wer;e solid white, somet ing
we ave eYer seen here before but 1s COlllllon o the
wee ilong 'fhe Teu.a ooaat, -stnce e h&'l 1nt seen them
since guess they just hit the coast a little too f«r
east. Al.so saw a scatte?'ed flight of ducks that d.lllT
but have seen ve?'y few since, dudta are r!!P.5!rted
scarce all tbru this vicini~.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, October 13-19, 194-0.

October 13. Spent Sunday in .Abbeville.
October 14. Brought ?licit and newer to landing and got started
on the breakwater with two extra men, I came to caap
in the afte-rnoon.
October 15. Dewey and Biele went to landing and 110rked on the
breaJcwater. I went to the head of Bayou Tom, went
to section 30, sou.th of (bose pond, and did some
burning for g:>ose paatur e.
October 16. went with the boys to landing and g:>t them straight
on minor details of wilding breakwatel:, went in
the country and looted at severa.i lots of duck feed
and finally bought a lot.
October 17. Bide and Dewey oontinued with brealtwater, I went to
Indian Point, the fir st big fiight Qf blue geese
fiying up and down the (lllf coast. Saw one •all
fiocit of mallards and sw.-a1 noots of pintails,
a1so a few hundred sea.up in Vermilion Bar.
October 1!. Boys still working at landing, I went tbru the
Hadler Ponds and south to the Gulf, lots of geese
in night but not stopping on the sanctuary. Lots
of egrets of both kinds and Lou.istana Herons are
still feeding back of the beach on sections 6 and
5. Sagrera reports that they are roosting just back
of his house on Ohenier Au. Tigre, some 2,000 of
thElll, mostly egrets, coming in fran a1l points at
evening time, from 1ihe signs they are f eedtng on
orayfi ah left by the high water. rl.ushed lots of
Wilson• a Snipe in this area.
October 19. Went to the landing with the boys, I went to .Abbeville
and had some lumber cut and treated that we we're
.
short of, returned to landing. The boys went to t01dl '
at night and I returned to camp.

Remarks

I notice in the heavy flight of geese during the last
half of the week that the
rti'o
f young is, like
last ye~
eat
• esns to in ca e
goo r eellng sea.eon again. I hear that about 20 ,000
are feeding on the marsh about four miles west of
C2lenier .Au Ti gr e on The Louisiana rur s land, also some
on Karsh Island to the east. The flocks decoy to the
feeding egrets on the sanctuary but have not yet
started useing on the mat" eh here.

Rainey Wild Life sa.nctu&l'y.
Weekly Report, October 6-12, 194o.

October 6. Dewey spent the c;lay in oamp.
October 7. Brought the dt"edge 0perator to camp and dug all
day on the slip.
October g. Finished the Slip at camp at noon, we towed the
dt"edge to the landing and started work on the slip
there.
· October 9. Sent Dewey to Hell Hole and to the pass where the
oil exploration crew was finishing the sbooting in
that section, I went to the landing and saw to the
dTedging.

I

October 10. I stayed with the dredge until noon when they
finished our pa:rt of the slip, Dewey walked on
section 13 at COles Baynu where the muskrats had
eaten all the vegetation last year, he rep•tte no
open ponds left, a light growth of g.raaa covering
a11 the destroyed a:rea, n:> •rats. worked on the
canal to Nick's Lalce in aftern:>on.
October 11. We finished. the canal to B'ick•s Lalte and went to
the Hadley Ponds where the oil drew were shooting,
for the seoond. time, south and east of the ponds.
Saw about 50 c0ots and 14 Pintat.1s, the first of
e1 th er ' speci es I have seen.
October 12. Towed out barge w1 th pile driver, tools ect., to
the landing, went to Abbeville and had the lumber
for the brea.ltwa.ter delivered. to landing.

Rema:rts.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
WeEitly Report, Sept. 29-0 ct. 5, 194o.

September 29 . I went to Hog Ba}10u and Hell Hole, to Abbeville
late in afternoon.
September 30. Dewey and I came out with new shaft for • Ohi ck",
put sJ[&ft in and went to the Hadley Pond.W, walked
southeast to section 33 where the oil men were
shooting.
October 1.

October 2.

f

Went to the head of O>les Bayou and walked the line
south where the Louisiana rurs men were burning,
found the fire west of our line.
went to Hell Hole and wa.1.ked eaat with the survey
csrew far the oil O>. The shooting crew working west
,· of Hell Hole on sections 2 and 3. I went to Abbev111'
and got a letter off to the o~fice.

October 3.

w:>rked all da¥ on the hand canal to Bick• s Lake,
cleaning and cutting grass.

October 4.

The Louisiana !l'Urs dredge came and got st~ted
d ggin about 10 A.M. , we cut brush ahead of them

arong

e east e de of slip.

October 5.

Got the dredge work laid out and left Dewey in
charge, went to Abbeville. went to the country in
afternoon and looked at a lot of cheap duck feed
but found it too light to Sink.

Remat'ks.

The bird life has•nt changed cllring the week, no
new ducks nor geese.

Rainey Wild Life sanctuuy,
Weekly Report, September 22-2!, 194o.

September 22. In town, I went to Erath and talked to some of
our e:x.-trappers trying to gather dope on Marsh
Island and the State Refuge. Dewey in camp, went
to the head of Cbles Bayou and wa.l.ked on section
11 north of Schooner Bayou •

.

September 23. Got a letter off to MX'. Baker and returned to
camp. Finished cleaning the beach at Goose pond
and pulled alligator g1'aes out of the pond.
September 24-. Dewey and I spent the day with the exploration
crf!lff shooting on section 9 on Bayou Tan.
September

25. We cleaned the canal to the Hadley ponds and walked
south nearly to the beach.

Sept ember 26. Went to Indian Point and walked into the goose
grass area back of the point, find a good crop.
September 27. pulled the "Chick" ou.t and repaired the keel.
went to Nick's Late, find the widgeon g1'ass putting
up a good stand since the high water.
September 2S. Dewey and I took the shaft out of "Cbick 1 to town
and had shaft cnt to fit the shortened k~el, I
returned to camp in aftet'noon.

Remarks.

We have seen a few sm&l.l flo eke of Blue-winged Teal
in the ponds during the week and notice a few Marsh
and Sparrow Bawks , no other change in bird life.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, September 15-21, 1911<>.

September 15. Spent Sunday in Abbeville.
September 16. Dewer, Jrick and I came to caq> w1 th three new big
signs. Went to the west line in Schooner Bayou. and
put up one of the new signs in afternoon.
· September 17. :Put up another sign at the mouth of Deep Bayou. north
of camp in morning. Also went to the dam on Big
Island Bayou and cnt grass m-ound wings. went south to
Cben1.er .lu Tigre and Goose pond in afternoon oalling
on tlle 0&11fornta• oil 00. men enroute.
September 18. went out to South-west :Pass and erected the third big
sign. I took 11idt to .lbbeYille leartng DeweJ in OllllJ>•
September 19. Returned to oanp in morning, we went to Qoose :Pond and
cleaned the small canal leading to pond.
September 20. Returned to (bose Pond and cut out about 30 feet of
cattails on two sides where they were encroaching on
the 0pen water.
Sept~ber

Remarks.

21. ftnished the cattails at Goose :Pond sa
at
~ese four blues that ,,x>asse oTd the ond. I went
toJ
eY l e l e&T ng Dewer in camp •

Al tho Pintails and m.ue-winged Teal are reported in
numbers to the west of us the onl.y ducks we saw
4Uring the week were a few natiTe blacks • .A. good 1118.111'
Snowy and American 11:greta aze f eedlng in low parh
of the marsh where wat• is still standing from the
storm. Least Bitterns and Green Herons are still oomnon.
The only Hawks a.round are a few Pigeon Hawks. The
Boattailed Grackle& haTe been going thru their moult
and a.re st Ul bob- tail ed..
The e~lor&tion crews wbo haTe been working on the
Kcllhenny tract moTed on to our side on J'ridaJ, the
20th, and are running a line aC4'oes sections 7, g and
9 south of the main camp. The Superintend.ant tel.la me
that.. they ahOU1ci finillh on t e Sanctuary in about
three more weeks.

/

National Assdciation of Audubon Societies
For the Protection of Wild Birds and Animals
1775 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

ainey Sc.nctuc;.ry, Septe11b r 13, 194o .
0

:·r . John H. a:!r er , Execut iv e Di rector ,
Tati onal ssn. of :udubon So ci eti es,
1006 Fifth Ye . ~~ e Yor:c City , ..~ . Y.
\"eekly report, Septe.:1ber ,

7, to septe:1ber 13.

Dear :_r . Baker ;
Septe:.1ber 7, I n the ..10rning Dewey r;ent to Feari;ian
conservation oa.:-tp , I 't"'ent to bb evi lle , bought a
battery for th e boat "Gilbert earson n in the afternoon Dewey cut grass arou:id O:>le bayou cai:tp.
CO.lifornia oil cotpa
is no,- on Belle Isle ridge .
SeptEt1be.r S , Sui1dey .I spent thJ day in
:u T igr e .

bbevi

e,

Dewey patrol led to Chenier

Sept eub ,or 9, I co .1 e back to caup in thE> oorning , Dewey
cut th"' grass around the t vro er.nips on Deep bayou , in
the aft e.rnoon DeV"eY an I, ent to the oil co:ipa1iy houseboat ne' r the Pear son ponds , saw 15 blue ryj_ng .teals over
lace ell e Isl P. . o i 1 co'"1pany is no-r work~ng on Tm bayou .
Sept ... 1b r 10 , eft c a:.p in the bo t 11 i clc 11 -rent to To-,
be: you and cut gr ass around the tro C<:.iLlp s , also ~lace
tro s11all signs . California co::ipc..ny is ,-or,:ing east
fro:-1 the Hadley f ats , ~n south to t - gulf .
Septoober 11 , De'l.7ey ancl I, cut t "' grass around the
pw.1phouse and the cc:np near Belle Isle Riel re , replace
three a:iall signs gooing south to Clliner :u Tie;re , saw
the first ra sh hawk , about 300 snowy feeding in the
big sCh.lares near Cb.i neX , strong north mr.c. blowing .
Sept ~r.ib E>..I' 12, e":'ey an, , spent the dciy in cai;ip build..
i~g trenty five feet of 11"', br,o k-:·ater on the south end
·~ of boathouse , v 1'1.tl., r is very cool an th
tide 1011 ,
0

-

,tif

0

~~ Sept n:.ib ';;!' 13 , De'-rey and I, patrol led to south, e st ass
~in th~ ..iorning , in the afternoon ·;er"")~ ir d br,oal:r;ater
on c:cst side of 1is oa.::rp , fe 17 "'...llue 1-ring te[ s :.:1 ing
--~-ant: t -o a.r sh hawk at the cF.tr.lp .

C0p

to

··~r .

Gordon

National Association of Audubon Societies
For the Protection of Wild Birds and Animals
1775 Brcadway, New York, N . Y.

Ra iney Sanctuc-.ry, Sq:>t : er 6, 1
.·r . .Jo n H. B :eer, EKecutive Director,
:·ationa
ssn. of Au ubon Societies,
1006 Fift Ave. :·e. York City, J.7. Y.
Weekly report,

usust 31, to Sept ewber 6.

Dear :.r • :Sak er ;
August 31, De' ey and I, went to Abbeville in the
boat " 1'ihist er 11 't'1e sti 1 c nt t tr v 1 t e road to
Intracoastal City. I have or er the lumber for the
br eak,-ater to be b'lh.ild at 3ob llens Ian ing . ,en
: r. Gordon. gets back.
Sq:>te::J.bcr 1, Sun ay De ey an. I, spent t e uay in
Abbevi e,
Sept a:1ber 2, De ey :.:oor e, Dewey Chot e, and I cane
b c to cattp int e r.iorning, in t e afternoon we
butc ered a little pig, also painted one coat on
tbree bi r Si[,!l. First seen flii'lfr over Belle Lake
500 Fulvous tree
c s, an 3 bJue wing te s. =~
Septenber 3, 11 four of us Spent the day in cewp
barging in dirt o~ the yard, I insta 1 a winch on
the ni e-drivcr .
tree ducks on the
Belle take in t e aftE>..rnoon .
Sept a 1ber 4, 11 th boys an I, went an repair
the dam 'Pest of the Ha ey flats, in the afternoon
De ey . . :oor e, took the boys back to the landing .
The ca,lifornia Oo!,?P.any is no ror1:in west of
Cble bayou.
Septe:1ber 5, De ey an I, spent the d y in car:ip
repairing the small boat "Chick 11 also the skiff.
Three blue wing te ls seen near _the camp.
T~
·
n'
Co pan > is mr in at the head of
Big Island bayou .
.......

~-

...

~

Septenber 6, 1 e spent t}' e day at the cCtLlp painting
the skiff, an the "Chick" the rest of the day I
clean Dick's camp an do my 11]0.shing .
The California Conpany, have move on J..~ClLhen:gy;s

COpY to :rr • Gor on

National Association of Audubon Societies
Fer the Protection of Wild Birds and Animals
1775 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Rai:iey

sa.

ctuuy ' • ll[;USt 30 ' 194o .

:.:r .

John H. !)a.:.:er , ~xecutive Director ,
::ation<.1 ~ ssn . of ~uclu !bn Societies,
1006 ..,ifth .,\.ve ...:ew ork Cit , ~: . Y.
°\"ieekly report aubllst 24, to auf;Ust 30 .
Dear. . .

at er. ;

ugust 24, er:ey in c -up all day paintin 0 the
tFO porchs on t e s::.iall ct....:-Jp , I r;ent to bbeville
in the boat ""1hi st er , the road to Intracoastal City
is still unc er v;ater .
ugust 25 , Sunday Dewey in car.1p I in

bb evil le.

urrust 26, I in Abbevi le , bouf9.1t lw.iber for a
all pil e- driver also a \':'inch, return to cci.wp
at noon , De~~e wor_c on the ·.;hist er , had a big
rain , oil 0Jr,1pany have r.iov e to the .:iou th of ef:l)
Bayou , anc irill mr c the northwest sections of
the si=tnctuary .
ugust 27, Derey and I , replace broken signs from
Indian point to southwest pass, our snoi.-y t egr ets
have all gone fror:i Deaci:ians Island , in the afternoon
,e raiove varnish on the boat Gilber t pearson.
ugust 2 , in the morning Deuey ancl I ror ~ :;d on
the s::ia11 pil e-clri vec, in the aft er noon I rent to
Schooner ba.y:)U , oil co::lpany i n now on section elev en •
ugust 29, 2.ll clay in c~.rlp De..,.
an I varni sh one
coat on the Gilbert Pee..r son , a so finished the little
pile- driv e •
ugust 30, spent the day in car.ip putting the second
coat of vaxnish on t e boat Gi ber pearson , an nhcel
sor.ie dirt along t e boathouse.

.i

O::>py to

::r .

Gordon

National Association of Audubon Societies
For the Protection of Wild Birds and Animals
1775 Broadway1 New York, N. Y.

Rainey sanctuary,

ugust

.:tJ,

191.Jo .

: ..r. John H. Bak er, Executive Director,
.1. a tiona
Assn. of Audubon Societies,
1006Fifth ve. 7ewYork City, IL Y.
Weekly report,

.ugust 17, to Au.gust 23.

Dear ·r. Baker ;
ugust 17, Dev.rey went to Abbeville, in the boat
'Vthistler, Dave and I, in camp painted on the big
canp, in the afternoon I made new tool box,
wind west, also had a little rain.
August 1$, Sunday Dewey in Abbeville, Dave and I,
in camp, in the afternoon !,went to Tom bayou
water still over the marsh, wind northwest rain
all night.
August 19, Dave and I, left camp in the boat dhiclc ,
Op en flume to Ui ck lake and Had-i ey flats flume aJ. so ,
De ey come back fron Abbeville in the afternoon,we
then put boat Gilbert pearson, on dry dock, had to
qu.it working on account of rain.
August 20, all day in camp, De ~ ey and I, ork on the
Gilbert pearson, put new shaft and babbitt stern
bearing, also painted her bottQn.
The ~lifornia conpany is no':"' working near Hick• s
lake, but understand they have to q.iit and g;o to
higher marsh as the water is still to high.
August 21, Took the Gilbext off dry dock, and put
the boat Vhistl er, on dry dock, ch~-nge a small plank
on the hull, and copp:er paint the bottom, in the
afternoon Dewey and nave, put new signs along the
bay shore and cut gTass around signs in Schooner
bayou,
August 22, 11 day in c~1p working on the boat
istler, and repair the wharf on the vrest side
of Dick's house, The california coo.pany, is now
working near the camp, but on lclthenny • s land.
August 23, Dave and Dewey, mowed the yard, also
took V1'histler off dry dock, in the afternoon We,
trimmed grass away from signs south to Cfneni er
Au Tigre.

Cbpy to Dick.

National Association of Audubon Societies
For the Protection of Wild Birds and Animals
1775 Broadway, New York, N . Y.

Rainey Sanc~uar y, • :u0ust 11, 194o.
::r . John H. aker, :::xecutive Director
:-ationn.l ssn . of
dubon Societies
1006 Fifth ve. :Ter York Cit , ·:. Y.
, eekly report,

ugust 10, to

:U(;i.1St 16.

Dear :..r . Baker ;
ugust 10, Dewey and I, went to town in the boat
Gilbert earson, i-ater about fifteen inches over
our landing at Intracoastal City, had the little
ford truck nove to high land, Lionel Leblanc, and
his boys are at ca.mp .
ugust 11, Left bbeville, Dev:ey and I, cor:ie back
to car.1p, vrater is still over the breai;:..-.ater , but
the in is "; est and the tide is runing out fast,
saw one Deer drowned in canal north of c -mp,
in the aft er noon I went to 'J:om bayou, at el' is
still about t\\o feet over the oarsh there .
1

ugust 12, e\TeY and I, v;ent to Chenier Au Tigre
in the morning , ,at er is ove,r a1 the canal levees ,
sa thl' ee nuskr at s and ti,.;a coon drown in canal,
in afternoon -e went to big Island Bayou, found
raor e i:.ru.sI::rats dead, i,vbld in the 1est,
Augus·t 13, Dewey and I in car.tp all day cleaxing the
broken trees and drift wht'c1r"t11~ rurrent piled up
on the yard, water is novr off the yard, and v-ind
is still west , rurrent in the o:tnal is very strong .
UQJ.St 14, De\TeY c:i.ncl I, stayed in cnnp all dn.y
and repair the porch and also the bro.~en screens,
wind is north, a:ac.
ter is now going out fast.
u:;ust 15, De\7ey painted the porch on his o'l::rp , also
trim all the windo s, I uent to · beville, in the
bo t "{hi stler, road to I11tracoasta1 City is still
underv-ater .
August 16, Dei; ey nowed th~ ya.rd, cine. '"'ent to dhiner
u Tii;Te in the afternoon, t', water is still very
high in soae place, an' goi11€; over the levees , I
1 eft bbcvill e , an back to o'lwp, win north -est .

Cbpy to Dick,

National Association of Audubon Societies
For the Protection of Wild Birds and Animals
1775 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Rainey Snnctuar ~' , .iugµst 2, 15)40.
::r. John H. Eci. ker, xecutive Director,
·-rational ssn. of 11dubo11 Societies,
1006 Fifth Ye. , er.1 York City, • Y.
WeelUy report, July

27, to ugust

2.

Dear tt • Eaker ;
July 27, Dewey in camp, I and Lionel!.s boys went to
toi.m, ra:tn aJ.l the morning, in afternoon Dewey, went
to rthe dcnn in Big Island bayou, more rain in the aft ernoon.
July 2$, Sunday I in town,Dewey and his family in
camp, in the afternoon Dewey , and his family went nut
fishing at F eaxman canal, had more rain to day .
July 29, I come back to camp in the morning, bought
some paint, also canent blocking, for Dick • s house
at Intracoastal City, I n the afternoon, Dewey andI,
made new gate for the flume to Nick • s lake, rain.
July 30, Dewey and I, in camp, done some painting on
the small camp , had to stop on account of rain, in the
afternoon we install new gutters on Dick's house.
July 31, Dewey and I, went to Intracoastal City, and
put ce:uent blocking under Dick• s house , at the Bob
All en landing, on the way back to camp, we pa"tro]J.ed
up o:>le Bayou, I aieo went and talk to representatives
of California company-, the crew is still working on
.ifc]thenn.y, had a very big rain.
August 1, Dewey and I, also the california Cb. r epr e\ seintatives , went to Dea.dmans Island, there a:r e about
100 Sm
rets , and tl'V'enty five Louisia:
s
~ e
on
e island, stayed in camp all afternoon on
~ account of rain •

,
Ba-.

_
.

•

-:.._=:::a,t -

~·
.-~ -~-

-

August 2, Dewey and I, in camp, cleaning camp, also
mowed the yard, and rescreen the porch on the small
c~, aloo painted the south side of the boathouse.

COpY to Dick,

National .Association of Audubon Societies
For the Protection of Wild Birds and Animals
1775 Broadway, New York, N . Y.

Rainey Sanctuary, July 26, 191..Jo.
?.Ir. John H. Baker, Executive Director,
National Assn. of Audubon Societies,
1006 Fifth Ave. ll!ew York City, N. Y.
Weekly report, July 20, to July 26.
Dear Ur. Baker ;
July 20, Dewey in camp, paint the two porch on
on Dick's camp, I wen"t to town in the morning,
Dewey went to Chenier ~ Tigre, in afternoon.
July 21, Sunday, Dewey oom e to town in afternoon,
I com e out to camp i71 th u r. Paul sarrells, to look
over the dredge work at camp, and the landing, ur.
Sorrells, and I went back to town.
July 22, Dewey and family, and I , come back to
camp in the morning, rain all afternoon, mt able
to do a thing, Lionel• s boys also oome to camp.
July 23, In the morning I went to Loui si ans Furs,
to talk to Liark ·Hebert, about the d.r edging, and
in the afternoon, Dewey and I, paint the boathouse,
Representatives of california oil company, come out
to camp, not able to permite them to explore, I went
to town to wire Hr. Baker.
July 24, I, all morning in town, waiting to hea;r.
from ur. Baker, I come back to camp in a.ft ernoon,
and authorize california company "to treepass on
Sanctuary, De\vey went to Deadmans Island, all the
Snowy F.grets, are flYing, had more rain.
July 25, Dewey, Lionel• s boys and I, work all day
in Nicks lake cutting cattails, California company
e:xploring on cilhenny.

-..........

.,.----

July 26 All day in C8Jll>, De ey and I , mowed the
ya.rd, and cut grass near the boathouse, also worked
on the boat "Whistler" rain •

Copy to

ur .

Gordon.

National Association of Audubon Societies
For the Protection of Wild Birds and Animals
1775 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Rainey Sanctuary, July 19, 194o.
Mr. John H. Baker, Executive Director,
National Assn. of Audubon Societies,
1006 Fifth Ave. New York Cl ty, N. Y.
Weekly report, July 13, to JulY 19 .
Dear ur . Baker ;
July 13, Dewey and Marion, went to town in the
morning, I in camp , made out my report and vtt"ote
letters, in the afternoon I went to town, Lionel
and his boys in camp.
July 14, Sunday Dewey and I, in Town, Lionel in
camp, had a very big rain.
July 15, Bought paint and 1 x 4 slats for signs,
return to camp in the morning, in the afternoon
I and 1a.rion, -C'lean cobweb and paint on th~ big
camp, Dewey work on Asa• .s boat.
July 16, Dewey and I , paint all day on Di ck 1 s camp ,
~ arion and Dewey• s boys mo wed the yard.
July 17, I went to Deadmans Isl a nd in southwest Pass,
all the young birds are flYing, on my way back I went
to Toms Bayou, Dewey, went To Chenier ~ Tigr e, in
the aft er noon De my and I, started to paint, but got
rain out .
July lS, Lionel's boys and }!a.rion Dewey, and myself,
work a11 day in the little canal to the Hadley flats,
we also cut sol!le cattails, water is very high in the
ponds, had some more rain that night.

t

~

:

~~..-.--·

-

Jul¥ 19, Dewey !.larion, and myself, paint on Dick' 8

<?.n-1 t f' n e,... Delco house, in the aft er noon I went
.andcb16se. :tlnm to the Hadley flats, Dewey paint the
porch on Dick ' s can;p .
c ~..r:m

~

~

C0py To lll'. aardon

National Association of Audubon Societies
For the Protection of Wild Birds and Animals
1775 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Rainey Sanctuary, July 12, 194o.
r. John H. Baker, Executive Director,
National Assn. of Audubon Societies,
1006 Fifth Ave. New York City, N. Y.
eekly report, July 6, to July 12,
Dear Mr. Baker;
July 6, Dewey and arion, clean roof on small camp,
In afternoon the boys paint the roof, and went to
town, I ootie back to camp, from town, rain and a
strong east wind.
July 7, Sunday I, left camp in the boat n GilbeTt "
and went to Deadmans Island in southwest Pass, the
Sno
ts and erons_, axe doing just fine, Dewey
in town, had a little Rain.
July g, Dewey and I, mowed the yard, and start~ to
cut the grass on east side of the boathouse slip
going east to the Belle Isle Lake shore.

Jul¥ 9, All day in camp, Dewey and I, cut grass on
the Lake side , In the afternoon we clean the ro<J!
on the boathouse, weather is very hot, also m·ore
rain.
July 10, In the morning, Dewey and I, paint the
roof on the boathouse, in the afternoon, paint one
coat stain on the f eedhouse, wind is southwest and
mosQuitoes are very bad.
July 11, Weather a little bad, stayed in camp all
day, Dewey and I, paint one roan and the hall in
Dick's oamp, also paint one bedstead, and a Rug.

. ............,

~-

July 12, Dewey and I, left oamp in the boat 11 Gilbert
went to Deadmans Island all the ou
e
about to
y, I ave takeing a ot of precaution to
coun~ the young birds,we have found this oount to be,
1
Snowy Eg2ets, $5 Louisiana and 4o ittle blues,
also a
r een ero s , makeing a total of 350
young

Copy to Mr . Dick.

11

National Association

of Audubon

Societies

For the Protection of Wild Birds and Animals
1775 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Rainey sanctuary, ?q.ly 7, 194o .

ur.

John H. Baker, Exeruti~e Director,
National Assn. of Audubon Societies,
1006 Fifth Ave . New York City , ir. ! .

. Weekly report , June 29 , to July
Dear

5.

r . Bake:r ;

June ~9 , Dewey and I, left camp in Whistler and went
to town, Li onel and his boys in camp , rain.
June 30, Sunday Dewey and I , in town.
July 1 , Come back to camp in the morning, in the
afternoon llewey and I, rork on Whistler motor , also
change steering cable, had some more rain .
July 2 , 11 day cutting cattails in Nickts lake,
found a fe
Least Bitte:rne nest , but young have
hatch and gone , weather is very hot .

Jul¥ 3, ~ent the day in ?Tick ' s lake cutting cattail,
weather 1 s still hot , and th e osciuitoes is v~y bad .
July 4, I went to town, had a wire from Bob All en,
asking me to arrange the trip to Black Bayou, so I
got in touch with r . Ben Landry , for the a:r:rangement .
Dewey went to Dead.mans I sland, all the young Egrets
a.re about to fly .
J .y

5,

I left Abbeville , and went to orange Texas .
ob Allen, and myself, made the trip to Black
Bayou , f uiXL
l t
_ o 111 had h at ch
gone
,
I was told ther e t'ie$-~~ ~ ou
Spoonbill, thts
yea:r on
a
s ana
1
~

~

~ ~

-

. _.,_,t;;..7-=--·

_,.,.,..-·

Your s truly ~

0

~i:ii!£a
~~exnayder

/ Ai'ck
00py to · r . R . D. Gordon

National

Association

of Audubon

Societies

For the Protection of Wild Birds and Animals
1775 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Rainey Sanctuary, June ~ ' 194o.
?,!r. John H. Baker, Exerutiv,:e Director,
}fational Assn. Of Audubon So ci eti es,
1006 Fifth Ave. New York City, N. Y.
Weekly report, June 22, to June 2$.
Dear Mr. Baker ;
June 22, Dewey left camp and patrolled to Southwest
and Deadmans Island, still twenty five nests
of Snowy ~eta rI>-Ot hatch, n
e
ernoon Dewey
m w the yaxd, ! went to port A.Tthur , Texas.

pas~,

June 23, $.inday morning Dewey in camp, in the after noon Dewey went to to,,vn, I come back from port A.Tthur.
June 21+, Dewey and I, cClne back to camp in the morning ,
in afternoon I, went to Nicks lake, water still very
high in the pearson ponds, saw two Black-necked stilt,
tide a little high, with a east wind, and some rain .
June 25, All day cutting cattails in Pear son ponds,
found three Grebes nests, youngs have hatched and
gone, mosCJuitoes a.re very bad.
June 26, Spant the day in Pearson ponds, cutting
cattails, weather is very hot, and llosquitoes still
on the incT eas .
June 27, We cut cattails in Pearson Ponds in the
morning, in the afJternoon we cut a little cattails
in Nick• s lake.

-

-~.. ~ -

..,,..,,...---

...........

June 2$, I in camp, writi ng 1 et t er s and report, Dewey
mowed t h e ya.rd, in afternoon Dewey went to Deadmans
tsland, and found only si~ Gt"een Herons nests , not
hatch, whats left of the Snowy F.gTets, and Little
blue herons, and some Louisiana herons, are doing
swell, and most of the older birds, al' e about to fly .
It see:ns aft er this week ,mo st of the young will have
left the nest •

~- 
~

COpY to W:. R. D. Gordon

National Associati~n of Audubon Societies
For the Protection of Wild Bit ds and Animals
1775 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Rainey Sanctuary , June 21, 19 40.

r. John H. Baker, Executive Director
MationaJ. Asrociation of Audubon Societies,
1006 Fifth Ave. New York City, N. Y.
Weekly report, June 15, to June 21.
Dear

ur.

Baker ;

June 15, Left camp in Gilbert, went to Deadmans
Island, birds a.re doing well, only ahout 150 more
nests to hatch, in afternoon I in camp, rain,
Dewey in Town.
June 16, Sunday I in camp, Dewey in town, rain
and strong east wind, and high tide.
June 17, Strong southeast, wind with a tide that
come six inches over the breakwatet" at camp also
eight inches of rain, three Deers near smaJ.i camp.

l

June lS, In the morning I worked on the 11 Whistler "
and Dewey cut grass on ya.rd, went to Pe~ son ponds, _
to much water to cut cattails, left camp in the
" Gilbert " and went to Dead.mans Island; there
found 22g yo
bir
drown, and ai! the nest
n
e ground wash away from the storm, about
75 nests a.re left" with eggs.
June 19, All day in camp working on the roof af
Dicks, camp, and mowed the yard.
June 20, Dewey and I, paint roof on Dick camp and
repair the fitting on the bathroom.
June 21, Dewey and I, went to Hadley flats, and
Big Island Bayou, the water is still very high on
the mar sh, In the a.ft ernoon I went to town, Dewey
in camp.

.....

........

~-

Oopy of this report to

r . Gordon.

National Association of Audubon Societies
For the Protection of Wild Birds and Animals
1775 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Rainey Sanctuary, June 14, 19~.
Weel:ly report, June g, to june 14th.
r. John H. Baker, Exerutive Director,
National Association of Audubon Societies,
1006 Ftfth Ave. New York Oity, N. Y.
· Dear Mr. Baker;

June g, Dewey and I, patrol out to Southwest Pass
and Dea.dmans Island, about 500 young birds hatch,
in the afteTnoon I, went to town, and Dewey made
new engine box for the Ohick.
June 9, Sunday Dewey in camp, I in town.
June 10, I come out to camp in the morning, Dewey
work on the ya.rd, in the afternoon Dewey and I
scrape the roof on main ca.mp, had a 11 ttle rain.
June 11, Low ti de and west wind, Dewey and I
in camp working on the breakwater on main oanal,
in afternoon went to Chenier Au Ti~e, also the
Pearson ponds, found one nest of Greeb, but no egg.
June 12, Left camp in the GilbeTt Pearson, and
went to Deadmans ISland, in Southwest pass and
found more young E~ets hatch, there are now about
1000 to 1200 .YQungs, I am SUl'e there will be
some 300 yet to hatch.
June 13, aJ.l day in camp, unable to do any thing on
aoount of very bad weather and rain, all day.
June 14, In camp alJ. morning, weather still bad.,
strong east wind, and very high tide, in afternoon
Dewey went to town, have to take bis wife to the
Hospital early saturdEq morning, I went to Tom
Bayou in a.ft ernoon.

-

----"--"'
___ e _=-,
..
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~ ~

Enclosed a o~Y of my letter to :Mr • Bob Allen.
-Also to Di ck.

National Association of Audubon Societies
For the Protection of Wild Birds and Animals
1775 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Rainey Sanctuary, June g, 191'o.
Weekly Report begin June 1, to June 7th.
:Mr. John H. Baker, Executive Dir ~ctor,
National Association of Audubon Societies,
1006 Fifth Ave. New York City, N. Y.
Dear Ur • Bak er ;
I have Your letter of :May 27, and will certainly
try to outline as a weekly report of all activities
:(~!. . . on the Sanctuary.
,

· -~ June 1, Dewey in town working on (Whistler) I patra
olled to Ohtnier Au Tig;re in the Chick, saw about
25 orchard Orioles nests, and someteast Bitterns
nests with young, also a good number of Green Herons.
June 2, Sunday, I went to town, Dewey in

oamp.

June 3, I picked up the bills and mail to Irving
Benjamin, come back to camp, Dewey mowed the yard.
I also bought roofing paint and shingle stain for
the camps and boathouse.
June 4, All day in camp, Dewey and I Put 11-e blocking
under small camp. very strong ea.st Wind and big tide,
had also a little rain.

"1::

June 5, Dewey and I, went to Hadley flats in A. M.
p. M. left ca.mp in the Gilbert, went to Deadmans
Island, found the birds dOing fine, and a.re hatcb.ing very fast.
June 6, Dewey and I, patrolled to the Dam in Big
Island Bayou, on the way back saw two Deers on
B"elle Isle lake, in P. IL. clean and painted roof
on f eedhouse, and Deloo house.

- ""'Wft
~June
7,
~.;_

.

.

Had a little rain in A. IL · Dewey and I, in
camp cl:eaning boats and our camp.
p. :M. Started to scrape old paint on main camp.

Theres ~e some Keys in the Gulf of Mexico , known
as Bfg Shell Key, its about twelve miles from the
pass, and about four miles off the Uar sb Island
shore, on these Keys, I was told by the fishmens
there are about 2000 Royal terns, and some Brown
Pelicans nesting there this year, and would like to
make a trip and see these birds if you will let me.
I am sure it would be well worth the trip,
COpY to Dick,
Yours Truly ~

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, yay .5 -11, 1940.

MB.5 5th. Dewey spent the day in camp.
May 6.

came to camp, went to the dam on Big I eland Bayou and
walked east and south to school section 16 and around

the head of Bayou Tom on section 17.
May 7.

Took three men and went to the Stano lind camp north of
White Lake, found their mud boat broken down so went
south of the camp and walked west in the maxsh but failed
to see any cranes.

May g.

went to Deadmans Island in the pass, found about goo
snowy egrets there with about 100 nests built and more
building, 77 of the nests with eggs started.

May 9.

Hauled dirt into holes in the yard. ent tbru Nick• s
Lake and the pearoon pond.S, saw no ducks at all but
Purple Gallinules very common,

May 10. Had a fairly low tide so we dredged mud out of the boathouse until noon, hauled dirt along the breakwater.
May 11.

ent to Abbsville .

Remarks. It looks as tho the teal and coots have fina11 a11
gone north. The Jurpl e
s comin,.g in
AiHi~
ittle
other
dur ~ the we
m t~ a
on.
The boys at the Stanolind camp bad seen no cranes for
several days so they must not be to the west of the
camp, we will try again :from the White Lake side this
week.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, April 2S-May 4-, 194o.

April 2g. Spent the

d.a:y

in Abbeville.

Jf##iff.ffff'j;jfj
April 29.

Returned to camp. Dewey cut the gTaes and trimned the
overhanging bushes out of the Blip . I went tbru the
hadley ponds, visited Goose Pond and went to Chenier
Au Tigre. Found the Sag!L'era cattle all gone out to
high land e~cepting a small bunch of cows.

April 30.

Wind too high for the White take crane trip, went to
the head of Bayou Tom and walked south along the State
Refuge line. In the afternoon we cut and laid the
foundation for the new Delco house.

May 1.

Took the two neweys and went to White Lake where we
covered a big area in the extreme north-east corner
of the lake and to the north, failed to even find a
crane this
Saw our first young epot
fiwn north
of camp.

May 2.

Since the two boys from the landing happened to be in
camp and we got a very low tide we started the dredging
job in the boathouse. This worked out well but Slow, tm
men in the water to load the sooop s (made from 5 gal.
cans) and t110 on the bank to pull out and dump. A
couple more days of low water will fix it up.

May 3·

Got up with the tide too high for dredging. We excavated
along the west side of the boathouse wb.er e br ea.ks in the
she et piling are causing some of the trouble, some of
these will have to be changed and a new string driven
along the south end.

May 4-.

I went to _Abbeville leaving Dewey in camp. He made a
round at Schooner and co1es Bayous walking back in the
low places for any sign of 'gator hunters.

Remarks.

or char a or1 21 e~ arrived in numbers during the week and
s ever al Ros
.ea.ks were seen along the
canals and a few Indigo Buntings. A few Teal and coots
are still with us.

Rainey Wild Life Sano1iuary.
weekly Rep(l)ttt, April 21-27, 194-0.

April 2l. Dewey spent the day in camp.
April 28. I returned to camp in morning, we went to the head
of Ba.you Tom and walked south around the head of Hog
Bayou where Alligator hunters might enter the
sanctuary •
Took the two Dewey s and two extra tr epp ere to lfhi t e
Lake, put them ashore in pairs about two miles ap&Tt,
picked the first pair up where the seoond pair went
in and the seoond pair two miles farther oovering a
4- mile strip about three miles deep, nushed the
usual tbrei c-ranes about li miles inland from OJ.ear
Lake but no signs of nesting.
April 24-. went to Cl>les and Schoone-r Bayous, walked around the
deep mar sh both east and west of Coles BS¥ou and
along the bay shore. I went on to Abbeville looking
far some word from Lynch rut reoieved none.
April 25. Returned to camp where Dewey Moore helped Dewey Cboate
w1 th his boat, a high wind and big rain kept us in
camp anyway.
went to Southwest Pass, found about 50 Snowy Egrets
I April 26. hangfulg
around Deadmans Island but not yet nesting,
about 14- Gr~n Herons nests on the island, sQl.\e
with eggs. Saw around 30 soaup in Vermilion Bay.

April 27. went to Abbeville, brought mechanic to landing, toctc
head off "Whistler" engine to learn just what she
needs, found a boreing job needed and that they oan
/
do it in Abbeville, had the mechanic order the new
pistons .

Remarks. Saw our first Qrcbrd Orioles, two pairs, on the 2~.
We still have a few coots, teal and gad.wall around,
a1so a few wila:>ns snipe.
It looks now as tho we may have a late nesting of
snowys at Deadmans Island.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, April 14-20, 1940.

April 14. I returned to camp and spent the da;r in caq,.
April 15. Dewey came out in morning, we went thru all the ponds to
check up on the cattail growth, find that they will need
quite a trimming. Widgeon grass is putting on a good stand
in most all the ponds since most of the ducks have left,
saw one pair of mallards and a few Blue-winged teal,
Gadwall and coots.
April

16. went to Schooner and coles Bayous, also east along the

bay from mouth of Deep Bayou where we walked in from the
shore in three placew, about two hundred teal along the
bay, two deer on the canal. n:>rth of camp.

April 17. Mowed the grass at camp and checked over the engines in
both the "Whistler" and "Chris.. craft", cleaning gas lines
and carbur eter s.
April

ig.

Started to W'hi te Lake at daylight but high south wind came
up so it would be impossible to anchor on north shore,
returned to camp and went to the head of Esp.op. TQn.

April 19. went to ?Jhi te Lake and walked north from the north shore
just west of where the three cranes were seen last week,
flushed one crane but oould find no signs of nesting.

I

April 20. went to Abbeville leaving Dewey painting the inside · of
his camp.

Remarks. Have heard nothing further from John Lynch and his plane
a1 tho its time to be getting after the cranes by air.
The pair of mallards on Monday were late stayers, the m.ue..
winged Teal, GadwaJ. l and Oo ots hang on in small numbers.
we have opened the flume to Nick• s Lake in order to ~Y
it as much as possible so the muskrat mud can be cleaned
out of the small canal, may be able to ~Y the lake enongb
to get a stand of the wild mill.e t the ducks like so well.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
weekly Report, April 7-13, 194o.

April 7. Dewey Moore spent the day in camp.
April g. Returned to oamp, went to the mouth of Deep Bayou and
walked both ea.st and west, Dewey went thru sections 24
and 13 near COles Bayou, found it getting dry and sane
grass showing in places, no ducks except 200 Blue-ringed
Teal along vermilion Bay shore. On the east side, between
Holman Lake and the bay, the muskrats are slowly getting
the best of the grass and the openings lat' ger, the dry
weather will slow this up. Saw four Least Bitterns and
the first Grackle nest building.
April 9.
Took one of the boy a from the landing and Dewey and went
to White Lake, walked north fr an the east end of the lake
covering several. miles of bad marsh, walked up on two
Who ing cranes which flew over us within 100 feet, they
e"B:
lll!Other not far away. we oover ed the
ry
oroughly but found no sign of nesting.
April 10. Mowed the lawn and gave the place a general cleaning.
April 11. went to Indian Point and out to Dead.mans Island in the
pass, no eg;rets at the island but about 12 Green Herons.
Saw around 2,000 Scaups in Vermilion Ba;y all bunched,
looks like leaving time. Fairly big rain in afternoon.
April 12. Cbt up in a howling nor-wester, mrm warnings coming
in so we just hung around and 1 et the old camp chatter
her teeth.
April 13. went to .Abbeville expecting word frcm John Lyncb and
plane but heard nothing.

Remarks.

The Grackles must have heard of that one building a
nest on Monday because they al 1 went to work, noti oed.
a few Green Het"ons also building. I went to Avet"y ISland
Saturday afternoon to check on the e£?:t'ets and herons
nesting and found them building a11 over the place, 1t
loOks like Deadmans Island is out age.in unless they cQne
late.
The three whoopers at White Lalte were right near where
Lynch claims to have seen the young last year, I will
try and pick up a couple of extra boys this week and
give her a good going over.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
weekly Report, March 31-April 6. 194o.

March 31. Spent the day in Abbeville.
April 1. Returned to camp and pulled the "Whistler" out on the
ways, scTaped the hull for painting, changed the wheel
and took the exhaust and manifold assembly off.
April 2. painted "Whistler" one coat inside and out. went to
Schooner Bayou and walked the section 11 lines and also
south along our line from Oak Bayou. Saw no ducks in
the marsh, about 200 Blue-winged- Teal and a few shovelers
a1ong the bay shore, one pair of nesting native blacks
a1 ong the canal north of camp.
April 3. Took the exhaust assembly to Abbeville for welding. Dewey
went to the head of Bayou Tom and walked the line south,
reports two deer at the head of the bayou, no ducks.
April 4. Brought the exhaust back and put it on "W'histler", painted
her another coat and put her in the water at night.
April5. We went to the Stanolind camps mrth of ~ite Lake, the
boys there report abou
a.teue ee
in the
mar sh about two miles south and west of the camp, one of
them went in there with us, we saw two cranes in fligP.t
but none on the feeding gTounds. e urnea: o camp.
April 6. I went to Abbeville, had letter from John Lynch who is
arranging the plane trip over the Stanolind marsh, he is
trying for one of the glass-bellied A;rmy planes out of
Barksdale Field, failing in this w111 take a (bast ()lard
plane, about the middle of this month as I suggested.
Dewey went to Hell Hole in the "dhick". Reports only a
handful of scaup in Vermilion Bay.

Remarks. Kingbirds and Green Herons have become common during the
week but the ducks fell off again in munbers and we have
seen but one small nook of geese. Nothing further of
int ere st.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary .
Weekly Report, March 24-30, 194o.

Marcil 24. Returned to camp, went to Chenier Au Tigre. Saw several

alligators and the first few kingbirds.

March

25. The boys worked on Dewey Choate• s boat at camp.

March 26. The Deweys went to Schooner Bayou and walked sections
lJ. and 14 and also 23 and 26 at the head of Cl>les
Bayou, hardly any ducks here except 200 Blue-winged
Teal and a few Gad.wall in Vermilion Bq, one big doe.
Made a survey of the grass in sections _29, 21§, 32 and
33 ad.joining the Hadley Ponds east to State line, found
section 2S the best, over 5~ three square grass, to tb3
south sections 33 and 32 are roughly 30% three scpare,
or 11 goose" grass ruming to the leafy variety on the
south and section 29, around the ponds, about 25~ in
small patches among the big oane~T is would feed plenty
of geese and is in good oondi ti on Abou.t 50 .night her om
mostly yel10.-crowned, were feed g around the ponds
with a few teal and shovelers.
March 2g. went to Hell Hole and put up some down signs along the
State Refuge line both east and west of Lake portage,
saw three deer on the line east of the lake. Saw elEen
Blue Geese in flight and about 200 teal in Fearipan alee.
Pulled the Chris-craft out on ways at night.
March

29. Scrapped the Chris-·c raft and put on a coat of white

March

30. Finished the boat and got her down, went to Abbeville

one of COPP er, repaired the wheel and rudder.

Renarks.

and

where I found Bob Allen, brought him to camp and back to
Abbeville, only had time to visit the dam on Big Island
Bayou.
sagr era passed camp the last of the week and tells me
that about 1,000 Blue Geese have oome from somewhere and
are feeding on Mcilhenn:y west of Chenier Au Tigre, we
did•nt think so maDY were left here. We have seen 2
otter and about ten deer during the week as well as
~i te a few aJ.ligators including the big one near the
niQ.lth of D.eep Bayou.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, March 17-23, 1940.

March 17. Spent Sunday in Abbeville.
March 1$. Returned to camp, went to the mouth of peep Bayou and
sent the two Deweys over sections 19, 24 and 13 to
Coles Bayou where I picked them up, found no ducks on
the marsh here, about 200 mixed teal on the bay shore.
March 19. worked the trees and cleaned the camp ye;rd in forenoon,
waJ.ked east fr~ the mouth of Deep Bayou in afternoon
on sections 19 and. 29, saw three deer and about 200
mixed teal on the marsh, a.1.eo about 30 ge.d.wa.11 and
three pairs of nesting blacks.
March 20. I went to Abbeville and had. the ward-Mcilhenny deed
copied and sent it to the office. Dewey went to our
line near Indian Point and walked to the Pass, saw no
geese at al.l and but a few scaup in Vermilion Bay.
March 21.. Returned to camp, went thru the Hadley Ponds, visited.
Goose pond and went to Chenier Au Tigre, Sagrera reports
very few geese flying and thinks they have left for north.
Just a few shovelers, ge.dw&ll and teal in the ponds.
Ii.lax ch 2 2 •

ent to the head of Bayou Tom and w&lked the State Refuge
line a:>uth to Hog Bayou, no ducks nor geese.

March 23. went to Abbeville leaving the Deweys
boat at camp.

,/\

0/

wor~ing

on Choate• s

n Friday, the 22nd, Lionel LeBlanc visiJcamp. He has
b
tr
in
eese for McllhenD¥ to
est of Chenier
u Ti e and reports that they have neaTly all gone north
aur ng the past ten days as we had thought, a few small
flocks always hang aTound ti
about May first. This is
early for them to leave
Dewey Choate has spe
the week at camp, I let Dewey
Moore help him repair his own boat during spare time for
which we sha.J.1 let him help us clean the mud out of the
boat house, plug •rat holes in the levees ect.
We saw our first two Green Herons on the 20, right on time.
I heard a Least Bittern caJ.ling in the marsh but hav•nt
seen one yet.

/aainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
weekly Report, March 10-16, 19~..
Mar ob 10. Dewey took Ml". Baker and nr:. wrather tbru the Hadley ponds
and Ni ck' s Lake, saw some ~ GadwRll and 25 Q:>ots in the
Hadley Ponds and about 100 Teal along canal, mixed Green
and Blue-winged ala> a few Teal and Gadwal.l in Nicks Lake
w1 th 50 Coots, (Dewey• s O>unt). Took Kr. Baker to Lafayette
in afternoon, saw about 300 Blue-winged Teal along the bq
shore on the way in and a few Gad.wall in the canal.
March 11. Saw Kibbe about the Louisiana Furs map and returned to canp,
we went to the head of Bayou Tom and wa.l.ked south to Hog
Bayou, no geese except a few flying, about 300 Teal in
Fearman Lake and a few pairs afnative blacks on the marsh.
Mar ch 12. Dewey Choate came to camp in his own boat, I sent the boys
from Belle Isle Lake north to Vermilion Bay on sections 31,
30 and 29 where I picked them up. on section 29, from the
Holman Lake to the bay shore, mekrats have already made
some openings and are eating up the grass pretty fast, saw
about 200 teal and a few Gadwall heTe, two pairs of blacks.
March 13· we worked on the boat w&JS, blocking up and wheeling in sane
dirt.
Karch 14. Went to Schooner Bayou and walked over section 11~ went to
bead of Coles Bayou and wa.1.ked south on section 1'+ and. 23,
saw 4 pairs of native black• in marsh and. about 300 teal,
containing a few Green-wings, along the bay share.
March 15. went to Hell Hole and walked from Lake Portage to the pass,
no geese, perhaps 100 scaup in Vermilion Bay.
Ma.rob 16. Dewey and I both went to Abbeville and traded off our
For Truck.
n Sunday night, March 10, I heard lots of geese flying
over Abbeville and bave reports fran west of us that the
blue geese were flying north on the 10, 11 and 12 in
numbers, this is early for thmi ·to be leaving but perhaps
sane of them were. We have seen none to Speak of during
the ~
wek
e saw several deer as usual. nicks are g;radual}1
thinni
out as is usual at this seaa>n. The first Green
Hero s and Least Bitterns are over due but dont show up.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
weekly Report, March 3-9, 194-0.

March 3. Dewey went to Schooner and Cbles Bayous before day_
light and walked in on section 11 and l~ to check up
on a couple of fishermen camped just outside out line
but found they had not been on the sanctuary.
March ~. I came to camp, we went to Schooner Bay en and talked
with the two men camped there, decided they are not
going to try trapping or trespassing on the sanctuary.
Saw five deer a.long the cana.1 north of caq> and about
300 Bl.ue-win_ged Teal 8.long the bay shore, walked in
on section 13 and 24, abcut 1,000 teal here.
March 5. Went to Bayou Tom and walked south of Hog Bayou, no geese
here and very few d.ucks,went to Nick's Lake and Cbofse
Pond, about 250 mixed Gadwall and Mallards in Nick's
Lake and 200 TeaJ. and 25 Ga.dwal 1 in Cb os e Pond.
· March 6. went to Big Island and walked from the dam to School
section 16, a few pairs of seat tering mallards here.
Took another run out to Schooner Bayou but found all
"11et, saw one bigbuok on Cbles Bayou and a doe along
tb e canal nor th of camp •
March 7. I spent the forenoon in camp and went to Abbeville . .
Dewey epent the day walking north from Belle Isle Lake
to Vermilion Bay where the muskrats are about to make
another duck pond.
March g. I met Mr. Baker and or. wrather in Lafayette and tried
to bring them to camp, no water, we talked with several
local officials regarding tax exemption, oil conditions
ect. Dewey could' nt get into b&y on acount of low water.
Got . to camp in morning, 1;ook ~. Baker and or. wrather
to Southwest Pass where Semms Sa.g!L" era and Dewey met them
w1 th f horses, taey followed the beach to · Cb.eni er Au
Ti g!L" e and I met them ff w1 th boat, no ducks or geese on
this trip except a few a.ca.up in Vermilion Bay, 50 cormorants and a few pelicans in pass and a few fl.ying geese.
we stopped at (bose Pond and saw two pairs of native
blacks and a few ge.dwall, one duck hawk. Saw about 150
teal in the canal just east from Goose Pond.
Remarks. The tide that held us up on Friday was the lowest we
have seen in years, caused by a high west wind the d.8¥
and night before. The scarcity of geese is pJ)Qbably due
to a big concentration reported to the west of us. The
ducks are leaving the country, we saw. less this week than
at any time during the season.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, February 25-Mar cb 2, 194"0.

February 25. Had Dewey, who had come to Abbeville to report, Spend
the d.a:y in Abbeville.
February 26 • Sent Dewey to camp being still unable to gp. Dewey
went south to Chenier Au Tig;re and visited Goose PoIXl,
about 300 Blue-winged Teal and 100 ShoveleTS here but
no geese.
February 27. Dewey went to Southwest Pass, Indian Point and Hell Hole,
walked west along our line from Hell Hole, found 1,000
geese f eed.ing near our line but on State Refuge seotion

3Q..

February 29 •

I finally made it back to camp, found that the purple
martins had moved in at the landing. Dewey visited Nicks
Lake and walked to School section 16, went to Schooner
Bayou in afteTnoon and wa.l.ked the lines on section 11.
Saw two deer on O::>les Bayou and one north of camp.
we went thru the Hadley Ponds, about 50 Gad.wall here.
went south to Chenier Au Ti~e, found about 5 ,ooo geese
feeding on the Moilhenny tract just west of our section
31. worked on the fallen tower lumber at oamp.

March 1.

went to the head of Bayou Tom ahd walked south, jumped
several pairs of maJ.lard.S in the marsh and saw several
thousand geese feeding on the State Refuge just east of
school section 16.

March 2.

I went to Abbeville to pay the months bills. Dewey went
to the mouth of Schooner Bayou and walked in on section
13 where it has been eaten up by muskrats, found a.bout
1,000 Blue-winged Teal and a few Mallards here.

Remarks.

Recent rains have the marsh full of water and the ponds
~igh, the gees~ are still dodging us, flying from the
nooks on the State Refuge to the east to the flocks on
Moilhenny just west of us, we cant Quite figure this out
as conditions seem as good on the sanctuary south of the
Hadl e'f Ponds .
Q.iite a number of American Eg;rets are feeding here and there
on the ma:r sh •

Rainey Sanctuary Report.
-2-

effort to photograph these geese was a failure.
Dewey reports seeing some twelve deer while I was ou.t and al.so
reports seeing a pair of otter breeding in Nick• s Lake.
The chl.cks have 8.ll left Belle Isle Lake at camp, on sQDe days
Dewey reports that Vermilion Bay, east to the Pass, 1s full of
Sea.up and canvasbacks, even a good number of MaJ.lards and :Pintails, what they can be feeding on I dont know, maybe just
resting, especially the puddlers.
I will take up the full report starting as of February 25th.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
Reports From February 4 to 24, 1940.

Februaxy 4. we went to Southwest Pass before daylig1lt but found the
report of poachers there groundless, walked the pass
shoreline and Indian Point, returned to camp • .
February 5. went to Deep Bayou north of camp and walked west to
Cbles Bayou, fcnnd about 1500 Blue-winged Teal and a
few Mallards on sections 24 and 13.
February 6. went to the Hadley ponds and walked south o:ri sections
29 and 32, about 100 Teal and Shovelers in the ponds
and perhaps 50 scattering mallards on the marsh here,
no geese.
February 7. I went to Abbeville and went to bed with congested
lungs and a bign fever where I was fbt with a mirsi
until Feb. 21 and unable to return to camp until Feb.
2g. Dewey, unable to write but a few words, kept trat%
of the patrolling in his own wq, I shall give the
high epots from his notes up to Feb. 24 and take up the
regular reports from there. He kept up the regular
patrol work and had no poaching nor trouble.
February S. Dewey went to Chenier A.u Tigre and got Sagrera• s report
on the beach patrol. Sagrera reported around 1,000 Bluewinged Teal and Shovelers scattered in the marsh just
back of the beach between Chenier Au Tigre and Hell Hole
but no geese.
During the next few days Dewey cut down the feed at camp
and fed the last half bag on the i4th. John Lynch, of
Biological survey, came to see me in bed on this d.8¥ and
sent him to camp by Dewey Ohoate in the "Whistler" •
n the 15th Dewey Moore took Lynch and his friend to
001es Bayou and walked in on section 13 where the muskrats
have eaten all the grass, they found about 1,000 Blue.. ·
winged Teal and a few Mal.lards h~e
. d saw a mink killing
one of the few remaining nnskrats .
ey went south to
Chenier .Au Tig;re in the a.fternoo
t found no geese
on the sanctuary. Dewey took them to the landing at
night.
·
During this time the geese, ten to twenty tbousand,have
continued to feed east of us on the State Refuge where
the trapping seens to keep the three cornered grass in
better condition.
On February 19 Dewey went back to OOles Bayou, this d.81'
the TeaJ. and MalJ.ards were a11 out &long the bay sb.ar e
and very few in the mar sh.
·
on Feb 20 Mr. Howe.rd Cleaves visited me in bed in
Abbeville talking about taking goose pictures at night
on the sanctuary butf since I did•nt much encourage this
and since be objected to the regulations laid down by
ur. John Baker's letter to him and me he went to visit
:Mr. Mcilhenny at Avery Island who arranged a trip far
him to the Mcilhenny tract adjoining us on the west.
Mcilhenny• s watchman, Lionel LaBlanc, took Mr. Cleves
to Chenier Au Tigre where severaJ. thousand geese wet"e
feeding, a split-off from the flock east of us. The

A

Report oontinued.

Remarks. we have a few more ducks this week on the feed at camp, out
of about 1 000 canvasback useing in Belle Isle Lake and
Fearman
e ust east of us on the State efuge perhaps
500 come to the feed during eaeh day and out of around
2,000 Ma.1.lards about h&J.f get to the rice. we have had very
ew caup atound oamp this seaB)n while this week Vermilion
Bay has been full of them.
Another big rain fell here on Wednesday night and t:.t:h~~~---·
is fnJJ of •ter whioh causes the ducks being scattered all
over the ma:rsh and also ma es the 1ue ees~ hpg_ o the
trip of high ma:rsb along Vermilion BS¥ to the east of us
n tb:e state Reta.ge.
..

~ere
··

~zen

we had not more than a
.deer on the entire place
when
came here in 1924 we now have around 2()) to 3)0, one
ca · see f'rom one to four feeding on Belle Isle Lake from
camp most any afternoon. Trails like oow trails along a.11 the
waterw&¥s, of course the cover is so thick that not so many
are seen.

our
e ast six months m~ deer have died here in the
marshes from what the cattle men claim is blaok tongue, we
e f'ouna some half dozen dead in the oa.nals and bayous
where they d:rown after becoming too weak to get out while
crossing. One o# Ucilhenny• s trappers adjoining us has found
five sets of horns along with the dead bucks on bis line
cover in.g less then two sections, some had been dead some
time. I ran onto a doe near Goose Pond about a month agp so
Siok she let me walk right up to her before getting up and
walking off, ~Dew~ found her in the canal near there a few
days later de
e cattlemen claim the deer give it to the
cattle while I · ppose we shall have to claim that the
cattle give it to the deer.

I

'

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
· weekly Report, Jan. 2S-Feb. 3, 194o.

I

.

January 2$. Mr . Deck took duck pictures (stills) in Belle Isle
Lake near camp getting plenty of close-ups. About
twelve to thirteen hundl"ed ducks c~e to the feed,
500 :Mallards and cans and the rest Sea.up and Ringnecks.
Returned him to Abbeville at night.
Jama.ry 29. Dewey and I returned to camp, were held up by ice in
Vermilion Bay until noon. Fed the ducks at Qoose pond
in aftermon, abcmt 100 Mal.lards, 50 Teal and 25
Shovelers . went to Chenier Au Tigre, no geese in this
Vicinity•
January

30.

Sent Dewey to Southwest pass, Indian Point and Hell.
Hole where he walked in in several places and found
where a few snaJ..l flocks of geese had been feeding
duri~g the cold weather, found no dead ones but found
a f
~ad herons and_one egret, several dead killdees.
I went to Schooner an4 O:>les Bayous and patrolled the
Vermi 11 on Bay sbor e. Saw two otter in the canal nor th
of camp and one deer .

Jmru.ary 31. Dewey went to the Hadley ponds and walked east to the
State Refu e south of Hog B~ou where he faund a big
ooncen rati O'i:l""()f geese, about 20,000 , about one ~le
eas 0
e Jl8JlC'tfi&'ry, ne walked tbru them but found
none dead so they stood the sleet and ice. He reports
a.bout 00 scattering malle"ds in the mar sh. I went to
Abbeville and m&iled a corrected tax bill and eome dope
on surveys to the office.
February 1. Returned to eam.p, we went to Schooner Bayou and walked
around section 11 north of the bayou. walked south
from the head of Coles B~ou along our west line
nearly to the MQilhen.ey corner, jumped a few scatteri~
ma11ards here. saw one otter in the canal and a few
lmndred sea.up and mallards in Vermilion Bay.
February 2. Repaired the water tank at main camp which had burst
and started cleaning up the fall en tower.
February 3. Dewey went to Bayou Tom and walked south along our
east line. I went to Abb evi 11 e, a friend told me he
had word that two outlaw tr~ppers had left for the
vicinity of Southwest Pass so 1· returned to ca.mp in
order to be on the ground early next !lk>rning.
Remarks.

rucks have not changed in ru.mbers during the week, we
decided mt to fe ed Goose Pond after Jan. 29, have feed
for ten days yet at· camp. 1

Remarks --~".'"
by oyster and fishermen, Dewey picked up two dead red fish in
Belle Lele Lake while I was out.
This coastal country has been swarming with woodcock since the
freeze started and, of cours.e, they have been killed by the
hundred. I heard reports of selling in Abbeville but could
locate nothing as everyone knows me. Farmers, sportsmen and
everyone else talks of the woodcock everywhere. Kids kill them
in their yard in town with BB guns.
The woodcock shooting here is usually rather poor so of course
the iee farther north has driven them down here. yr. Deck brought
four with him from Avery Island, we had them far dinner at camp
and found them in poor oondi t ion.
With the exception of a couple of d.qs the marsh has opened up
enough afternoons so I believe the blue geese could feed, I have
sent Dewey out today to visit the concentration on the State
Refuge to find if arq died, he will al.so get reports from the
the State trappers.
Deck got some good pictures here on Sunday, the 2Sth. The duck
population had changed entirely while I wawr away. oanvasbaoks
decreased to about J'.')O, Mal lards to axound 200 while the scaup
and ringneoks increased to some goo. These, with a hand.full of
Pintails, oatne right to his blind and did all their tricks for
him.

I

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
weekly Rep art, Jaruary 21-27, 194o.

Jamar y 21. All ice, Dewey fed the ducks at camp in an opening at
the mouth of Belle Iele Bayou. The main canal opened up
around noon and he took a bag of rice to Goose Pond and
fed where the ducks had kept it open, about 300 mixed
ducks here. Saw seven deer along canal.
Jamary 22. I returned to camp in a new norther, rain, snow and sleet
which kept up e.11 day freezing where it fell, kept us in.
Jarual'y 23 • we got up and fed the ducks at camp in the opening at the
bayou mouth, about 500 cans, 500 mallards and some 300
scaups and ringneclts. The ducks very hungry and all came
at once to feed. When the sun came out the marsh was
beautiful, grass a solid sheet of ice and laying over
under the weight. The country all dry from the nor-wester
and all the boats high and dry in the boathouse. No go.
Jam.ial'y 21+.
Ice still on but water coming in, toward noon we broke
the "Whistler" out to main canal and I went to AbbE!V'ille
where the Doc. put me to bed with flu. f Saw two snowy
egrets dead and sleeted under along the canal. Dewey fed
the goose pond in afternoon but was unable to get in the
marsh, he saw three or four dead snowys along the canal.
J anuary 25. I mir sed my flu, mostly in bed. Mr • Deck came to see me
with letter fran Bob and we arranged to go to camp on
Saturd81'. Dewey, being unable to get to Bayou Tom or Hell
Hole, went to the Hadley Ponds and waJ.ked east to the
State Refuge line and south almost to the beach, a tough
trip as the grass was still hanging full of ice and ioe
in the water in places, he jumped lots of ducks, mostly
mallards, out of the open holes and flushed about one
thousand blue geese on section 33. He could see a very
large concentration of geese on the State Refuge about
one mile east of the line and just south of Hog Bayou.
Saw seven otter in the cane.ls on the trip.
January 26. ·Another day of ice a.nd low water, I tried to get the boat
off the mud at the landing but failed and returned to
town. Dewey got to Schooner and Cbles Bayous in the small
boat and did what walking he could. The open canals all
full of ducks as they have been since the freeze started.
January 27. Dewey fed the ducks at camp and tried to get out to find
what was wrong with me but found Vermilion BS¥ frozen
over, saw four otter in the canal north of camp and one
deer. In the afternoon a Louisiana Furs boat got to oamp,
picked Dewey up and they broke their way thru the bay, I
missed thEl!l on the way and got to camp with Mr • Deck, we
built up the blind.
The country has been frozen up a11 week, no one ever saw
ice last like this het"e. It has killed thousands of birds,
kildeet"s and herons reported dead a11 over the place.
Wh ile I hav•nt seen any dead fish a great many are reported

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
weekly Report, January 14-20, 194o.

January 14. Fed about 1 000 oanvasbacks and anothet" thousand mixed
Pin ai s,
ar s, Scaup andRingneoks at camp.
patrolled the vermilion Bay shore in afternoon.
January

15. Dewey returned in morning, fed the ducks at camp and

January

16. went to Schooner and Coles Ba.yous and walked the lines of

January

17. went to Hell Hole and walked over to Southwest pass, also
ran down to Ind~an Point in the boat.
out LOO..O... geese

at Chose Pond, went into the Hadley Ponds · and walked
east to State Line and south. Lots of water in the
marsh and scattered ducks all thru, _perhaps .f lnsb @
ar cmnd one :t.bousa.nd, some Teal and Shovelers but mostly
Mallards. No geese in this part of the marsh.
section 11 and went to the head of a:>l es Bayou. Went to
Abbeville to vote and returned to camp. we saw three
deer along the canal north of camp and abou"t; 500 B1ue..
win ed teal al xig Verm.Uion ]3ay shore, jumped arrund
4o mallards, mostly in pairs, on section 11.

feedin on the State Refuge near the sand bank a o~ two
m
east of... Hel Hole and working west toward the head
of Hog Bayou. Flushed perhaps 500 Scaups in scattering
flocks on Vermilion ~ay. 88.w three deer on Belle Isle Lake
as we came in.
·

January lS. went south looking for the ~ eese we saw coming west and

found them, gbont JQ ..._QQO feed.in south of Belle Isle
Ridge on sections 30 and 31, also quite an increase of
cks here and in Chose pond. Went to Chenier Au Tigre
and talked with Sagrera who reports a
tr thousand geese
roostin on the Clllf Beach about three miles east of
Chen er Au Tigxe. Heavy nortber coming rut at night.

January 19. Quote from journal," Q:>ld, ice, sleet, snow, wind nor-west
with low water". \'lhen I saw that all the water was going
out I walked out on Dewey and went to Abbeville while
we had enough water. All the marsh ducks were in the
canals and I flushed a.round two thousand between camp
and the landing.
January 20. Dewey got up to find elle Isle take frozen over except
fosmall pond at the. ~ou mouth, he ffnallY got the

skiff broken out there and fed t
CkJJ which came to
feed D-increased
b~a. He got as far as Vermilion Bay
in the afternQ:>n and ran out of water, r orts the main
canal, still ice free and full of ducks.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
eeklY Report, January 7-13, 194-0.
January 7. Dewey fed the ducks and brought the barge to the
landing with the "?lhistler" in order to have both
boats for towing.

tHff

January g. Had 65 bags of feed. trucked to landing, loaded on
our barge and towed to camp with two boats, north
wind making hard going because of very low water,
unable to get ·barge in slip we left her loaded in
main canal. Fed the ducks at camp and at Cbose Pond,
§.bnn t 2 , O00 BJ u e Geese. .feed it>g

Qll_tb e

r 1d ge neal'.

Goose pond. Saw an otter in canal near the pond.
January 9. went to Schooner and Ck>les Bayous and walked our lines
around section 11 north of Schooner and the werth line
of 13 south of the bayou, nushed sever·aJ. pairs of
ma11ards on 11 and noticed about 1,000 Blue-winged Teal
feeding along the bay shore. Returned to camp, got the
barge spotted and put rice in feed house.
Jamary 10. Saw three otter in the canal at camp about daylight,
went to Indian Point and Southwest pass, patrolled the
Pass shore and walked in in several places. No geese
on the sanctuary he»e al.tho we saw where they had
recently been f eed.ing, about 10 ,000 feeding on the State
Refuge half way: back to
le near the sand-bar
and about as maey more north of Hell Hole.
Jamary 11. went to the head of Bayou Tom and walked out to the
Gulf, this country is too wet for the geese now, we
could hear and see them east on the State Refuge where
they are s
1 ban ing to the higher ground, flushed
perhaps 50 mallards, mostly in pafiis and saw about 6
Jack Snipe.
Jatnl&ry 12. went to the Hadley Ponds and to Nick• s Lake, also to
Chenier Au Tigre and talked with Sagrera who reports
no geese useing along the Cblf Beach and but a few
ducks along just back of the beach. Found about tbree
hundred mixed ducks in the Hadley ponds and about the
same at Nick's Lake while we have around
Y
:undred
mallards and teal on feed in Goose :Poild.
January 13. Fed the ducks and went to Abbeville, this being Dewey• s
SUnday off I returned to camp in afternoon. we saw
two deer along the cana.1 on the way out.

lfHMf Remarks. Th

2 000 eese that started the week on Belle
Is e Ridge have all moved out altho conditions
there look .&"Qod, if it dosent rain we S:hould soon get scme
rom the State flocks in our deep marsh which is still too
wet. we have a out the same mmber of ducks on feed at camp
as 1aet week .

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, Dec. 31-Jan . 6, 194o.

I

December 31. Took 6ur visitors to Go~e pond and fed about 4oo
Blue.winged Teal and Shovelers, went as far south
Chenier Au Tigre but found no geese within reach.
Took them to Abbeville in afternoon.
Jaruary 1. Returned to camp and fed the ducks, went to Schooner
Bayou and walked the 1 ines of seoticm 11 north of the

bayou, only a few ma11ards here and plenty of muskrats,
went up Oak Bayou to our line and walked south along
the line and swung back thru section 14 where we jumped
a few mallards.

January 2. went north to Vermilion Bay and walked the bay shore

east of Deep Bayou to the State Refuge line, found about

300 Blue-winged Teal in a low bit of mar sh back on section
29. Returned to eamp and repaired our water tanks and

Radio ·pole that had been snapped off during the blow,
dug out a den of muskrats that were filling the boat..
ho~se with mud.

January 3. We sQneezed thru the lakes on a low tide and went to
Indi
nt, found 3 or 4 hundred ,.geese_. feeding on the
san ar t
e and p ern ap s goo on the State Refuge nea:r
t e famous sand..;.bank where
•
o
e o :ue goose
p ictures years ago. Dewey walked to the Jass and we
r eiurned to camp around a ed:f 1 sh Po int because of the low
water. OOU.ld see lar e numbers of geese feeding on the
State Refu e between rearma.n !a.you and Hell Hole and
V m
n
was full of Scaul? both ways, saw perhaps
t
and. I wen ~o Abbeville to p8J the months bills
while Dewey went to feed Goose Pond. I saw a deer along
the oana.1 on the way out and. Dewey saw one at Goose Pond.
January 4. Finished the business and returned to camp, Dewey h~
been to the dam on Big Island Bayou and walked the State
line over to Bayou Tom and back thru sections 9 and g
where he flushed several small flocks of mallards. We
finishes cleaning the yard of . trash from the fa.1. len tower.
January 5. We went to Vermilion Bay &nd walked sections 19 and 13
west of DeeJ> Bayou., found a fine flock of Blue-wi ed.
Tea in a deeJ> marsh on section 13, around wo
usand
teal and a few scattered mallat'ds. Int e afternoon"" we
fed Goo•e Pond and walked south of the canal on section
30. Found about 000 Mallal"d.S and 300 Blue..wings in Goose
Pond with a hand full of Shovel:-er s, on section 30 we
flushed a half dozen Wilson• s Snipe and around 150
Mallards.
January 6. Went to Chenier Au Tigre and got Sagrera• s report, all
cµiet along the beach to the Pass and no geese. I went
to Abbeville and had some minor repairs made for "Chick".
Dewey in camp.

L

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, December 21.!.... 30, 1939 .
. December 24. Dewey fed the ducks at camp and at Goose Pond. In the
afternoon he patrolled Vermilion Bay shore by boat.
December 25. Dewey fed the ducks and came to Abbeville.
Decanber a5. we returned to camp and found the atch tower blown
do\m, tops off watertanks ect. but no especial damage
to buildings. Batteries for delco ruine~.
December 27. we p atrolled to Schooner a,,nd Coles Bayous walking on
s ection 11 north of Schooner Bayou and on sections 14
and 23 at the head of Cbles Bayou. The rain during the
blow on the morning of the 26th had put some fresh
water on mar sh and we jumped mallards in pairs and
small flocks all thru these two sections. Dewey returned
to camp whi 1 e I went to Ab b evi 11 e and bought a new set
of batteries.
·
December 2S. Brought the Delco man along to camp to install the
b a tteries and get the slightly damaged engine running,
got going and returned b attery man to landing, I
r etur ned to camp .
December 29. The tide being too low to get to the head of Bayou Tom
or into Hell Hole we went to the Hadley Ponds and
walked east and south both north and south of Hog
Bayou, h ere the rai n s had brought ma11ar r s and a few
pintails scatte~ed thru t h e potholes and open places
but i n small numbers. The blue geese were feeding in
great numbers on the State Refuge abrut one mile east
of our line bu t none on the sanctuary.
December 30. ';thile Dewey went to Chenier Au Tigre to get report
from Sagrera I went to Abbeville to me et oome local
visitors who wished to visit the sanctuary, brought
them to camp.

Remarks.

~ e have about 2,000 ducks, mo stly mallards on feed in
Belle Isle Lake near camp and about another thousand we
ar e feeding at Goose p ond. One hears reports from hunters
·on all sides of t he sca:rci ty of :ucl{s during the last two
weeks of shooting. I believe this due to the natural feed
being mo stly ~ ulled up which forced the ducks to leave.
Blue g ee se seeo to be in about th e usual numbers and the
p roportion of young to old birds is exceptionally great,
the concentration on the State Refuge just east of us now
looks to contain fron 40 to 50 thousand birds.

Rainey Wild Life S~nctua.ry.
Weekly Report, December 17-23, 1939.

December

17. Dewey Choate ran our to camp from landing and fed
the ducks.

December lg. Dewey Moore and I returned to camp, ·f ed the ducks
and went oouth to Chenier Au Tigre, walked over
sections 6 and 31 east of the canal.
December 19. went to the flume at Hadley ponds and walked the
levee south to the White half section, walked the
lines here an d returned.
December 20. patrolled the Vermilion Bay shore north of camp
walking in in several place..-, also covered the COles
and Soho oner Bayou sections.
, December 21. went to Nick•s Lake and sent Dewey to section 16
and a.round the line to Bayou Tom where I picked him
up.
December 22. went to Indian point and Southwest pass, walked the
pass shore.
Decanber 23. I went to Abbeville, Dewey went to the head of Bayou
TClll and walked south to section 33.

Remarks.

The geese have all left their fe eding grounds south
of Bel le Isle Ridge and the Hadley Ponds. About
2,000 have started feeding on section 29 north of
camp near Vermilion Bay and perhaps 3,000 out on
Indian Point.
Ducks have remained about the same in numbers during
the week.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, December 10-lb, 1939.

December 10. Dewey fed the ducks.
December 11. I returned to camp, we went to Schooner and Cbles
Bayous and walked the lines on section 11 north of
Schooner Bayou and south from the head of Coles
Bayou to the _! cilhenny line.
December 12. went to Indian Point and walked to the pass and
along the west shore.
December 13. went to the Hadley Ponds and walked south nearly to
the beach.
December 14. went to the head of BayQi Tom and walked the State
Refuge line south to the corner at section 4.
December

15.

Went to Hell Hole
section 4.

~nd

walked west to the corner at

December 16. Fed the ducks and went to Abbeville.

Remarks.

The ducks decreased somewhat in Belle Isle Lake,
lOOOcanvasbacks and another thousand mixed ducks
on feed ·at weeks end. We are also feeding around
thousand mixed ducks at G>o se pond
About 7000 geese a.re feeding south of the Hadley
on sections 31 and 32.

about
left
one
Ponds

Rainey Wild Life Sanctua;ry .
weekly Report, December 3-9, 1939.

December 3. I returned to camp, fed the ducks and went to the
Hadley Ponds and Chenier Au Ti gre .
December lt. Dewey returned to camp, we made some minor repairs
on the boats at camp.
December 5. \7ent to· the mouth of . Deep Bayou and walked to Coles
Bayou, a100 went to Schooner Bayou and walked north
on sect ion 11.
Deoanber 6. Broke the clutch on "Ohick 11 , I took the parts to
Abbeville for repairing. Dewey went to Sruthwest
pass and walked the west shore.
December 7. Returned with clutch repairs, put together and went
to the head of Bayou Tom, walked south nearly to the
Cblf.
/
December g. went to the dam on Big Island Bayou and walked east
to Bayou Tom. patrolled the Varmilion Bay shore in
afternoon.
December 9. I went to Abbeville. Dewey went south to Goose Pond
and walked sou th from there on sections 30 and 31.

Remarks. D.l.cks and Geese have changed very .·little in rru.mbers
during the week.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuaxy.
Weekly Report, Nov. 26-Dec. 2, 1939.

Uovember 26. Dewey in camp, fed first bag of rice to ducks in
Belle Isle Lake.
noveinber 27. Returned to camp, we went to Hick's take and
burned the marsh south to the Hadley Ponds.
November 2$. Dewey went to the head of Bayou TQ:n and walked
south, I went to Chenier Au Tigr e and the Hadley
Ponds.
lovember 29. went to Hell Hole and walked out to Southwest
Pass, burned about one section for goose pasture.
Uovember 30. went to the dam on Big Island Bayou and finished
burning the marsh east to Bayou Tom.
Decamber 1.

TI)'ent to Goo(tse Pond . and walked south over sections
30 and 31.

Oec~mber

went along the Vermilion Bay shore ~nd waJ.ked in
in several places, also made the rounds at Schooner
and Cbl es Bayous, went on in to Abbeville.

Remarks.

2.

The gee se incr~ased in the vicinity of Goo•e Pond
during the week, found around 20,000 there in two
flocks on Dec. 1.
About 5 ,000 ducks fed in Belle Isle Lake during the
week but have decreased somewhat in the marsh -ponds
here natural feed is giving out.

ainey r;il d Life Sanctuary .
. eekly Report, ..~ovember 19-25, 1939.

Irovember 19. Dewey came out in the

11

Gilbert Pearoon 11

•

Tove:nber 20. we loaded 65 bags of duck rice on barge and towed
to camp with both boats, unloaded in afternoon and
stored in feed house .
:·ovember 21. went to Schooner and Coles Bayous, walked over
sections 11, 14 and 23.
:rovember 22. "Jent to Indian oint and walked to Southwest Pass,
visited Hell Hole.
IToveI:lber 23. ,fent to head of Ba: ou Ton and walked south to the
Gulf.
::ovember 24.

:7ov~ber

isited Hadley Ponds and . . ick•s Lake, burned between
camp and iUck •s Lake. , ent to Vermilion Bay in the
afternoon and burned sections sections 20 and 29
along the bay.

25. I v-ent to

bbeville leaving Dewey in camp, he went to
:-ick ' s Lal.<e and burned east to school section 16.

Renarks . The geese have increased in the vicinity of Goo e Pond
during the week on sections 19 and south on 30.
Ducks conti:rrue cooing into Eel e Isle Lake, we had about
3,000 canvasbacks and another 1,000 nixed ducks there at
weeks end, perhaps 1500 more scatter ed. thru the ponds in
the mar sh.

_ aine 'Jil d Life Sanctuary.
·eekly r.eport, ""oveuber 12-15, 1939.

~;ovenber

12. Spent the day in Abbeville.

-~ovenber

13. Returne to camp, went south to Chenier Au TigTe
nd got report on beach from Sagrera.

··ovember 1 .

to ermilion Bay an
chooner :Dayou, walked
south in several places along the bay and on both
si es of chooner Bayou.

~ent

Tovember 15.

to Bayou Tom, walked the strip of section 9
east of the bayou and a1 so ~lk ed sru th from the
head almost to the beach.

"ovember 16.

ent to Hell Hole and walked to Southwest pass.

:·ove:iber

17.

~.ent

a1n.

::13 r in, went sout_ 9;n foun t . . e geese comin in
aroun Goose Pond an south of the rid e on section
30, about 5 ,000 there by noon. '.7ent to Hadley Ponds
in afternoon an walked east to State line.

:ovei;iber 1$. "Jent to Abbevil e 1 eav· ng De' ey in camp.

Remarks. The rain we had ne ~ded so :::iuch ·cane on "" ednesday ni 0~t
anc Thurs ay and the geese moved in on Bel e Isle idge
a11c south of there on :'ri Jt •
About 1,000
nvasback s cane into Bel e Isle take at
camp during the week, about 500 mixed ducks also feedin there.
1

Hainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, Hove-nber 5-11, 1939·

Hovember

5·. Dewey in camp.

_ ovember 6. Had crack in cylinder head of 11 Whist1ern engine
welded, put it on and returned to camp. Olt the
marsh gxass between camp and the lake.
:Jovember

7.

~rent to OJles and Schooner bayous and walked on

sections 11, 14 and 13.

Jovanber S. cylinder head gave way again so I took it to Mew
Iberia for rewelding. Dewey pulled alligator grass
out of the dhenier Au Tigre canal south of Belle
Isle Ridge.
Jovember 9. Returned to camp with cylinder head. went thru the
pea.rron ponds, Nick 's Lake and the Hadley Ponds,
Dewey walked east from the Hadley Ponds to the State
Refuge 1 ine.
November 10. we went to South-west Pass, Indian Point and Hell
Hole.
Uovanber 11. Went to Abbeville.

Remarks .

Al tho (bo~e.-j Pond is dXy about 700 geese have been
feeding on the dXy marsh neax the pond during the week.
The two to three thousand geese south of Hog Bayou have
moved off the sanctuary and are feeding on the State
Refuge just south of Hog Bayou where there is still a
1 it tl e wat er •
About 500 mixed ducks have been feeding on the banana
waterlillies in Belle Isle Lake during the week, also
about 1000 useing between the Peaxson ponds and Nick's
Lake and about 1000, mostly Mallards, at the Hadley Ponds

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
v:eek ly Reoort, Oct. 29- Hov. 4, 1939.

Oct ob er 29 . Lion el L eBlanc watched ca.mp for us.
October

30. Returned to camp, went to the Hadley ponds, Goose

October

31. went to the head of O::>les Bayou, burned out a few

Pond and dhenier Au Tigre.

poilnts of cover on sect ions ii+· and south on 23.

ITovember 1 . :Vent to the Mcilhenny northwest corner and walked
north to yesterdays burn on the head of Bayou COle.
November 2. Put up a new bi g sign on Indian point, went to Hell
Hole and walked out to the beach.
I ovember

3. vent to the head of Bayou Tom and · a1ked south along
the State Refuge line to the Gulf.

November 1+ . I went to Abbeville, Dewey went to the dam on Big
Island Pa.you and walked east to School Section 16.

Remarks . Q.iite a few canvasbacks, Scaups and Ringnecks came into
Belle Isle take during the week, also a few hundred
. .1a1lards.
Th "' Blu·e Geese are not fe Pdin g on the sanctuary in any
numb er s, too dry.

\

.. ainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
:;eekly Report, Oct ob er 22-2 , 1939.

October 22. Dewey in camp.
October 23. came to camp with the· three repainted big signs
and one new one, put up two of them on Vermilion
Bay in afternoon.
October 24. Put up another big sie;n at our west line on
Schooner Bayou. walked on section 11 and 14.
October 25. Pulled alligator grass out of dredged canal thru
Belle Isle idge.
October 26. Finished cleaning the d:redged canal of grass and
the sand beach at Goose Pond.
October

27. r ade sor.1e burns for goose pasture near the Hadley
Ponds and also south of Goose Pond, on section 30.

October 2g.

Remarks.

ent to Hell Hole and walked to Southwest Pass .
... ent to Abbeville.

Ea, lards and Pintauls have bec001e common during
the eek.
Blue Geese have arrived in numbers all week, e have
around two thousand feeding on section 33, southeast
of the Hadley Ponds and about t o hundred around
Goose Pond.
1:ost of the marsh 1 s too dry for the geese to feed,
Goose Pond is nearly dry.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
weekly Report, October el-14, 1939.

o ctober

s.

Dewey in camp .

October 9. Returned to camp, worked on the hand canal to Hadley
ponds in after.noon, cleaning and cut ting grass.
October 10. Went to Schooner and Q:>l es Bayous, walked on sections
11 , 14 and 13 .
October 11, worked on the Hadley canal.
October 12. Dewey Choate came to camp in his own boat and gave us
a hand on the Hadley canal.
October 13. patrolled to Hell Hole in forenoon, finished the Hadley
canal in aft er no on.
October 14. Dewey and I went to Abbeville in forenoon, I returned
to camp.

'
Remarks.

•

,,

A small flock of Blue Geese are reported at Chenier Au
Ti gr e .but e have seen wne as yet.
An Osprey has sp ent the we ek around camp and a few r arsh
Hawks were seen.
D.lcks have remained about the same in rumbers .

ainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, October 1- 7, 1939.

Qc "':;ober 1. Spent the day in camp, went Abbeville at night.
October 2. Dewey a...lld I returned to camp with engine repairs
for nWhistler ", put them on in afternoon.
October 3. went to our west line at Schooner Bayou and made
so:n.e burns along the line and bayous to head the
probable outlaws off.
October

4. Finished burning the lines on northwest end of

sanctua:ry. went to Hadley ponds in afternoon and
cut gTass a1ong hand canal into ponds.
----- -- - -t
k a waJ.k south
-CCto 'b er ? •
Ba:you Tom and o o
f
ent to the head o
october 6.
to Hog Bayou.
a1 I went to Abbeville
cut grass along the Hadley can '
octobeT 7. leaving De,veY in camp.

burning we a:r e doing
The ma:rsh is dry and t~eb~~~Y at Schooner Bayou ' t
is along the bayou:a_an ff poachers as this is our mos
a few strips to he
o
vulnerable spot.
slowlY but we saw no Blue--wings
pintails sti1.1 incl' ease
.
during the week·
:iJ.

R c:ma:rk s •

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
weekly Report, September 24-30, 1939.

September 24. Dewey spent the day in camp.
September 25. I returned to camp, Dewey· and I finished cleaning
the hand canal to .Goo s e p.ond.
September 26. went to the head of Bayou TQ!l and wal ked south,
also cut fire-break around the camps th~e .
September 27. went to Schooner Bayou and brought the big sign
to ca.mp, also brought in the two other big signs
on Vermilion Bay, one at Deep Bayou and the one
at our east line.
Sept anber 2$. went to Southwest pass after the big sign there
but found it alright.
September 29. cut fire-breaks a.round the pump at Belle Isle
Ridge, around the flumes and the Belle Isle Ridge
camp.
September 30. Took three of the big signs to Abbeville for relettering. I returned to camp.

Remarks. About the only change in bird life during the week was
a slight increase in pintails and Teal.

.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, September 17-23, 1939.

September

17 ~ Spent the day in camp and went to Abbeville.

SeptembeT 1g. Dewey and I finished getting the 11 Chick" motor
ready and brought her to camp, set her in "Chick".
September 19. Adjusted the motor in 11 dhtck 11 and got her running,
pulled the 11 W.histle1" 11 out on ways and caJ.ked the
hull.
September 20. went to Schooner and Cbles Bayous, walked on
sections 13 and 14.
September 21. Pulled alligator gTass out of the dredged canal
at Belle Isle Ridge.
September 22. Cut gTass aJ.ong small canal to Goose pond and
pull ed a111 gator gT ass out of dJ.' edged canal.
September 23. Finished cutting the gTaBs along Goose pond canal
and started cleaning the canal. I went to Abbeville.

Remarks. Ducks have increased very little during the week.
new birds .

•

no

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
weekly Report, September 10-16, 1939.

September 10. Spent the day in Abbeville.
September 11. Returned to camp, went south to dhenier Au Tigre
in afternoon.
September 12. !owed the lawn and hauled dirt against the
breakwater at camp.
September 13. Went thru the Pearson ponds, Nick'
Hadl ey Ponds .

El

Lake and the

September 14-. went to Vermilion Bay east :from Deep Bayou and
walked in on sections 20 and 29. Went to Schooner
Bayou and to the head of Coles :sa.you and up oak
Bayou to our west line.
September 15. went to the head of Bayou Tan and to the dam on
Big Island Bayou.
SeptanbeT 16. went to Abbeville and finished getting the "dhick"
motor ready to take back to camp.

Remarks.

The Blue-winged Teal have increased somewhat in
numbers ~uring the week.
Reports from Louisiana Furs, to the west of us, say
that they have a g~ eat many Blue-winged Teal south
of Pecan Island but they have not reached us yet in
any m.mib eT s •

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, . September 3-9, 1939.

3. Lionel LeBlanc watched camp for us.
September 4. Sent order for parts for 11 Chick" engine and clutch,

September

returned to camp. Dewey on vacation.

September

5.

Septenber

6. went to the Hadley Ponds in forenoon and to Schooner

September

7.

Went to Hell Hole and to the head of Hog Bayou.
and Cb lea Bayous in aft er noon.
Cut the gjrass at camp.

September S. i et Cbttam and Lynch of the Biological Survey at landing
and brought then to camp and to parts of the sanctuary.
September 9. went to Abbeville.

Remarks.

Saw ab rut 25 Fulvous Tree Ducks at Schooner Bayou on Sept.
~.

c

Saw a few small fi~ks of Blue-winged Teal and a few Florid.a.
Ducks during the week.
We have about 75 mixed egrets and LOOisiana Herons feeding
on section 13, near Coles Bayou, where the muskrats have
eaten all the grass.

Rainey Wild Life sanctuary.
weekly Report, August 27"".'sept . 2, 1939·

August 27. went to Abbeville in afternoon .
August 2$. Returned to camp. we wal ked on section 13, near
Q:>les Bayou where the muskrats are eating all the
gTass.
August 2$ . worked around camp cutting gTass ect .
August 29 . went to Schooner and Oak Bayous to check up on a
marsh fire, found cattle men burning west of the
sanctuary.
August 30. Visited the dam on Big Island Ea.you and went to the
head of Bayou Tom.
August 31. Replaced signs south to Chenier Au Tigre and north to
Vermilion Bay and east along bay shore.
September 1. Took the motor out of the

11

dhick".

September 2. Dewey and I took the "Ohick" motor to Abbeville,
took the motar and clutch apart and got list of
needed repairs •

Remarks. No change in bird .life during the week.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary •
weekly Report, August 20-26, 1939·

August 20. Spent the day at camp.
August 21. Dewey returned to camp, we filled up some low places
in the ya.rd with dirt.
August 22. went thru Nick's Lake and the Hadley ponds.
August 23. went south to Chenier Au Ti gre.
August 24. Did some repair work on the "Whistler" and on the
bgb.st

11

Chi ck 1t

25. went to Southwest Pass and visited Deadmans Island.

August 26. Went to Abbeville, Dewey in camp.

Remarks. The egrets have ·1eft Deadmans Island except a few feeding
around in · the Pass.
we saw the first northern ducks on August 25,. six Bluewinged Teal near camp.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, August 13-19, 1939.

August 13. Met John Lynch, of the BiologicaJ. Survey, in Abbeville.

/

Auf!)J.St 14. Brought John Lynch to camp. walked in the marsh on

section 13, at the mouth of COles Bayou, and let John
take some pictures of where the muskrats have eat en
all the grass off about half section of marsh.

August

15. Took John to White Lake where he and Dewey waJ.ked

north of Lake Clair and got earth samples. Took John
to Abbeville at night.

August 16. Came back to camp, cleaned up the yard, rut grass.
August 17. put in small breakwater and repaired the foundation
of Deep Bayou camp, north of main camp.
August UL patrolled to Hell Hole, Indian point and to the head
of Bayou Tom.
August 19. went to Abbeville in morning and returned to camp in
afternoon.

Remarks. W1 th the exception of a few egT ets and night herons
feeding around the ponds the bird life is very Cluiet.
Boat-tailed arackles a.re in moult- mostly 11 Bob 11 -t~iled.

Rainey · Wild Life Sanctuary •
Weekly Report, June 25-July l, 1939-

June 25. Spent the day in camp.
June 26. Dewey came to camp, put ooat of varnish on the "Gilbert
Pear son".
June 27. Patrolled to He}.l Ho le and South west pass, put up new signs.
June 2S. Cut .grass at camp and went to the Haclley Ponds and to !Uck• s
Lake.

June 29. Put another ooat of varnish on the "Gilbert pear son".
June 30. went to dhenier Au Tigre.
July 1. I went to Abbeville leaving Dewey in camp.

Renarke. We have some feeding egrets around the ponds and bayous,
no changes.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
weekly Report, June 1$-24, 1939.

June W. Spent the day in camp, went to Abbeville at night.
June 19. Returned to camp, worked on the boats.
June 20. Painted the
Tigre.

11 W'h.istler 11

second coat, went to Cheni6 Au

June 21. Finished work on engine box in 11 Gilb6t pear son" and did
some work on the st earing gear.
June 22. Put first coat of varnish and one ooat of White on the
"Gilb6t pear son"#·
June 23. patrolled to Schoon6 and Coles Bayous and to the head
of Bayou Tom.
June .24. Dewey and I went to Abbeville, I returned to camp in
afternoon.

Remarks. No change in bird life during the week.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary • .
weekly Report, June 11-17, 1939.

June 11. Brought the "Gilbert Pearson" from Abbeville to the
landing at Intracoastal City.
June 12. Dewey and I brought both boats to camp to finish
woodwor.k , painting ect.
June 13. worked on the wood fittings ·of the boats.
June ill. Went to Hell Ho le and to the head of Hog Bayou in the
"Gilbert pear son11 • I went to Abbeville at night.
June

15. Dewey worked on the 11 Whistler 11 , I went to orange, Texas
and to the rookery on Black Bauou in one of the
Stanolind Cb. boats.
·

June JS.. Returned to camp 1 pulled the
removed old paint.
June

11 74iistler 11

out and

17. worked on the "Whistler" and put her overboard.

The rookery at Black Bayou has about the usual number
of nesting Herons, Egxets, cormorants, Anhingas ect.
we only saw 9 Spoonbills in all and only three nests
that we were sure of al tho the wa:r:den claims ther~ a:r: e
more and that most of the adults were out feeding, it
is possible that the nesting was earlier this year and
that, as he claims, some of the young and adults have
left the rookery.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
weekly Report, June l.t-lD, 1939.

June 4. Brought the "Whistler" from Abbeville to landing,
Dewey came to camp and rut the grass.
June 5. Met Dewey at landing, sent him to Abbeville to work on
"Gilbert pea.rson", I came to camp. Went to Clhenier Au Tigre.
June 6. Went to South-west ·Pass, Indian Point and Hell Hole.
Dewey working on Chris-craft in town.
June 7. went to Abbeville, no wheel for boat so put her overboard
and started HH removing varnish.
June g . I returned to camp , Dewey removing varn1 sh from

"a.

p •~

June 9. Dewey working on boat in town, I went to Schponer and
Coles Bayous in forenoon and to the head of Bayou Tom and
to the dam on Bi g Island Bayou in afternoon.
June 10. Went to Abbeville, f~nd wheel the-re so pulled the boat
up and put it on, run the boat a little.

Remarks. The young purple martins at the landing have started
coming out of the nest boxes, we have close to 50 nests.
Saw abcut 30 White Ibis near the landing on June 7.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, May 2g_June 3, 1939.

May 2S • Spent SUnday in Abbeville.
May 29. Got Dewey and men to v.ork finishing "Whistler" hull,
came to camp in "Chick 11 •
May 30. patrolled to Hell Hole and the head of Bayou Tom.
Dewey got the 11 Whistler 11 overboard and shifted the
motor out of the 11 GilbeTt Pearson" into her.
May 31. went to Abbeville, got the motor in
line and started.

11 WhistleT"

in

June 1. Placed the new motor in the "Gilbert pearson" and
pulled her out on the ways.
June 2· scraped hull of 11 GilbeTt Pearson" and put on one coat
of ce>pper. As shaft, stern bearing and wheel had not
arrived from Chris-craft I wired for the wheel and
bought the rest locally.
June 3. Got the new engine and shaft, stuffing box and s1;ern
bearing in line in "GilbeTt Pearson".

Remarks. We have had lots of rain and the ponds are full in
the marsh.
outside of some feeding egrets we dont have much in
bird life at this time and hav•nt had a chance to
look at what we have.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
weekly Report, May 21-27, 1939.

May 21. Dewey Spent the day in camp.
y ay 22. I returned to camp, finished painting the barge, went
to the head of Bayou Tom and walked to Hog Bayou.
May 23. o.it grass around camp and went to Cbem.er Au TigTe.
May 24. Took four men and went to Wh1 te Lake, walked the whole
country north of the lake where the Wh.00ping cranes were
reported but frund. none.
May 25. Took Dewey and went to Abbeville in the "Gilbert Pear son",
found that they had done very 11 ttle work on the "Whistler"
so Dewey and I went to mrk on her.
May 26. All day on the Whistler, Dewey Choate in camp.
May

,

27.

orked what we could on "Whistler", rain most of day.

From the walking we gave the White Lake ma.-rsh I am
inclined to believe that John Lynch may have seen some
American EgTets from the air.
Bird life 1s very cµiet on the sanctuary.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, May llt--20, 1939.

ay llt-. Spent the day in camp.
May 15. Dewey returned to camp with paint and supplies. painted
the new boa:rds in boathouse.
May 16. Visited the Hadley Ponds, Goose Pond and Nick•s Lake.
May 17. Put one coat of pa.int on the barge, went to SchooneT and
Cb les Bayous.
May l.S. Run pitch in deck seams on barge after redriving the
calking. Went to Hell Hole and to the head of Hog Bayou.
May 19. went to the Stanolins caq, north of White Lake
their hand canals west of the camp.

and thru

May 20. went to Al:i:>eville, brought boat builder to Intracoastal
City and took measuripents of enginebed in order to build
a new bed in the "Whistler".

Remarks. An article in a New Orleans paper last week stated that
John Lynch, of the Biological Survey, had sighted 13
Who0ping cranes from the air north of White Lake, I tried
to call John by phone but could mt raise the camp.
on Friday the boys at the Stanolind said that he had been
1;her e and passed over the camp •
Since some recent rains the cranes may be back north of
White lake iri ma:rsh that we have a..1ready passed over
without seeing any. Am taking four men tomorrow and give
that country another good walking.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, May 7-13, 1939.

May 7.

Dewey in camp.

May S.

I came rut with lumber for boathouse repairs, started
r~aire.

May 9.

All day on boathouse, finished repairs.

May 10. went thru Intracoastal canal to north tide of the
stanolind tract, got rice farmer w1 th truck to take
us in as far as pos11ible and walked into middle of tract,
all dry, no feed and no cranes.
'

May 11. Pulled the bl\rge out on ways, scrubbed her bottom.
to the head of Bayou Tom.

ent

May 12. painted barge one coat of copper. went to Deadmans
Island in South-west Pass. I went to Abbeville to see
about "Whistler".
May 13. Returned to camp and let Dewey go home.

Remarks. We have finally given up _finding the Whoaping cranes
on the east half of the stanolind tract where they spent
the summer last year, the whole tract is dry and no feed.
EJ!Pect to go one trip to west side but the cranes have
never been seen on this side during summer, if not there
they have, no doubt, g-one north this time.
There a.re no egrets at Deadmans Island.

Rainey Wi 1 d Life Sanctuary .
weekly Report, April 30-May 6, 1939.

April 30. Asa L eBlanc epent the day in camp.
•ay 1 .

Dewey and I came to camp leaving the "Whistler" in
Abbeville for repairs, cut the grass at camp.

May 2.

Finished clelllling the hand canal to Gooee Pond.

May 3.

went to the head of Ba.you Tan and walked to Hog Bayou,
visited Nick•s Lake and the Hadley Ponds in afternoon.

May 14-.

went to Deadmans Island in South-west Pass.

May

5.

May 6.

went to White Lake and walked in from the South-east
corner of the Stanolind tract, found the marsh dX'y except
a few small pondS near the lake, no cranes seen.
Went to Abbeville 1 eaving Dewey starting some minor
repairs on the boat house.

Remarks. we still have a few Teal and Gadwa.11 in the marsh ponds.
About 100 Snowy Egrets are still feeding in the Hadley
Ponds but no nests.
A few pairs of Rose-breasted and Blue Grosbeaks have visited
camp in migration during the week, have also mticed a
few Indigo Buntings along the canals.
Kingbirds and orchard orioles a.re starting to build.

Rainey Wild Life sanctuary.
weekly Report, April 16-22, 1939.

April 16. Lionel teElanc watched camp for us.
April 17. Dewey and I returned to camp, went to the head of Bayou
Tom.
(
Apri 1 W . Tried to pull our barge out on ways, found our taokl e
too old so gave 1 t up until get new, hauled dirt on the
yard.

!

April 19. went to De&dmans Island in South-west pass.
Apri 1 20 . Hauled dirt along the breakwater at camp.
April 21. went to the Sta.nolind tract north of White take and
walked in from the south side, found the marsh here dry
and IX> birds.
April 22. I went to Abbeville leaving Dewey in camp.

Remarks.

Found about the same number of swowy egrets as last week
at Dead.mans Island, no shrimp boats around, no nests.
Green Herons a.re nesting on a11 the bayous and seem to
be more plentiful than usual .
We still see a few Blue-winged TeaJ. and a few Coots.

Rainey Wild Life sanctuary.
weekly Report, April 23-29, 1939.

April 23. Dewey spent the day in camp.
April 21t-. Returned to camp, went thru the Hadley Ponds and to
Chenier Au Tigre.
April 25. worked on the hand canal to Goose pond, cleaning and
deepening.
April 26. went to Deadmans Island in South-west pass and to Hell
Hole.
April 'Z'{ • worked in the hand canal to Goose Pond.
April 2$. went to White Lake and walked in from the south-west
corner of the Stanolind tract, mar sh here dry and no
cranes.
April 29. Took the"Whistler" to Abbeville, took the old engine
rut and got her ready to pull up for repairs on the
hull.

Remarks. Altho there were no shrimp boats a.round Dead.mans Island
we found that the Snowy E#ets have left, about a
.
dozen G;l:een Herons nest on the island.
Low water in the Hadley Ponds has concentrated thousands
of minnows and sma11 fish and we have about 300 Snowy
EgTets feeding there and some 50 Black-crowned Night
Herons, Green Herons a.re aJ.read.y nesting there and we
think perhaps the Snowys will nest. These birds are
wooling hell out of our young cypress trees.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
weekly Report, April 9-15, 1939.

\

April 9. Dewey Spent the day in camp.
April 10. Returned to camp in A. M. went to Schooner Bayou and
to the head of both COles and Oak Bayous.
April 11 . Patrolled to Deadmans Island in South-west pass.
Apr1112. Went to the Stanolind tract, north of White Lake,
and walked the north-east portion but found no cranes.
April 13. Went to Bayou Tom, walked the strip of section 9
east of the bayou and also south of the head to Hog
Bayou.
April 14. Hauled dirt along the breakwater at camp.
April 15. Dewey and I went to Abbeville leaving Mcllhenny• s
warden, Lionel LeBlanc, in camp.

Remarks. So far we have been unable to locate the Whooping
caanes on the Stano lind tract.
we saw our first orchard oriole on April 13.
Least Bitterns and Green Herons a.re common.
we found about 12 Snowy Egrets and a few Green Herons
at neadmans rs1and but no nests as yet.

•

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
111eekly Report, April 2-g, 193$.

April 2. I came out and spent the day in camp.
April 3. Pulled the "Gilbert Pearson" out on w~s, scraped
the bottom and made minor repairs on wheel and
rudder.
April 4. Put coat of copper paint on "Pear son" and put her
over. went to Hell Hole and Indian Point.
April

5. went to Hadley Ponds and Goose Pond, painted one
of our pirouges.

April 6. Cut thg ~ass at camp and went to Schooner and
O::>les ayous.
April

7. went thru the Intracoastal canal to the Stanolind

tr act , nor th of Wh.1 t e Lake, went in from the nor th
side looking for Wh.00ping cranes but found none.

April g. Finished fixing section of the breakwater, I went
to Abbeville leaving Dewey in camp.

Remarks. We still have a scattering of Teal, Shovelers and
Gadwall in the ponds.
On Apr 11 6 we not iced that two of the young Barn
Owls had disappeared from the tower nest box and
on the gth they were all gone. From fresh mink
sign around the tow er we suppose the mink climb ed.
up and took them.
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Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, March 26-April 1, 1939·

March 26. Dewey epent the day in camp.
March 27. Returned to camp, we excavated another section of
the breakwater for repairing.
March 2g. VA'.>rked on the breakwater, also rebuilt the wh§Tf in
front of main camp.
Mar ch 29. Finished the wharf, went to the head Of Bayou Tan and
walked s:>uth to Hog Bayou.
March 30. patrolled to Schooner and o:>les Bayous, walked north
of Schooner Bayou on section 11.
:Mar ch 31. Went to Oh eni er Au Ti gr e and the Hadley ponds, visit ed.
Nick• s Lake in afternoon.
April 1.

went to Abbeville.

ive young barn owls hatched in the tower nest box
during the week.
we saw our first kingbirds of the season on March

31.

Heard a least bittern calling back of camp, hav•nt
seen him yet.
Grackles started building during the week.

-;)pi '

Rainey W1 ld Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, March 19-25, 1939.

March 19. pent the day in Abbeville.
March 20. eturned to camp, put the new repairs in the •ctiick"
otor. went to Schooner and coles Bay~s.
March 21. ent to Hell Hole and walked • st to the north-west
orner of section 3 putting up three missing signs.
March 22. ent to the head of Bayou Tan and did some work on
b.e breakwater at camp.
March 23. ent south to Chenier Au Tigre visiting Hadley ponds
nd Goose Pond on the way.
Mar ch

24. lllJ. ed the "Chick" out on ways and scTapped the hull
or painting, mowed the g;rass.

Mar ch 25.

Remarks.

Lwent

to Abbeville, Dewey went to South west Pass
1id Ind~an Point •

W~

still have a few mixed ducks in the marsh ponds
a.id several hundred scaups in Vermilion Bay.
Oily saw one Bdue Goose during the weac.
Slowy Eg;rets are indl"e&sing in mmbers and Green
~ons becoming oommon.
·

Rainey Wild Life sanctuary.
weekly Report, March 12-19, 1939·

Mar ch 12. Brought Miss Belle Wilson and friend to camp and took

them over part of the sanctuary.

Mar ch 13. came to camp w1 th lumber for the breakwater, worked on
breakwater.
·
March 11+. went to Schooner and O:>les Bayous in forenoon. went to
the head of Bayou Tom and to Mud Point in afternoon.
March 15. went to Hell Hole, Indian Point and South west pass.
March 16. worked on the breakwater at camp.
March

De~ Bayou, north of c~, walked
along Vermilion Bay both east and west from the bayou.

17. went to the mouth of

Mar ch 1$. went to Abbeville, had repairs made for the "Cl!ick"
· engine.

Rem arks.

The geese seem to have 1 ef t the oountry, none on the
sanctuary nor flying during the week.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary. ·
weekly Report, March 5-11, 1939.

March 5. Met John Lynch, of the Biological Survey, in Abbeville.
Mar ch 6. Brought Lynch to camp, sent Dewey with him to Indian
Point and the Pass. They overhauled a man at Mud Point,
north side of Vermilion Bay about three miles from the
sanctuary, with 14 blue geese which they brought in.
March 7. Dewey and I went to Abbeville to appear before the Grand
Jury on the case of the two trappers caught in December,
also made charge against the goose hunter, Mr. A.rta Breaux,
while the!l'e. Gave the geese to the convent. Returned to
camp.
:March g. went to Schooner and Cbles Bayous, also watched the geese
on Mud Point .
March 9. Went to Hel l Hole and to the head of Bayou Tom. Started
excavation on the breakwater where it needs repair.
March 10. I drove the 11 Gilbert Pear son" to Abbeville and got
repairs started on the exhau$t. Dewey worked on the
breakwater at camp.
Mar ch 11. Got repairs finished at noon, ·drove the "Pear eon" as
far as landing in afternoon. Dewey watched the geese on
mud point.

Remarks. we still have about 15,000 geese on Indian point.
Have some two thrusand mixed ducks scattered thru the
sanctuary.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, Feb. 26-March 4, 1939·

February 26. Dewey went to Chenier .Au TigT e and talked
W1 th Semms SegTera.
February

27. I returned to camp, we went on the levee south
of Belle Isle Ridge and repaired holes made
by the muskrats, Seg'l'era helped.

February 2!L Started to Schooner Bayou, broke engine piston
in "Whistler", finally got back to camp and got
engine apart.
·
March 1.

Took parts of engine to Abbeville for repairs,
Dewey went to Schooner and Cbles Bayous, walked
on section 11 and 14.

March 2.

Returned to camp with repairs and put engine in
"Whistler" together, got her to running.

I

Went to Hell Hole and walked west to oorner.
went to Head of Bayou Tom and walked south to
Hog Bayou.
Ma:r ch

4.

R ema:rks •

L '

Dewey and I went to Abbeville.

We still have about 1500 Blue Geese west of Lake
Portage, near the beach and several thousand on
Indian Point.
rucke have not changed much in numbers during the
week.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary •
Weekly Report, February 19-25, 1939.

February 19. Dewey spent the day in camp.
Febr1J8Xy 20. We returned to camp and went to Schooner and
Coles Bayous, walked on sections 11, 14 & 23.
February 21. w:>rked all day fixing leaks in the levee south
of Belle Isle Ridge where the muskrats have
ca.used several bad leaks.
February 22. went south .to Hadley ponds and walked south and
east. went to Vermilion Ber and walked on the
marsh both west and east of the mouth of Deep
Berou.
February 23. went to South west Pass and put up new signs
a1ong our shore line clear tbru the pass.
February 24. worked on the levee fixing more leaks.
February 25. I went to Abbeville, Dewey worked on the yard
and did some work on the motor in the 11 Gilbert
"Pear son".

Renarks.

saw our first Green Heron of the spring on Feb. 24.
The Blue Geese on Indian Point have dimitWhed some
what in numbers but are still there, also about
1500 feeding near the beach west of Hell Hole on
section 3.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
weekly Report, February 12..1.S, 1939.

February 12. Dewey Choate fed the ducks at camp.
J'ebruary 13. Returned to camp, went to Schooner Bayou and walked
both north and a:>uth of the bayou.
February 14. went to the head of Bayou Tom and walked south
nearly to the Gulf.
February 15 • Dewey cleaned the small canal to the Hadley Ponds,
I went to Abbeville and met Dea.n Teves, reporter on
the Beaumont Enterprise, brought him to camp.
February 16. Helped Teves take a few still pictures of ducks at
camp, took him over part of the sanctuary and to
pecan Island, returned him to Abbeville at night.
February 17. Returned early to camp, we went to Indian point and
put up new signs along our line clear back to Lake
Portage.
February ig. went to Bayou Chene and put up signs on the north
line of section 11, north of the bayou. went to
Abbeville.

Remarks.

We fed the last bag of rice to about 1,000 mixed
ducks at camp on the 17th. owing to lots of rain
we have but a few ducks left in the marsh ponds.
Blue Geese have returned to Indian Point, we have
about 30,000 there now.

Ral.ney Wild Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, February ,5-11, 1939.

February 5. Fed the ducks, spent the day in camp.
February 6. Dewey came to camp, we went to Schoonet' and Cb les
Bayous, walked sections 11, 14 and 23.
February 7. went to the bead of Bayou Tom and walked south to
section 4.
February g. Patrolled to Indian Point and Hell Hole, walked west
from Hell Hole to our corner, section 4.
February 9. Visited the Pearson and Hadley Ponds. Also !lick' e
Lake.
february 10. :Patrolled the Vermilion Bay shore tran Schooner
Bayou to our east line, walked in in a f e!fl places.
Hebruary 11. Fed the ducks and went to Abbeville.

Remarks.

The first arriv&l.s of Purple Martins are r~orted at
the landing by Dewey Choate on the 10th.
ruoks and geese remain the same as last week in numbers.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, Jan. 29, Feb. 11-, 1939.

Jaruary 29. Dewey visited Sef?Fera at Chenier Au Tigre.
January 30. I returned to camp, we made some minor repairs on the
bo,ts and cut down sQne big cane around camp.
January 31. Went to °'ermi lion Bay and to Schooner Bayou, walked the
north and north-west pert of the sahctuery.
February l. Visited Nick• s Lake, Hadley Ponds and Goose Pond, 'f!alked
south east from Hadley Ponds to the corner of the State
Refuge, section 33.
February 2. Went to BayQJ. TCl'4 and walked the strip east of the bayou
on section 9, also south from the head of the bqou to
Hog Bayou.
February 3. Went to 'South West .Pass, anchored in the pass and walked
the strip back to State Refuge line.
February 4. Went to Abbeville, Dewey stayed ancl I returned to oamp • .

Remarks.

We only have about 2,000 blue geese left on the sanctuary,
along the State Refuge 11 ne south of Bayou Tom.
About a thousand mixed ducks remain on feed at camp, we
are giving them one bag of rice per day. ~a.ins have
scattet"ed gii te a few mallards and pintails thru the
mer sh, on the whole the numbers hav 'nt ·changed much.

~\

Rainey W1ld Life sanctuary.
Weekly Report, January 22-2S, 1939.

J8.rnlary 22. Spent the day in camp, went to Abbeville at night.
January 23. Returned to camp, ground valves and made other
minor repairs on the "Whistler" engine.
January 24 . . went to Schooner Bayou and walked north on section
11 and south on 14 and 13.
January 25. went to the Hadley Ponds and walked wast to Hog
Bayou and sou th to beach.
January 26. wallced on the Mcilhenny line north of camp on sections
25 and 26, alee on 24 and 19 on Deep Bayou.
January 27. walked on Vermilion Bay north of camp in forenoon, went
to head of BS¥ou Tom and walked south in afternoon.
January 2g. went to Hell Hole and walked to South-west Pass.

Remarks.

The ducks have mt changed much in mmbers during the
week. Blue Geese have mostly left the sanctuary, about
two thousand left aJ.ong the State Refuge line south of
Bayou Tan.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
weekly Report, January 15-21, 1939.

Jamary 15. Dewey went to the heacl of :Sayo...t Tou .

January 16. I brought the clutch for the 11 dhick" and we put it
in, went to the dam on Big Island Bayou in afternoon
and walked east to Bayou Tom.
Jamiary 17. went to Schooner and Coles Bayous, walked on sections
11, 14 and 23.
January 1g. went to the Hadley Ponds and walked
and oou th nearly to the Gulf.

~st

to State Line

January 19. went to Hell Hole and walked both east and west, aleo
went to Indian Point •
January 20. Went tbru Nick's Lake, Pearson Ponds, Hadley Ponds
and other duck ponds in vicinity.
v
fl"

January 21. Fi n1 shed making count of the ducks
went to Abbeville.

Remarks.

e Isle Lake,

The count made for the Biological Survey made the last
of the week was- 500 canvasbacks, 1000 Mal.lards,
a:>o Pintails, 500 Scaup, 100 Ringnecks, 300 Blue-winged Teal, 100 Green.. w1 nged Teal, 100 Shovel er s and
l0,000 Blue Geese.
We al so had a handfull of Wi dgeons , Gad.walls and coots
but less than 100 of each which they did not want in
the count.
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Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary .
Weekly Report, January a.14, 1939.

January g. Fed the ducks, took company to Abbeville.
January 9. Returned to camp, walked west line from Schooner Bqou
to Mcilhenny line, sections 14, 23 and 26.
January 10. Went to the Hadley Ponds and walked east to head o!
Hog Bayou and oouth nearly to the Gulf.
January 11. worketlf on the boats at camp.
January 12. Went to Schooner Bayou, broke the clutch 1n • Ohttit",
had a trapper tow us home.
January 13. Went to Chenier Au Tigre for report from
on sections 30, 31 and 32.

Se~era,

wa.1.ked

Jamary 14. I took "Ohiok 11 clutch to Abbeville and had repairs
made, Dewey went to South-west pass and Indian point.

Remarks.

Still no change in the numbers of ducks.
round that the geese bad left Indian Point during the
week, still have several thousand near the State Refuge
corner on sections 3, 4 and 33.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
eekly Report, Jamary 1-7, 1939·

January 1. Dewey spent the day in camp.
January 2. I came to camp, we did repair work on the "dht•k" and
went south to the Gulf.
Janu~y

3. went to Schooner and col es Bayous and walked sections
11, 14 and 13.

·

January 4. went to Bayou Tan, walk ed. both sides of bayou on
section 9 and south !rem head of bayou to Hog Bayou.
Ja.miary 5. Went to South-west pass, Indian point and He11 Hole.
January 6. went to the Hadley ponds and walked east to State line
and south to b ea.oh.
Janu~y

7. Dewey and I went to Abbeville, I returned to camp with
guests who wished to see the ducks.

Remarks.

we still have about 20 ,000 blue geese feeding on
Indian Point .
we have had from 1500 to 2 ,000 ducks in the lake at
camp during the week, about 500 canvasbacks and the
rest mixed ducks.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, Decenber 25-31, 193g.

DecembeT

25. Dewey and I epent Christmas in Abbeville.

December 26. Loaded 65 bags of rice on barge and towed to
camp, unloaded and fed the ducks.
December 27. we went to Coles Bayou and caught two men
running traps on section 14, third man got
away, got camp and 57 traps.
Decanber 2g. went back and bunted up rest of traps, found
120 set on section 23.
Decmber 29. Went to Kaplan. and found the two men, went to
Abbeville and made charge age.inst them far trapping
on the Rainey without permission. Pllt than under
bond to appear before next Qr and JuZy •
December 30. Returned to Sanctuary, we went to South-west pass,
Indian Point and Hell Hole, walked •
December 31. I went to .Abbeville, Dewey went to head of Bayou
Tom and walk ed. scu th to Hog Bayou.

Remarks.

A big rain on Ohrietmas scattered. the ducks, we have
&bout half as many left as last week.
Found that the rain had put about 20 ,000 blue geese
on Indian Point which is high marsh but had moved thm
out along our line south of Hog Bayou.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
weekly Report, December W-2ll-,

19~.

December lg. Dewey brought the two men be bad caught trapping
to me in Abbeville.
December 19. Talked w1 th my attorney about the trappers, a1 so
w1 tb them and their employer, returned to camp.
December 20. went to South-west Pass and walked over the land
but found IX> more traps.
December 21. went to the bead of Hog· Bayou and walked south to
the Clllf.
December 22'. went to the bead of Bayou Tom and walked south to
Hog Bayou.
December 23. I went south to Cbenier Au Tigre and the Hadley
Ponds, Dewey went to SebooneT Bayou and walked
over sections 11, 14, and part of 19.
December 24. Fed the ducks and went to .Abbeville.

Remarks.

]).tcks have increased in the marsh ponds during the
week, a.bout the same in the lake at camp, geese
&bout the same as last week.

Rainey W1 ld Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, December 11-17, 193g.

December 11. Dewey and I brought 35 boy soouts to camp with
two boats and barge, returned them to landing.
December 12. Returned to oamp, walked our west line south
from O>les Bayou and picked up 4o traps on a
fresh burn.
December 13. Went to Schooner Bayou and walked both north and
south of the bayou.
December 14. went to the head of Bayou TQD and walked south
nearly to the Cblf.
December 15. went to Hell Hole and walked to south-west pass.
December 16. went to the dam in Big Island Bayou and walked
east to Bayou Tom, also to Hadley ponds.
De<*nber 17. I went to Abbeville, sent Dewey to Indian point
to W8J.k to the cove in pass where he surprised
two men running ig traps on edge of pass.

Remarks.

Al1out 5 ,000 ducks have fed in Belle
most of the week.
we have around a> ,000 Blue Geese on
some 5 ,000 at Indian point, a small
Bayou Tom on section 9 and the rest
Bayou going to the Gulf Beach.

Isle take
the Sanctuary,
bunch east of
south of Hog

Rainey Wild Life sanctuary.
Weekly Report, Dec. 4-10, 19~.

December 4. Dewey spent the day in camp.
December 5. I returned to oa.q,, we patrolled south to Chenier
Au Tigre and north to Vermilion Bay, walked east
along bay on sections 19, 20 and 29.
December 6. went to Schooner Bayou and wa.lked section 11 and
section 14. I went to truisiana Furs club and
met van 11&q>en Heilner and peter Scott.
December 7 . Peter Scott and Heilner came to ~, we took
them to the H&dl.ey Ponds to walk to some Blue
Geese near the ponds but they gave it up and
returned to their club. Dewey went to the head
of Coles Bayou and chased two trappers who got
away in some thick cover, burned out the cover
and picked up 1S traps.
December g. went to Hell Hole and walked to the Pass.
December 9. Went to Bayou Tom and walked east of the bayou
on section 9, also sruth from the head of the
bayou to Hog Bayou.
December 10. Took the barge to landing and went to Abbeville,
arranged to bring 35 boy scouts to oamp next
d&y.

Remarks. nicks and geese have remained about the same as last
week .

Rainey Wild Life sanctuary.
weekly Report, lbv. 27-Dec. 3, 193g.

November 27. Loaded 50 bags of feed on barge at landing.
November 2S. Towed bax ge to camp and unloaded into feed house.
November 29. went to Bayou Tom and walked the state line back
to Big Island Bayou, &la:> walked the line east of
Bayou Tom along section 9.
November 30. went to Hell Hole and walked to South west Pass,
visited Indian Point.
December 1.

Took the engine down .i n "Vlhi stler", grownd valves
and repaired leak in block.

December 2.

Dewey went to Mcilhenny• s north-west corner, our
section 26, I to oak Bayou on west line of section
14, we walked together on our west line on section

23.

December 3. Dewey went to the Hadley Ponds and walked to the
State Refuge line. I went to Abbeville.

Remarks.

We have a f~ne flock of ducks in Belle Isle Lake,
about 1,000 scaups, 2,000 canvasbacks and 1,000
mallards, they a.re pulling the banana waterlillies
out rapidly.
TheTe are around 10 ,000 blue geese feeding along
our east line from Bayou Tom south to the beach
and about 5 ,000 more in a flock just east of the
Hadley ponds.
we have started feeding lightly at ca.mp.

Rainey Wild Life sanctuary:
Weekly Report, November 20..25,

19~.

November 20. Dewey went to head of Bayou Tom.
November 21. I came to c&mJ>, we went up the west fork of
Deep Bayou and burned around the head on sections
23 and 24.
November 22. went to Bayou Tom and walked strip east of bayou
on section 9 in forenoon. Went to Chenier Au Tigre
and talked with Segrera in afternoon.
November 23. went to Hell Hole and walked over to South-west
Pass.
November 24. went north of Belle Isle take, on east line of
section 31, and moved the line back where it
belonged, moving the state trapper back. went
to Nick's Lake in aftermon and burned s:>me new
goose pasture south of the lake.
November 25. went to the head of a:>les Bayou and burned some
rough places to destroy oover for poachers.
November 26. Took barge to landing for load of rice.

Remarks.

Found about ten thousand blue geese feeding on
Indian point on the 23rd.
1).1.cks increased toward the last of the week, on
the 26th we had about 1500 canvasbacks, 1200
mallards and a few hundred soaups in Belle Isle
Lake at camp.
we have had to move three of the State trappers
back off the line so far, they simply crowd over
into our rats, the temptation is too great. We
look for no further tro11ble from these men.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, November 13-19, 193g.

November 1). Asa LeBlanc epent the day in camp for us.
November 14. Dewey brought 25 bags of rice to camp on barge,
I returned to Abbeville to meet JD:. Hutdlinson
who arrived too late to start.
November 15. Brought )4r. & Mrs. Hlltohinson to camp, we took them
south to ~ e
ey o as, Cbose pond and Oheniet' Au
Tigre.
November 16. Took guests south and found about 1,000 blue geese
just starting to oome in south of Belle Isle Ridge
on seoti on 30. I took them to 1anding at noon. went
to Schooner Bayou in afternoon and walked on section
11 and on 14.
November 17. went to the Hadley Ponds and walked east to State
Refuge line and south •
November lg . went to head of Bayou Tom and walked south to the
head of Hog Ba10u, put up foot bridge over bayou on
the State Refuge line. Rain most of day.
November 19. I went to Abbeville, Dewey went to the south end of
Belle Isle Ridge and found that the rain had moved
our geese, all gone.

Remarks.

· The geese on section 30 increased to about 2 ,000 from
the 16th to 1gth when we had a big rain, on the 19th
they failed to return, too much water.
The ducks hav•nt changed nnoh in mmbers during the
week except a few mare soaups, we have about 1,000
canvasbacks, 1,000 Mal.lards and some 500 Sea.ups in
Belle Isle Lake at oamp and a few hundred mixed rudts
in the mar sh pond.S.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, November 6-12, 193s.

November .6. Dewey epent the day in camp.
November

7. I bought 25 bags of rice and came to camp, pull eel the
"Whistler• out on ways and repaired leat in bull.

November g. went to the Hadley ponds and walked east to the State
Refuge line. went to Schooner B&Jou and did some burning
on section 14.
November 9. went to Vesrmilion Bay and burned parts of sections 13,lg
and 19.
November 10. Burned ·section 29 on Vermilion Bay.
November 11. went to the head of Bayou Tom and walked south on State
Refuge line.
!JilVember 12. Took the barge to landing, I went to Kaplan and bought
50 bags of rice.

Remarks.

A good fiight of KaJ.lards came in during the week, severa.1.
bundred in the marsh pondS and 1,000 in Belle Isle Lake.
Lots of Blue Geese fiying about but no big nooks feeding
on the sanctuary, a big concentration reported six miles
west of Chenier Au Tigre.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, October 30..wov. 5, 193g.

30. I came to camp and spent the day.
October 31. Dewey came to camp, painted skiff and went to Chenier

October

Au Tig1'e.

November 1. Fini shed cleaning the hand canal to Hadley Ponds and
repaired tli flume there.
November 2. Made a burn on section 9 at Bayou Tom for geese and
also a small burn mrth of Belle Isle Lake.
Navember

3. went to Schooner Bayou and burned part of section

November

4. Went to Hell Hole, Dewey walked to South-west pass.

14 in order to cut down cover for poach_ers.
Pulled the

"~istler"

out in aftermon and oalle1l her.

November 5. I went to Abbeville, Dewey finished burning the goose
range on Belle Isle Ridge.

Remarks.

Lots of blue geese flying during the week but no
feeding floks on the sanctuary as yet.
We found about 300 mixed ducks feeding in the Hadley
ponds with one stray canada Goose on November 1, a1so
a few ducks in other ponds.

Rainey Wild Life sanctuary.
~eekly Repart, October 23-29, 193g.

October 23. Dewey in oamp.
October 24. Returned to camp with ex>pper paint, pulled 1 db.1dt' m
out on ways, sdraped her and put one coat oopper.
October 25. went to the head of Bayou Tom and to the dam on
Big Island Ba10u, put second. coat cq>pe'r on "Cbidc•
and put he-r aver.
October 26. worked cleaning the hand oanal to the Hadley Pond.a.
ootobdr 27. Worked on the Hadley pond.B canal.
October 2g. went to Nidt 1 a Lake and to sections ~ and 31 south
o! Goose Pond and burned o!f parts of both sections
for goose pasture.
Octobe-r 29. Pulled up Skit! and &draped her, left to dry and
went to Abbeville.

Remarks.

The first fatr.ly heavy tligbt of Blue Geeae started
coming in on Sunday, the 23rd and Konday 24th. They
have been flying in good mmbers &11 week but no
big no olts feeding on sanctuary as yet.
A few camasbadts and Soaups arrived during the week.

Rainey Wild Life sanctuary.
Weekly Report , octob er 16..22 , i 93g.

October 16. I spent the day in camp, went to Abbeville at night.
October 17. Returned to camp, Dewey Koore and I patrolled to Chenier
Au Tigre and to the head of Cbles Bayou and Schooner Bayou.
October 18 . Went to the head of Bayou Tan in forenoon, pulled ~ass
out of the dredged canal at Belle Isle Ridge in afternoon.
October 19. Plllled alligator

~ass

out of the canal at Belle Isle Ridge

October 20. Cleaned the trail and sma11 oana1. into Goose Pond.
October 21. I patr011ed to South west pass and Hell Hole. Dewey cleaned
grass and weeds Off the sand beach at Goose Pond.
Botober 22. I went to Apbeville, Dewey finished cleaning the beach at
Goose pond in Belle I Sle Ridge.

Remarks.

rucks have increased slightly during the week.
we saw the first blue geese on the sanctuary on October 21,
about 50 flying over o~ and 100 on the beach south of
Hell Hole.

Rainey lfild Life Sanctu&'l'y.
Weekly Report, Ootobdt' 9-15, 193S.

October 9. Took sign painter to Intracoaatal atty and put name
&nd numbers on the •Gilbert Peat" son•.
OotobeT 10. Left !lick in Abbeville working on englne in the
1 'tfhistier•, came to camp in •Gilbert Pearson•.
went to Ohenier Au Tigre in ._:rternoon.
October 11. lli ck finished engine and brongbt
finished the engine work.

1

1'b1st1er" to camp,

October 12. pUlled the 1 fb1st1er• out on ways &nd did some minor
repair work on the bull.
October 13. Put the 'lrhistier• overboard and went to South-wea't
Pass and Hell Hole.
October 14. Pulled a11iga:tor grass out of the dredged canal tbru
Belle Isle Ridge, sent 11ick to landing in •Chick• in
afternoon and to llew Iberia with magneto for rep~tra.
October 15. went to landing whet"e 1'idt met me with repaired. mag..
neto, put it on the • Ohiok 1 engine and got het" running

RElll&rks.

we have had just a handful of malla:rds &nd pintails
during the week.
Karsh Hawks arrived in some mmbers during the week
and we saw the ftrst coot of the season on October 15.

Rainey 111 ld Lite Sanctuary.
weekly Report, October 2-g, 1938.

October 2. Ni ck spent the 48¥ in

C8Dp.

October 3. came to oaap e&rl.7 bringing two men to help get Hell
Hole camp ant of barou, towed barge to Hell Hole, got
<*lJ> apart, loaded and towed to camp at nigbt.
October lf.. J'inished taking limber apart and rmonng nails.
October 5. went to Qoose Pond and Chenier Au Tigt"e. I went to
.AbbeYille in afternoon.
October 6. Returned to oamp w1 th Qrlindeirhead tor the •Chi ck•
englne, put her togethel'.
.
October 7. More wark on 1 C!lick 1 engine, went to the head of Bayou
Tan and to th~ dam QD Big Island Barou, wallted east on
sectlmn g.
October g. Sent Ni ck t o Abbevill e in t he "Tu11istler", I went in
truok, toOk •wti1st1er• engine apart for repairing.

Remarks.

On October 2
fed in Belle
have seen 89
On October J:I.

and 3rd &boat

4oo J'lllvus Tree I)J.oks

Isle Lake near canp, the first time we
m&DJ on the Sanctuary .
we saw the first mallards of the season •

•

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, Sept. 25-0ct. 1, 193g.

SeptE!llbeT 25. Lionel LeBlanc in ca.up.
SeptE111beT 26. Nick and I returned to camp in morning, went
to the mouth of Deep Bayon and walked both east
and west &long Vet"milion Bay in afternoon.
September 27. went to the Hadley Ponds and walked east to the
head of Hog Bayou..

September 2g. Went to Sonth..west Pass and Hell Hole, found the
Hell Hole camp in a branch of Hell Hole B&¥ou, on
the State Refuge, where it had blown and drifted
in the storm on .August 15 •
September 29. o.it the grass at
September

:;o.

~.

Went to the head of Bayou. Tom and to the dam on
Big I eland Bayou.

October 1.

I went to Abbeville leaving Bick in camp.

RElll&rks.

A few Blue-winged Teal were seen during the week
and ou.r fir st Pintails on Sept. 29. ·
_
I saw two Pi eon awks at Belle Isle Ridge on Sept.

27.

ainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
weekly Report, September leL.24, 193$ .

.

.

Septenber 1$ . went to South-west Pass and Hell Hole and to
bbevil le at night .
September

19 . Returned to camp, cut grass between the camp
and Belle Isle Lake .

Seote;nber
20 . pa.rtolled southto the Guli .
...
Sept Ember 21. o.it gra ss a.round boat house and south along the
back break water .
September 22 . patrolled to the head of Hog Bayou and to the
head of Bayou Tan .
September 23 . Went to Schooner and <l:>les Bayous, walked both
nor th of Schooner Bayou on section 11 and sou th on
section 14.
September 24. Went to Abbeville.

Remarks.

~e continue to see a few Blue-winged
other northern ducks so far.

Teal but no

ainey ':.Tild Life Sanctuary.
eekl Report, ·September lLl 7, 1930.

Septa-.iber 11 . Lionel LeBlanc spent the day in camp .
September 12 . Hi ck an- I r eturnecl to camp , cut gras s
between Bel e I sle La .. e and the camp .
September 13 . Pulle r. lligator grass out of the dredged canal
between the Hadley flume and the Belle I sle
Ridge camp .
September 1 .

ent to the head of ·Bayou Tom and to Schooner
an Col es Bayous . ·

September 15. Pulled l ligator grass out of the dredged
canal near Goose pond .
Sept ember 16 . 7.'ent thru the Hadley ponds . Borrowed spray
pUillp for spraying l ligator grass an over hauled
it .
Sept anb er

Reoarks.

17. Sprayed the lligator grass in

c1r ecged canal
thru Belle Isle Ridge in order to keep the canal
Open .

~. ore Blue- winged Teal have been seen during
the week. lTo other change in bird life .
.. a ed
ow e :r:i~ -.the
suramer, one brood at B8'{ou .To·1 camp and OIJ,e at
eep
yu car.ip, two' d
r espac ·
. oth
1
e boxe$. The owls did not nest
here a t car.ip or at· -B ig I sl and Bayou wher e we have
the nevr style boxes altho e had owls at both
places .

A few

ainey Wilci Life Sanctuary .
Weekl Report, SEptember 4-10, 193EL

Sept ember

4.

Hi ck spent the day in camp.

Septa:1ber 5. I returned to ca.mp, we put the "Cllick " e1gine
but found the cylinder head still leaking .

Up

September 6 . \7or ed on the yard at crunp in forenoon fi lling holes .
a l ong the br eakwater . Went south to the Gulf in the
afternoon.
September

7.

I took the " db.ick" CLtlinder head to } ew Iberia to have

it

rewelded~

1;ick patrolled to Hell Hole and Bayou Tom .

September 8 . \Vent to n ew Iberia for the cylinder head but found the.-n
still too busy , left it and returned to camp . Cut the
talJ. gxass betwee.i.'l camp and Belle Isle Lak e .
September 9 . Went to Be l le Isle Ridge and pul led Alligator grass
out of the dredged canal bet ween the Hadley ponds f l ume
and the Belle Isle Ridge camp .•
September 10 . went to Abbeville, !Tick went to New I beria and got th e
repair eel cy l inder head .

' ~

Remarks .

. '•• ·

·.7e saw the fir st Wilson • s Snipe of the season at camp on
September $ .
Saw three Blue.winged Teal near Goose Pond on September 9 •

\

.·

Rainey 'Jild Life Sanctuary .
weekly Report , ugust 21- 27, 193S .

August 21 .

Spent the day in

bbeville .

ue,ust 22.

Ret"Urned to camp in morning, worke
c~p in afternoon .

uguet 23 .

went to South-west pass in forenoon, went to the dam
on Bi Isl and :Say ou .

on the boats at

August 24 .

1.vent to Schooner and col es Bayous .

August 25 .

Went tbru the pear son ponds, Hick 1 s Lake and the
Hadley ponds .

August 26 .

Rain kept us in camp .

ugust 27.

Renarks .

i..

ent to Abbeville .

The Boat- tailed Q1.'ackle)3 are in their annual moul t .
A few Blue-winged Teal are reported in the vicini t y
but we have not seen any y et on the sanctuary .
pair oi Wi 11 ets were seen south of the Hadl ey Ponds
on ugust 25 .

a i ney Wild Life Sanctuary .
·::-eekly Report, ugust l'--20, 1938.

(

August 14. Spent the day in

bbeville followin

storn warnings .

ugust 15 . i".' ick and. I returned to camp , found no eSpecial dama ge
at camp altho tide vgas very high and went into the
garage at the landing .
August 16 . iVent to the h ead of Bayou Tor.1 and found the c&lps ther e
alright , went to Hell Hole and found the ca.r:p there
completely washed away, no trace .
u gust

17. V:ent to Schobner and Coles Bayous and to Hick ' s Lak e and
the Hadley ponds , op ened flumes to let off -some water .

August 1$ . Started to Chenier Au TigT e and brok e v alv e in t h e
11\7'1.bistler11, returned to camp and took motor down .
ugust 19 .

~ ent

to Chenier Au
grass at camp .

u gust 20 . Went to

Rauarks .

Ti~e

in

11

Whistler 11 , !7ick mowed the

bb evill e .

Th e nesting is over and bird life very <:ru.iet, a good
raany egrets feeding on the marsh .

Raine- Wild Life Sanctuary .
77eekly ~ eport,July 3-9, 1938

July 3 . Came to camp in forenoon.
July l!- . Went to the Hadley· ponds and to Chenier Au Tigre .
July

5 . \Vent to Hell Hole and South-west Pass.

July 6. ITick and I i,mrked on the "Gilbert pea.rsonn ren:nving
varnish .
July

7.

orked on the boat.

July $. Went to the head of Bayou Tom and to the da.l'.l on Big
Island Bayou. Ui ck work ed on the boat •
July 9. : owed the grass at

crui.lp

and went to Abbeville .

Ra:rnxks. 1rothing new in bi r d life during the week. EVen the
Green Herons have left Dead _ ans Island in the Pass.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary .
Weekly Report., June £ 6- July 2, 193s.

June 26. Wick spent the day in camp .
June 27 . I returned to camp in forenoon, went to the head of
Bayou Tom and to the dam on Big Island Bayou .
June 2$ . Started removing the varnish on the "Gilbert Pearson"
for repainting.
June 29. worked on the "Gilbert pearsonn.
June 30 . Went to Hel l Hole and to the head of Hog Bayou .
July 1 .

went tbru the Hadley Ponds and south to Chenier Au
Ti gr e.

July 2.

Went to Abbeville and paid the months bills.

Ranarks. The cypress tre es and aiso the new buttonwoods in the
Hadley Ponds a.re still alive but not looking so good.
Bird life has not changed during t he week.

ainey Wild Life Sanctuaxy.
weekly Report, June 19-25, 193~L

June 19. Nick Spent the day in camp.
June 20. I came to camp, let Wick go home for the Vieek.
June 21. Visited the Hadley ponds and went south to crnenier
Au TigTe.
June 22.

~lent north to Schooner and Coles Bayous in forenoo n
and to the dam on Big Island Bayou in afternoon.

June 23. went thru the pea.rson ponds and to !rick 's take.
June 24. !owed the lawn at camp .
June 25. went to Abbevi 11 e.

Ran.arks. The young Grackles, Kingbirds and Orchaxd Orioles have
mostly left the nests. ::ost of the young purple uaxtins
at the landing a.re flying.
<hite a few feeding SnowY Eg:rets and Louisiana Herons
along the bayous and canals are continually being taken
for a ride cy the Kingbirds.

Rainey ~ild Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, June 12-1$, 193$.

June 12. I Spent the day in camp.
June 13. Nick returned to camp, w·orked on the hull of the
"Gilbert Pearson".
June 14. Hick and I left eaxly, a:r:ove to Lake O:iaxles and
went to Black Bayou on Stanolind Cb. boat with Mark
Thomson, inspected rookery and got back as far as
Abb evi lJ. e.
June 15. Returned to camp in morning, cut the grass and worked
on the "Gilbert pear son".
June 16. went to the Hadley Ponds, dhenier Au TigTe and Hick's
Lake.
JWle 17. went to Hell Hole and to Bouth-·\'!r nst Pass.
June 1$. went to Abbeville leaving Mi ck in camp.

Ran.arks. On the trip to Black Bayou Rookery we found the Spoonbills had increased somewhat from last year, in the
limited time we had there we took pictures of six nests
containing young and sp.w s m;.al.Jnore. high ones, about for t.¥ a~ l~s around and going and coming. All the heaonBf
efc?e pt fng the Great Blue are nesting there and a good many
Anhingas. ·
_
Dead Mans Is land in South-west pass has qnly about a
dozen QJ:'een Heron nests. A good many shrimp boats, fishing
in the Gulf, oome into the Pass at night and anchor there,
this may have some bearing on the Egrets not nesting there
this yeax.

J

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary .
Ueekly Report, June 5-11, 193$ .

June 5 . Ni ck Spent the day in ca.mp .
June 6. Returned to camp in n10rnin g, recut cattails in the
P ear son ponds .
June

7. Recut cattails in Nick • s take .

June$. Patrolled to Schooner, O::>les and Oak Bayous .
June 9. Recut t h e cattails in the Hadley ponds.
June lO . I ick finished the cattails i n Hadley Ponds and Goose
Pond, I patrolled to Hel l Hole and to the head of Bayou

Tom .
June 11 . Hick and I went to Abbeville, I telephoned to 1.Iaxk Thomson
of the Stanolind ~il and Gas co . about trip to the Spoonbil l
ro ok ery at Black ayou and returned to camp .

R a narks . Fi n d v ery little to rep.art i n the way of bird life.

Rainey , ild Life Sanctuary.
Week ly Rep ort, ::ay 29-June 4, 193$ .

~

ay

29. Lion el L eB lanc spent t h e day in camp .

2·Iay 30. Hick and I returned to camp and worked on the rpQ11 in the
small house .
J.iay 31 . Pa tr 011 ed to Schooner and ao les Bayous in forenoon and to
the head of Bayou Tom in afternoon .
June 1. went to Hell Hole and to Dead '11ans Is l and in South-west Pass .
June 2.

orked on the roO"...a at camp and went to the Hadley Pbnds and
to Hick ' s Lake .

June

3. out the grass at camp and went south to · Oheni er Au Ti gr e .

June

4.

I went to Abb evi 11 e to pay t h e bi 11s, iick in camp.

Rernaxks. The snowy Egrets seen to have given up Dead ·ans Is l and
for this season, a few Green Herons a.re nesting in the
taller bushes .

Rainey , i ld Life Sanctuary .
weekly Report , ::ay 22-2S, 193S .

. ay 22. .Ji ck spent the day in camp •
Al

ay 23. Returned to camp in the forenoon, worked on the south
room of the smaJJ. house.

i.'ay 24. Hick worked on the ro<l!l in his camp, I patrolled south
to dheni er Au Tigr e and to the head of Bayou T<ln.
.
~ay

25.

\Vent to Hell Hole and to Dead
Pass.

~:- ans

Island in South-west

:ray 26. worked on the room in small house and cut the gxass at

camp.

,,

....ay 27. Kick, John Breaux and I went to 1i!hi te take and walked
north from the lake on the Stano lind tract.
.:ay 2S . Did sone work on the room in small house and went to
Abbeville, left Lionel LeBlanc to watch camp.

Re7m ks

The egrets have given up the nests, without laying
eggs, on Dead Hans Island, we think this due to the
extra high tides and rough weather, a good llUIJ.'lY birds
atill roost there.
We failed to even see a Whoaping crane on the Stano·l ind
tract on Friday, Ilay 27, have given it up for this season.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, Uay 15-21, 193~.

.tay 15 . I spent the day in camp •
May 16. Mick. returned to camp, we ~ulled the "Whistler 11 out on the
ways for repairs to the hu 1.
.:.ray 17. Got the
ay
7~Iay

].g.

11

Whistler 11 hull fixed and put her overboard •

went to the Hadley ponds and r ecut cattails

a~d

sedge.

19. Started rebuilding the south room on the small house.

Uay 20. Went to the stanolind tract north of White take and walked
on the marsh looking for Whooping cranes nests •

....

ay 21. Went to Dead l ans Island in South West Pass and to the head
of Bayou Tom.

Rem.arks. V1e saw ~ W'ho0ping cranes on the marsh nol'th of Whit e
Lake· on 1lay 20 but no sig;is of nesting.
The Snowry Egrets have stopped building on Dead 11ans Island
owing to extra high winds and tides, some 250 to 300 roost
there at night.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, !.lay $_14, 193EL

May$. !1ick spent the day in camp.
May 9. Returned to camp. We took the "Whistler 11 engine down and
over hauled her •
M~y

10. Finished the "Whistler" engine, went south to dheni er Au
TigT e and thru the Hadley Ponds.

llay 11·. Sa.trolled to He_1 Hole and to Dead Mans Island in South
West pass, pulled the "Gilbert pear son'' out on ways.
l!ay 12. Made repairs on the "0ilbert peaxson" strutt and put on a
new wheel, got her overboard at night.
May 13.

ent to the head of Bayou Tom ~nd to Schooner Bayou. Irick
and Minos LeBlanc went to the stanolind tract and walked
south from the Intracoasta.l canal.

May 14. went t o Abbeville, returned to camp i n afternoon and let
?rick off.

Remarks. The boys failed to see aey Whooping cranes on the
Stanolind mar sh on the 13th.
About ten snowy egTet nests are under construction on
Dead Mans Island but so fax no eggs.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary .
Weekly Report, .:ay 1- 7, 1938 .

::ay 1. Claud L eBlanc spent the day in camp •
: ray 2. :ac · and I returned to camp, rej.aired the
repaired and sharpened the raarsh tools.
~ay

11

dhick 11 and

3. cut the cattails in the Goose Pond at Belle Isle Ridge.

may 4. Started the boys cutting in the Pearson Ponds, I went to
Dead :Jans Island in South west pass.
Uay

5. cut cattails in Hick • s

Lake.

:ray 6. Sent l ick and one man to the Stanolind tract to look for
f!_anes nests, I took two men and cut cattails in Hick ' s
ake .
?Jay

7. Went to Abbeville and paid the extra men off, Ui ck worked
on the yard at camp .

Remarks. Found only a few Egrets at Dead l!ans I sland but no nests
oo J~y4 .
.
_
The boys saw 9 Whooping cranes at the stanolind tract on
~ ay 6 but no further indications of nesting .

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
eekly Report, April 21.i-30, 193S.

April 24. •Tick spent the day in camp.
April 25. Irick and three boys cut cattails in the Hadley ponds.
I broke the "Chick 11 engine on way to camp, returned to
Abbeville for repairs and made camp at night.
pril 26. Cllt cattails in the Hadley ponds.
April 27. The boys cut cattails, I patro lled to the head of Bayou
Tom and to Hell Ho le.
April 2$. Finished the cattails in the Hadley ponds.
April

29.

Nick and I took one man and went west to the stanolind
tract north of VJhite Lake, put in the day looking for
Whooping crane nests .

April 30. ;owed the gxass at camp and went to Abbeville leaving one
man in camp.

Remarks.

On April 29 we flushed five mio0ping cranes out of the
oar sh about two miles from the Intracoastal canal on the

Stanolind tract but failed to find any nests. ·
A few blue geese still remain i.n the country but the ducks
a11 seen to have gone.

Rainey nld Lif e Sanctuary .
Weekly Report, April 17- 23, 193$ .

April 17. r ick spent the day in camp.
April 1$ . came to ca~ with some marsh knives and other tools .
Fi xed up the oar sh to oib s .
Apri 1 19 . Sta.rt ed the cattai 1 rut ting with two extra men in the
Hadley ponds .
April 20. Rain in forenQ)n, cut cattails in afternoon .
April 21. The men cut cattails, I went to Dead u ans ?Island in
South West Pass.
April 22. went to White Lake with men and walked on the Stanolind
tract to the north of the lake .
pril 23 . Left the men rutting cattails, I went to Baton Rouge and
obtained lease on Dead ..:. a ns Is land.

Remarks.

Found just a few Egrets and Herons a t Dead !ans Island on
April 2.1 .
Grackles and Green Herons a.re started hatching, Kingbirds
and or chard orioles building .
We failed to see any Whooping cranes on the weekly trip
to the Stanolind tract north of White Lake .

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
weekly Report, . April 10-16, 193g.

April 10. Lionel L eBlanc and his men watched camp for us.
April 11. ?rick and I returned to camp and went to Dead.man• s Island
in South-rist Pase.
.
April 12. Went to Chenier Au Tigre, Hadley Ponds, l!ick:' s Lake and
thru the Pearson ponds.
April 13. Mowed the yard at camp in forenoon, went to the head of
Bayou Tom and to Hell Hole in afternoon.
April 14. Pull~d the
April

11

Vlhistlertt out and lined the strutt.

15. Went to the north side of the Stanolind tract and spent
the day looking for cranes.

April 16. Went to Abbeville leaving Nick in camp working on the
"Whistler".

Ren1a.rks. or chard or·ioles have become oommon during the week and
Kingbirds are building.
A good many SnowY Egrets are feeding thru the marshes.
Only one Whooping crane was sighted on April 15 trip
and no further signs of nesting.

Rainey Wild Life sanctuary.
weekly Report, April 3-9, 193$.

April 3. Spent the day in camp.
April

4.

Went to Dead.man•s Island in South-west pass.

April 5. patrolled south to Chenier Au Tigre and went thru the
Hadley Ponds.
April 6. went to the head of Bayou Tom and walked south along
the State Refuge line.
April 7. -vvent to Schooner Bayou and to the head of Cbles Bayou.
April$. Went thru the Intracoastal canal to the Stanolind tract
and walked in from the north side.
April 9. went to Abbeville.

~

/

/

JRemarks.

e saw three Whooping cranes on the Stanolingf tract on
the 8th but found that they had not returned to the
unfinished nest we found the week before.
Green Herons, Least Bitterns and Kingbirds are very connnon.
About 200 blue geese have be en fe eding near Chenier Au
Tigr e on section .6.
We still have a few shovelers, Gadwall and Blue-winged
Teal in the marsh ponds and a few sea.up and teal on
Varmilion Bay north of camp.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary
eek ly Report, · a.r ch 27-Apri 1 2,

l!ar ch 27. I came to camp .
uaxch 2$. Patrolled to Schooner and ())les Bayous, walked on sections
and 13.
:.Iarch 29. went south to the Gulf, went to the head of Big Island Bayou
and walked east to Bayou Tom. ·
March 30. put in the day pulling alligator grass out of the canal that
runs by the Goose pond •
.1a.rch 31. Took the same four men asf last week and went thru the
Intracoastal canal to the Stanolind tract, walked in from the
north side, saw five Who0ping cranes, one pair building nes
April 1.

PuJJ.ed the "11histler" out on ways and changed the wheel. Went
to the head of Bayou Tom and walked south along the State
Refuge line.

April 2.

I took the crippled wheel from the "Whistler" to Abbeville and
had it sent away for r E:J>air s, returned to camp •

Remarks.

e saw our first tea.st Bitterns (six birds) and one Orchard
Oriole on Auril first. Also saw three fulvous Tree Ducks at
the head of· Bayou Tom on this day. Green Herons and Gl"ackles
are starting to lay e·ggs.
e see no Hallards nor Pintails but a few of all other species
s til 1 hang a.round.
A few Blue Geese sti 11 fly over the sanctuary but most of them
sean to have gone north.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary .
Weekly Report, Ua.rch 20-26, 193~.

~arch 20. The president of the Oklahoma Audubon Society visited

]ick in camp, Nick took them over part of the sanctuary.

camp, finished 9"rk on the "dhi ck" engine,
patrolled south to the Gulf.

Mar ch 21. I returned to

March 22. went thru the Hadley Ponds, to the dam on Big Island
Bayou and to the head of Bayou Tom.

23. Patrolled to Hog Bayou and Hell Hol"' , walked east from
the Hell Hole camp to the Pass.

~arch

21+. Took three of our ex.... trapper e who were visiting ca.mp and

---------1

went to the north shore of White Lake, five men to walk
covered the marsh to the north of the lake in a very
workmanlike manner, saw but three
oaping cranes feeding
and no nests .•

Uar ch 25. rrorked on the camp yard.
arch 26. l 1 ck and I went to Abbeville leaving out visiting trappers
in camp.

Remarks.

e fed the last of the rice on Ua.r ch 20. The ducks all left
Belle Isle take during the week leaving a few hundred teal,
shovelers and ga.dwall in the ponds.
I saw five Fulvous Tree Ducks in the Hadley ponds on Jar ch
22.
Grackles and Red-winged Blackbirds a.re nesting along all. the
canals and bayous.
The first Kingbird was seen near camp on the 20th.
A few Green Herons arrived on the sanctuary during the week.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, March 13-19, 193S.

lla.T ch 13. Spent the day in Abbeville.
!!..arch

14.

Returned to camp. Reset and put up new signs from Deq,
Bayou west along bay and up Schooner Bayou to our west line.

March 15. patrolled south to Chenier Au Tig'l'e and Hadley ponds,
walked east from Hadley Ponds to state Refuge line.
March 16. went to head of Bayou Tom and walked south.
March 17. went to the Stanolind traot north of l'lhi t~ and walked
on the marsh.
~ ~JA

n_,

liar db. 1$. Patrolled to the EgTet~okery in South-west pass. Started
tfesetting engine in 11 Chiolc" in afternoon.
March 19. I went to Abbeville, Mick worked on the "Clhick" engine.

Ranarks. Only about 200 blue geese on the sanctuary during the week,
south of Belle Isle Ridge on section 31.
jl We saw ten WhOOping cranes feeding on the niarsh north of
fl .White take on the 17th but no nests.
Only about 200 mixed ducks at camp and a few hundl'ed in the
max sh ponds, we see several pairs of mottled ducks about,
they are setting on e ggs but we have found no nests.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, arch 6-12, 193$.

uarch 6. Uick spent the day in camp.
~~arch

7. Brought the repalbredrudder for

Whistler 11 , put it on and
launched her. went to Schooner and Coles Bayous, walked on
sections 11, 14 and 13.
11

Uarch $.patrolled south to Chenier Au Tigre and walked east along
the Gulf.
llarch 9. Patrolled to Hell Hole, Indian Point and South-west pass.

Mar ch 10. Took John Breaux and Ni ck to the Stanolind tract north of
White Lake and walked the marsh looking for cranes nests.
l!axch 11. went to the Hadley Ponds and walked east to the State Refuge
line, went to ?rick's Lake.
llarch 12. Went to Abbeville.

Remarks. DJ.eke stay about the same in numbers. About two thousand blue
geese were feeding south of the Hadley Ponds the first of the
week but have left. l one left on the sanctuary at present.
e counted 9 Whooping cranes on the Stanolind land on the 10th.
l o further Signs of nests.

'.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary .
weekly Report, Feb. 27- ar . 5, 193g .

February 27. Brought ·! r . Robert Rockwell, of the Denver , sewn,
to camp and over part of the sanctuary, returned him
to Abbeville at night .
February 2$. Returned to camp, went south to Chenier
the Hadley Ponds.

u Tigre and

. a.r ch 1,

Patrolled to Schooner Bayou, head of O:>les Bayou and to
the head of Bayou Tom .

lla.r ch 2 .

Pulled the 11 Wbistler 11 out for some repairs, went thru
the Intracoastal canal west to the Stanolind headquarters
camp in the afternoon, spent the night there.

3.

Went in the marsh north of White Lake with two of the
Stano li nd war dens, returned to camp •

arch

4.

Went to Hell Hole, struck a log witb "Whistler" and had
to pull her out again, took strutt and rudder off.

.la.r ch

5.

Took the "Whistler" rudder to Abbeville for repairs,
found Richard Kuersi, Auch.lbon man, ·r . Frederick Lewis and
John Lynch, Biological Survey, awaiting me in Abbeville,
brought them to camp and over part of the sanctuary, took
them back at night.

-· a.r·ch

-

Remarks.

On .arch 3 we found 1 Whoeping cranes on the marsh north
of White take, in t ee p ces 1
ooR:ed as tho they had
started nests but we could•nt be sure.
Geese and ducks remain abQ.lt the same in numbers.
The marsh ponds a.re full of grebes .

Rainey Wi l d Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, February 20- 26, 1938.

February 20 . lTi ck spent the day in camp •
February 21 . Returned to camp in morning . Went to head of Big
Island Bayou and walked east to Bayou Torn and south
on sections 17 and 18 .
February 22. went to Schooner Bayou, walked on sections 11, 14
and 13 .
February 23. Nick and I went thru the Intracoastal canal to the
Stanolind tract, went in the marsh and found four
Whooping cranes which we watched f eeding for some
two hours.
February 24 . Went to Hell Hole, Indian point and the pass.
February 25 . Went to the Hadley Ponds and walked east to the
State Refuge line and sou th.
February 26 . Went to Abbeville with exhaust pipe out of the
11 Whistler 11 and had it welded .

R emarks .

About t wo thousand geese have been feeding south of
Bel le Isle Ridge in section 31 the last part of the
we ek.
Duck s remain about the same i n numbers .
Several pairs of purple martins are cleaning out the
n est boxes at the landing.
Th e Whooping cranes, as far as we can tell, are not
yet paired off for nesting.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
eekly Report, February 13-19, 193$.

February 13. John Ereaux spent the day in camp.
February 14. I bad correct c0py of tax bill macle and sent to office,
Ia ck and John dug 23 buttonwood trees and took them to
landing with truck, we brought them to ca.mp in aft~noon .
February 15. planted the buttonwoods in the Hadley Ponds.
February 16. Went to the Stanolind tract at \-rbite Lake and looked for
'~oaping cranes but failed to locate than, went to the
camp and talked with .,.a.rdens who claim to have seen·ll
cranes ~ ee ently, made appointment to walk after the cranes
w1 th us on Februe.r 2 . I went to Abbeville and phoned
!lark Thompson.
•
February

17 .

I came to camp in morning . Went to head of Bayqu Tom and
walked south along state Refuge line.

February lg. went north to Vermilion Bay and walked both ways from
the mouth of Deep Bayou.
February 19. went south to Chenier Au Tigre, Hadley Pond.S and Goose
pond. Went to Abbeville leaving I ick in camp.

Ranarks.

Have noticed lots of geese in flight during the week but
none feeding on the sanctuary, flushed 4o from the sand
beach at Goose Pond on Feb 19 .
])lcks have remained about the same during the week .

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, February 6-12, 193g.

February 6. Fed the ducks.
February 7. Went to Schooner Bayou, walked on sections 11 and 14.
February g. Went to Hell Hole and walked both east and west.
February 9. Went to the Hadley ponds and walked ea.st to the State
Refuge line around the heads of Hog and '?om Bayaus.
February 10. went to S&utb...west Pass and Indian Point, walked in
the mar sh from Indian Point •
February 11. went to Vermilion Bay and walked both east and west
from the mouth of Deep Bayou.
February 12. Nick and I went to Abbeville leaving John Breaux in

camp.

Remarks.

No geese on the sanctuary during the week.

Ducks have decreased age.in during the week, only about
200 mixed ducks on feed at camp and a few hundred in .
the marsh ponds.
we saw the first Green Heron on February g, also on
this day one purple martin visited the nest boxes at
the landing.

Rainey Wild Life Sa.nctua.ry .
Weekly Report, J~ Jan. 30..Feb.

5,

193S.

January 30. Fed the ducks, went south to the Hadley ponds and
Goose Pond. Went to Abbeville at night.
January 31. Nick came to camp in morning and worked on the
"Whistler" motor. I came in the afternoon bringing
Johnny Breaux.
D'ablnUqy 1. Following a tip from the State wardens John, Nick
and I went to Hell Ho le, South-west pass and Indian
point, walked all land east of Hell Hole, found all
e,µiet.
February 2. Went to Schooner and coles Bayous, walked everything
west of Deep Bayou.
February

3. Starting at the Hadley ponds we walked everything
south and east to the State Refuge line, the Gulf
east to Hell Hole and the heads of Hog Bayou and
Ba.you Tom. Took Johnny to landing.

February 4. ?Tick and I went to the Dam on Big Island Bayou and
walked section 9, burned off some standing grass .
February

5. I went to Abbeville, Nick worked on the engine in
the "Gilbert pear son" at camp.

Remal'ks.

All the gee se seem to have left the sanctuary for
the present.
Ducks decreased again during the week, we have less
than a thousand on feed at ca~ and very few in the
mar sh p onds •

- ~

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, January 23-29, 193g.

January 23. Fed the ducks at camp, went to Cllenier Au Tigre in
afternoon and to Abbeville at night.
January 24. Returned to camp in morning. Uick went to the head of
Bayou Tom and walked south. I ent to V err.ailion Bay
and walked both east and west along bay from Deep Bayou.
Hanuary 25. We went to the Hadley ponds and walked south to the Gulf
east to the State Re~ge line and south, met on section 4
and returned to boat.
January 26. Very low tide, went to head of Big Island Bayou and walked
to Bayru Tom.
January 27. _)Vent to Schooner Bayou and walked section 11 and 14,
\../"' qtiased two men off section 11 but lost them in the gathering
darkness and big g;ass.
Jamiary 2S. Returned to Schooner Bayou looking for our two men, found
/ a few traps on section 11, went to the head of Coles Bayou
V in the aft er noon and found SO traps on section 24, brought
them in.
Hanuary 29. Went to Schooner Bayou at daylight and did some walking and
watching, I took Mick to Abbeville and returned to camp.

Remarks.
'\./""'

The only geese on the sanctuary a.re a few thousand near
the State Refuge line on section 33.
D.lcks are decreasing somewhat in numbers, about 1,000 on
feed in Belle Isle lake and a few hun~ed teal and shovelers
in some of the ponds.

Rainey .i ld Life sanctuary.
\7eekly Report, January 16-22, 1938.

January 16 . I Jteturned to camp and fed the ducks .
January

17 . l ick came to
and

camp in morning, 1\'ent to Schooner Bayou
alked both sides of the bayou.

Jarrua.ry 18. 1:\"ent to the head of Bayou Tom and walked south along
the State Refuge line. Took "Chick" engine down .
Jarruary 19.

1ent to the Hadley ponds and walked south and east
to some geese feeding on section 33. I took the "Chick "
engine to Abbeville in afternoon for repairs .

Jaruary 20. I went to Mew Iberia for parts and had engine machi ned
in Abbeville, !U ck walked west from Deep Bayou to Cbles
Bayou on sections 19, 24 and 23.
.
Jarruary 21. Had engine finished and brought it to camp in forenoon,
r.·1ck went to Hell Hole in forenoon, we put the motor
back in 11 ctnick" in afternoon.
January 22. Went to Bayou TQn and walked the strip of section 9
east of the bayou, returned to the dam on Big Island
Bayou and picked !Tick up where he had walked from Bayou

Tom.

Remarks.

We have about 5 ,000 geese feeding on section 33, near
the State Refu ge line, the only geese on the sanctuary.
Ducks change very little in numbers, about 2,000 in the
lake at camp and a few hundred scattered tbru the ponds.

Rai n~y Wi ld Life San ctu8:r: t.
Weekly eport, January 9-15, 193g.

January 9.

Ni ck spent the day in camp.

January 10. I came to ca.mp. We went to Schooner and Coles Bayous
and walked on both sides of Schooner Bayou, picked up
s1 x traps on section 11, near our north line.
January 11. patrolled south to Cbenier Au Tigre, walked east from
the Hadley Ponds to our east line.
January 12.

ent north to Vermilion Bay, Nick walked east along
the bay from Deep Bayou to our east line, I walked
west to COles Bayou.

January 13. walked the four sections north west of camp joining
the Mcilhenny tract, sections 23, 21.t-, 25 and 26.
Jamary Zli-.

ent to Hell Hole and walked east to the Pass, Nick
walked west along the state Refuge line and found
four traps on our Bide of the line. ( e always bring
them in)
·

January 15. Went to the head of Bayou Tom and to the dam on Big
Island Bayou, Went to Abbeville.

Remarks.

The only geese left on the sanctuary at weeks end
were south of Hog Bayou, about 5 ,000 on us and about
the same Inllnber east of the line on the State Refuge.
D.lcks remain about the same.

~- -

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, January 2-$, 193$.

January 2. Mick came to camp and fed the ducks.
January 3. I came rut in morning, met Nick at Schooner Ba.you
where we walked on sections 11 and llt.
January lt. We went to Hell Hole and walked both wast to Southwest Pass and west along the State Refuge line .
January 5. Went south to Gulf and walked east along beach, found
six traps on beach bur failed to find the man. I took
our barge to landing.
Jarru.ary 6. Brought our last 50 bags of feed to ca.mp and put in
feed house.
January 7. Nick walked from Belle Isle Lake to Vermilion Bay. I
went thru the Hadley ponds, 111 ck' s Lake, Goose Pond and
the pearson ponds counting the ducks.
January g. Went to Bayou Tom, walked to the ponds east of the
bayou on section 9, also south of the head of the ba11ou
on section 21.

Remarks.

We counted the ducks and geese on the Sanctuary for
the Biological Survey during the week and estimated
the numbers at 10,000 blue geese(3% lesser snows),
1,000 canvasbacks, 1,000 mallards, 100 ringnecks,
460 lesser scaupe, 100 blue-winged teal, 100 shovelers
and 200 gadwalJ.. It wi 11 be noticed that our pinta1 le
have left. ~Ve have a handfull of widgeone, pintails,
redheads and coots but less than 100 of any one Species.
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Rainey i ld Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, Decenber 26-Jan. l, 193$.

December 26. Took the Chapmans south to eection 31 and watched
about S ,000 blue geese fe eding on the marsh. Took
duck pictures in Belle Isle Lak e in afternoon.
December 27. Took ~ r. & urs. Chapman thru Nick's Lake and the
Hadley ponds in forenoon, took then to Vermilion
Bay in afternoon and walked in on sections 1S and
13, near Schooner Bayou.
December 2S. Started to South-west Pass with the Chapmans, heavy
fo g caused return to camp, went south to Chenier Au
TigTe in afternoon.
December 29. To:>k Chapmans to Hell Hole and South- west Pass in
forenoon. Took tmen to Abbeville in afternoon, }Tick
walked south and east from the H&&ley ponds.
December 30. Returne d to camp, went to head of Bayou TQn and walked
south to Hog Bayou.
December 31. went to the dam on Bi g Island Bayou and walked east
to Bayou Tom. ent to Ver milion Bay in afternoon an
watched the geese feeding on section 29.
January 1.

Remarks.

#ff

Fed the ducks and went to Abbeville.

The natural f!ed is giving out in the marsh ponds and we
have very few ducks left here. In Belle Isle take we have
about 1,000 canvasbacks and 1,000 mixed ducks on feed.
The blue geese on section 29 north of camp have decreased
to about LIOO. We still have some 4,ooo geese east of Hell
Hole near the Gulf and about g ,000 inside the levee south
of Belle Isle Ridge on section 31.

ftainey Wild Life Sanctuary .
Weekly Report, December 19-25, 1937.

December 19. Nick spent the day in camp.
December 20. Returned to camp in morning. Went to Chenier Au Tigre
and walked sections 30 and 31.
December 21. Went into the Hadley Ponds and wa.lked east to the
State refuge line and south.
December 22. Went to the heQ.d of Bayou Tom and walked south to Hog
itayou, went north to Vermilion Bay and watched the
geese feeding on sections 20 and 29 in afternoon.
December 23. went to Hell Hole and walked west to geese feeding on
section 3 neax the Gulf beach, Ni ck walked east to the
Pass.
December 24. Went to Schooner and O:>les Bayous, .w alked in on sections
11 and 13. I went to Abbeville in afternoon and met Mr.
Wendell Chapman.
December

Remarks.

25. Brought

Mr. and Mrs. Chapman to

camp.

Found about 5 ,000 blue geese feeding on section 3, near
the Cblf, on December 23, also about the same number
east of Hell Hole on section 29 but most of these on
the State Refuge. We still have about 1,000 geese north
of camp on Vermilion Bay and another flock south of
camp on section 31 wh1 ch has incTeased to about 5 ,000
during the week.
Ducks have decTeased somewhat in numbers du.ring the week.

Rainey Wild Life sanctuary.
weekly Rep~, Decanber 12-1$, 1937.

December 12 • I r etur ned to camp and fed the du ck s .
December 13. Ni ck came out with new shaft and fittings for the .
"Whistler", pulled her up on ways and scraped her.
December 14. We went to Hell Hole and walked to South...west Pass.
December 15 . Fini shed the "Whistler" , put in new shaft, put cOpp er .
paint on hull and launched her. Went to head of Bayou
Tom in aftwrnoon and walked south to Hog Bayou.
December 16. Went to Ni ck' s Lake and Goose Pond, went to Schooner
Bayou and walked on section 11 north of the bayou.
December 17. Mick walked from Belle Isle Lake north to Vermilion
Bay where I pi eked him up.
December JS. I went to Abbeville, Nick went to the Hadley Ponds and
walked south and east nearly to the State Refuge line
and nearly to the Gulf.

Remarks.

Thlcks have remained about the same in Belle Isle Lake.
The feed in Nick's Lake is giving out and we only have
about !too mixed ducks left there. ~ite a few mallards
s catterld thru the marsh.
The Blue Geese that were southeast of the Hadley ponds
have nearly all left. About 1,000 feeding near Vermilion
Bay, north of camp.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, December 5-11, 1937·

December

5. Nick spent the day in camp.

December 6. I returned to camp, we went south to Goose Pond and
walked south on sections ?fJ and 31.
December 7. went to Schooner Bayou and walked the lines of section
11, north of the bayou, foµn a ) tr ap s gn our side of the
).11W1't Went to the head of Bayou TQn and wa lk ed south .
December g. Went to the Pearson Ponds, Hadley Ponds and l:ick' s take.
December 9. patrolled to Hell Hole, Indian Point and Southwest Pass.
December 10. went to Vermilion Bay and watched about 1,000 blue
geese feeding near the bay on sections 20 and 29. Mick
went to the dam on Big Island Ba.you and we.lked east to
Pa.you Tom.
December 11. Took wheel and coupling off "Whistler" and took them
to Abbeville, had then fitted to a new shaft.

Remarks.

I -

Ducks have deer eased during the week, have about 3,000
l eft In th e Thk e at camp a nd 1.,000 Pintails in Nick• s
Lake, a few scattered thru the marsh ponds. The natural
feed is 5iving out.
The flock of geese on Vermilion Bay, nor th of camp have
increased to 1,000 and about the same number as la.st
week are still feeding south and east of the Hadley Ponds.

Rainey Wild Life sanctuary .
Weekly Report, Nov. 2S-Dec. 4-, 1937.

uovember 2S. I came to camp in morning, fed the ducks.
Movember 29. Mi ck came to camp in morning, we went to dhenier
Au Tigre and to the dam on Big Island Bayou.
November 30. we went to the Hadley ponds and walked east to the
State Refuge line and south nearly to the Gulf.
December l.

went north to Vermilion Bay and walked along the bay
both east and west of Deep Bayou.

December 2.

Went to Nick's Lake, Nick walked east to Bayou Tom
where I pi eked him up.

December 3.

Ni ck went to Bayou Tom and walked east of bayou on
section 9. I went to Hadley ponds and Goose pond.

December 4-.

I went to Abbeville, Nick went to Hell Hole and to
the head of Hog Bayou.

Remarks.

The ducks decreased slightly in the lake at ca.mp
during the week, we still have about 1500 in Nick's
Lake, mostly all Pintails now.
About 500 geese started feeding north of camp, near
Ve.rmi lion Bay and we have about ten thousand in two
flocks south and east of the Hadley Ponds. I flushed
six geese off the sand bank at Goose Pond and saw a
little sign where a few others have been getting grit.

Rainey Wild Life sanctuary.
Weekly Report, .Novanber 2L27, 1937.

Uovanber 21. Nick met me at landing with barge and hauled our wood
to camp.
Uovember 22. Returned to camp in morning, we went to the head of
Bayou Tom and walked south.
November 23. Met a bankers party from Abbeville at landing and
brought them to cainp for lunch, took them south of
the Hadley ponds to see the blue geese and returned
th em to landing.
·
?rovember 24-. Went to Hell Hole, Nick walked to South-west Pass
where I picked him up.
November 25. Went to the head of COles Bayou and walked on marsh,
found where a few traps had been set on our side of
the line on section 23, also walked on section lJ.
north of Sche>::>ner Bayou, picked up lJ. traps near our
west ldme.
November 26. Patrolled south to the Gulf .
. lovember 27. went back to Schooner and Coles Bayous but found no
more traps, went to Abbeville.

Remarks.

The Blue Geese south of the Hadley Ponds remain at
fl' om $ to 10 ,000.
The ducks in Belle Isle take at ca.mp increased during
the week to between five and six thousand, about half
canvasbacks, the rest Scaups and Mallards with a few
Redheads and Ringnecks. They are pulling the natural
feed up rapidly but we have enough to hold them a short
time yet, feeding one bag of rice per day.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
We ekly Report, November 14-20, 1937.

November 14. Johnny Ereaux spent the day at camp.
Movember 15. Nick and I returned to camp, worked on the
motor and overhauled the Delco plant.

11

Chick 11

rrovanber 16. went to Schooner Bayou and finished burning sections
11 and 14. Went to Goose pond in the afternoon and
cleaned the rest of the sand beach.
November 17. went to Goose Pond and cleaned gTaes from the gravel
beach on north side of pond.
November 1S. Went to the head of Bayou Tcm and walked south along
Sta.te line.
November 19. Went to the Hadley Ponds and walked south neai-ly to the
Gulf beach.
1' ovember 20. Hi ck went to Uick • s take and sou th in canal to Chenier

Au Tigre. I went to Abbeville.

Remarks.

Ducks have increas~ again dnring the week, have about
1500, half Pintails, in l t_ck' s take and about the same
number at camp in Belle Isle take, in Belle Isle Lake we
have some 500 S caup s, 500 canvasbacks and the rest mixed
.ra11ar ds, a few Pintails, Red Heads and Ring.. necks.
1Jick' s take went cD:y late in summer and gTew up to weeds

and wild millet, known here as wild rice, this is what the
ducks are feeding on.
About 10,000 Blue Geese are fe eding south of the Hadley
Pond.s.

Rainey 'Wild Life sanctuary.
weekly Report, Movember 7-13, 1937.

November

7.

~Ti

ck spentt. the day in camp.

November 8. Returned to camp. We burned sections 1$ and 19
south of the head of Big Island Bayou.
November

9. Went to Schooner Bayou and walked on sections 11 and
14 in forenoon, went south to Clheni er Au Tigr e.

November 10. went to the head of Bayou Tom and walk ed. sou th along
th~ State Refuge line.
?Tovember 11. Went to the Hadley ponds, walked south 1t111d made
some burns for the geese.
l~ovember

12. patrolled to Hell Hole and Indian point.

November 13. Hick walked from Belle Isle take north to Vermilion
ay, I picked him up on the bay and went to Abbeville,
r eturn ed to oamp •
.
~

Remarks.

Ten to twelve thousand geese a.re still feeding south
of Belle Isle Ridge inside the levee and some two
thousand south-east of the Hadley ponds, near the
State Refuge line.
Ducks have increasjd to about 1,000 in Belle Isle take
at camp, perhaps 500 Mallards and the rest sea.ups with
some canvasbacks.
There are about 1,000 mixed ducks feeding in Nick's take.

.

.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuaxy.
weekly ReJJYOrt, November 1..6, 1937.

0 ctober 31. Johnny sr eaux spent the day in oamp.
November 1. toaded lDO bags of rice on barge at landing and towed
it to camp, unloaded and put in feed house.
November 2. went to Schooner Bayou and burned off section 11 north
on the bayou.
Movember 3. we went to the Hadley ponds and walked east to the
State Refuge line. ( WS.lche' s walk)
November 4. Went to Nick's take and burned south of the lake.
November 5. went to Bayou Tom and walked south to Hog Bayou.
November 6. I went to Abbeville, Nick went to Chenier Au Tig.re and
to the dam on Big Island Bayou.

Remarks.

The ducks started taking Nick's take during the. week,
about fSQO mixed ducks. About ]DO 148-lla:rds are fe eding in
Belle Isle Lake at camp with 200 Scaups and 50 ca.nvasba<i: s
Blue Geese started feeding in the Big Square, between
Belle Isle Ridge and Chenier Au Tig!'e during the week,
about lD,000 here at weeks end, about two thousand still
feeding south of the head of Hog EaYou.

A

i

Rainey Wild ·Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, October 24-30, 1937.

October 24. Nick spent the day in camp.
October 25. Returned to ca.mp, we started cleaning the hand
canals connecting the Pearson PondB.
October 26. FinisheQ. the pearson pond canals.
October 27. Started cleaning the canal to Goose Pond, I went to
Abbeville and Kaplan and bought 100 bags of rice for
duck feed.
October 2$.

Returned to camp, we went to Hell Hole and walked
west to section 3 where about 2,000 blue geese were
f eed.ing near the beach.

October 29.

Did some . repair work on the "Whistler" motor, wenf ·
to Goose Pond and cleaned the weeds and grass off
the sand and gravel beach es .

October ;/) .

To"lt'ed our barge to landing for the duck feed.

Remarks.

Mallards and Soaups increased somewhat in Belle Isle
Lake during the week.
Th e Elu., Geese out near the beach moved east onto
section 3 and decreased in numbers during the week.

Rainey Wild Life sanctuary.
weekly Report, -October 17-23, 1937.

October 17. I spent the day in camp.
October W. Nick returned from Abbeville, we put the railing
on the "Gilbert pea.rson".
October 19. Following the big rain of Sunday we burned the gTass
off sections 30, 31 and 6, from Belle Isle Ridge
south to Chenier Au Tigre for goose pasture.
October 20. I went to Abbeville and Kaplan ldtoking for duck feed
but failed to find a lot at the right price. Had Nick
burn off section 13 at Coles Ba}'Ou.
October 21. Returned to camp, we burned along Vermilion Bay from
Ooles Bayou to Deep Ea.you.
October 22. Burned along Vermilion Bay going east from Deep Bayou
where the geese fed last year.Visited Hadley Ponds.
October 23. overhauled the engine in the "~stler•, grinding the
valves ect. I went to Abbeville.

Remarks.

A few canvasbacks arrived in Belle Isle take during
the week.
A few thou sand blue geese have started feeding
south-ea.st of the Hadley ponds on sections 33 and 4 •
. 30 White Pelicans passed over camp on Oct. 21.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, October 10-16, 1937.

October 10. Nick spent the day in oBmp.
October 11. I returned to camp and joined Nick and the men
cleaning the hand oanal to the Hadley Ponds.
October 12. Finished the Hadley canals and went back into the
one to Nick's Late.
October 13. All day finishing the canal to Nick• s Lake.
October 14. Did some work on the boats at oamp in forenoon,
burned off part of section 19 at Belle Isle Ridge
in the afternoon for the ge ese.
October 15. Went to the head of Ea.you TQn and to Hell Hole in
forenoon, burned a little on sect~n 30 at Belle
Isle Ridge for geese in afternoon.
October 16. went to Abbeville for supplies and returned to camp.

Bemarks.

We saw the first Mallard.B and Boa.ups of the sea.son
during the week.
·
A White Pelican spent the day fishing in Belle Isle
Lake on Oct. 15.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, October 3-9, 1937.

October 3. I spent the day in camp, went to Abbeville.
October 4. Nick and I returned to camp, Started cleaning the
hand canal to the Hadley Ponds.
October

5. worked half day in cabal, went to the head of

Ba.you

Tom and walked south to Hog Ba.yau.

October 6. went to Schooner and Coles Bayous, worked half day in
canals.
October 7. worked on oa.nale to Hadley Ponds.
October g. Hired three extra men and worked on canals to try and
get them finished before rains filled the marsh with
water.
October

Remarks.

M

9.

wo~ed on canals, left the men working and went to
Abbeville.

We have had several new arrivals during the week,
a few Pintails and GadW&ll have come in and a few Coots.
4o White Pelicans passed over· camp on Oct. 4.
About
Blue Geese passed over the Hadley Pond.S on
Octo
.
ew \tidgeons were seen at the Hadley Ponds
on October g.
A strabge flycatcher has spent most of the week in the
W' j ~ yard at camp, must be a crested al tho 1 t seems too small
and the underparts too red.?

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
Weekly Report, Sept. 26-0ct. 2, 1937.

Sept. 26. Nick sp.ent the day in camp.
Septembe"r 27. Returned to camp, started pulling a few rem8:ln1ng
patches of alligator #ass out of the dredged
canal at Belle Isle Ridge by hand.
•
September

~.

worked on the canal until noon, pulled our b&Tge
put on ways in afternoon and scrapped her bottom.

September 29. :Patrolled to South-west pass and Hell Hole, did
some repairing and oalking on barge.
Septenber 30. Fimshed the barge and launched her, fimshed the
dredged canal.
October 1.

Started cleaning the hand oa.nal to Nick's take by
hand.

Octobe~

worked on the small dlna1 unti 1 noon, Ni ck went
home, I met some friends at landing and returned to
camp.

Remarks.

2.

An Oeprey has spent most of the week around o&UJ>.
A Duck Hawk returned. and took up its station on
a pole south of caq, wh.er e one has spent part of
the last three winters. ( eamej one?)
we saw the first Sparrow Hawk of the sea.son during
the week.
A few more Teal have a.Trived but no other ducks.

Rainey Wild Life Sanctuary.
weekly Report, September 19-25, 1937.

September 19. Nick spent the day in camp.
September 20. came out to c&ntp with paint for the
"Gilbert pear son", painted and varnished
on deck house in afternoon.
September 21. went thru the Pearson Ponds, Hadley Pond.S and
Goose Pond, water getting low in all ponds.
September 22. Painted and varnished on boat.
September

23.

Went to Schooner and CX>les Bayous, walked on
sections 11 and 14.

September 24. State men burned the marsh to the ea.st of us
so we patrolled Bayou Tom and Big Island to
keep fire from jumping ·onto the sanctuary.
September 25. I went to Abbeville, Nick finished the boat.

Remarks.

Marsh hawks returned to the marshes during the
weelf11f s'5me numbers and one Pigeon hawk we.s
seen. We saw a few more Blue-winged Teal in the
pond.S. King birds, Least Bitterns and Green
Herons are beooming sea.roe.

Rainey Wild Life 6anctuary .
.weekly Report, ·September 12-lg, 1937·

September 12. Spent the day in camp and went to Abbeville at night.
September 13. worked with the men on the •Gilbert pearson• until
noon, returned to camp in afternoon.
September 14. patrolled to Indian Point and to
Sou th.. west Pass .

Dead-man~

Island in

Septemb_er 15. Went to J.bbeville, got the 'Gilbert Pearson• near
enough ready to run and brought her to camp. ·
September 16. Mowed the lawn and started painting the new deck-house.
September 17. Nick worked on the boat, I went to Ba.yciu Tom, the dllm
on Big Island Bayou and to Nick's Lake. ·
September

Remarks.

1~.

Left Ni ck working on the boat in camp and weht to
Abbeville.

A pair of Blue-winged Teal, the first of the sea.son,
v1.si ted Belle Isle take on September 12 and six more
were seen on the 16th.

Rainey Sanctuary, Sept. 14, 1937.
Weekly Report, September 5-11, 1937.

September 5.
Nick sp ent the day in camp and brought the "Gilbert l?ea.rron"
· to Abbeville late in afternoon .
September 6.
Started on the deck house on "Gilbert Pearson", I left Nick
and a carpenter working on her and came to camp in the
afternoon.
September 7. Patrolled to Hell Hole and to the head of Bayou
Tom.
September iS. Went to Abbeville and helped the boys with the
deck house.
September 9 . worked on the boat until noon, I came to camp.
September 10. Went to the Hadley Ponds and south to Chenier
Au Ti~e.
Sep tember 11. Went to Abbeville and worked on the boat, I
returned to camp at ni ght.

Remarks.

Snowy EgT ets a.r e common feeding all over the
Sanctuary. No northern ducks as yet.

Rainey ~anctuary. sept. 7. 1937.
Weekly Report, SH#f~d Aug.29-Sept.4,, 1937.

August 29. Brought a carpenter to the landing and figured on
the cabin for the "Gilbert Pearson".
August 30. PUt i n o rd.era for material for deck house and oame
to oamp. P1.1t new thrust bea ring in "Whistler".
August

:n.

Went south and out the grass around our flumes. The
11 W
histler 11 developed a bad knock ao sent Uiok to
landing with her where he took the engine out and
too k it to Abbeville in our truc k .

s eptember 1. Went to Abbeville and worked on the "Whistler«
motor.
S pt ember

a.

Finished motor,, brought 1 t to landing and put
back in boat, returned to oamp at night.

September 3. Finished lining the motor up and went to Hell
T1ole and Bayou Tom in "Whistle r ".
September 4.

Remarks.

f ent to Abbeville leaving Nick in camp mowing the
grass.

11

We have heard a couple o:f' r ports of Blue-winged
Teal in the vioini ty but have seen none as yet

on the sanctuary.
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August 23.
Too 'k our company from the n ptartmsnt of cons rvation
south to Cheni r AU Tigre in forenoon and north to
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"!1ayou in afternoon.
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/\···
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August 15.
Spent t 1e day in camp and

w~t

Augu st 16.
p turn d to camp a."1d visit d th
'l")ayou.

to Abbeville.

dam on

ig Island

~
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<

p..

~
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u 1st 17.

to South West Pass and
11
ole. Found only a fe Egrets left at
Dead '\ans I eland Rookery.

~atrolled
1

~

~ ·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~___,
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~
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AuguGt 18. W nt to Schoon r and Coles Bayous.

~

0

z
0
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August 19.

l~owed

the lawn at camp.

August 20. Pa.troll d to the h ad of
to th
a.dl y Ponds.

ayou Tom and

August 21. W nt to bbevill , met a
party from the State Conservation nept.
and brought them to camp.
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1775 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY DEPARTMENT
SANCTUARY (or General Area) .................
INCLUSIVE DATES ...................

~- ~~~....'..'.................................................................... STATE....................... ~.~.~............................................................................

u ..s.t . . .e....14.........1937......

NOTE : Ourline work done, mileage covered, areas patrolled each day.
List species observed, giving estimated numbers. State whether roosting, feeding or nesting.

Augµst 8.

Nick sp nt th

day in camp.

IAUoguamae to' c

wp, cu t grass aroun d tl1e bo a t 1lOUB

D

camp.

J>

Ba.y

and

~

u

<
~

~

1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1

August 10,
Spray d t 1e water hyacinths in t le Belle Isle Hidge oa.nA
near coos Pond.

~

~ ·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---<
>--<
pi:;

~

ugust 11.
w nt to the Haen y Ponda a.nd to Chenier

4u

Tigre.

r0

z
0
~ 1--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--1

August 12.

W nt to H 11 ,ol
c p ther •

and out a. fir

brealr around the

August 13. Did some r p ir 'If ork on both the "Whistlern
and the "Oilbert Pearson" at camp.

' nt to Abbeville for supplies and return

lif!l.:hcwJ!'den .rign or initial here:

to camp.

Yil~ · ·~········ · ·

(Use additional sheet to aiwl cro"1df-T1g)

l
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NOTE : Outline work done, mileage covered, areas patrolled each day.
List species observed, giving estimated numbers. State whether roosting, feeding or nesting.

,rune 27. Nick spent the day in caI!lp .

,June 28. Returned to camp via Rchooner and Coles
nayoue, mowed the grass.
~

u

<

~
1--~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
(/)

.run

29. W nt to the head of ~ayou Tom and to P.'ell
Tole. Painted, trimming the buildings .

~

~ •-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

......

~

~
~

June 30. Viei ted our egret rookery in South w st
Pass, found a good many young flying .
I ~ent to Abbeville.

0

i

z
0

Q

1--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1

,July 1. R turned to ca.ritp with r. l cnherson of
Abb vill who had asked to visit th
qanctuary. Nick paint d.

LTuly 2. Took Ho-Pherson over parts of the sanctuary
and return d him to Abbeville.

Each rn1r.:den ign

.Tuly 3. Returned to camp.
<

(Use l'tdditional sheet to avoid o -ou ding)
--~~~__...__~~~~~~~~~~~-

1

·····I

L

· 1itial b re:
/~/'J

.......... ....)............ . ..... ........ --~-~--l ..
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NOTE : Outline work done, mileage covered, areas patrolled each day.
List species observed, giving estimated numbers. State whether roosting, feeding or nesting.

Jun

20. SP nt the day in c-amp •

•
.Tun

21.

ick r turned to camp, painted on roots
and trimming.

~

u

<

~
1--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-Vl

.rune 22. Went to t 1e Holman rJakes and wes t in
~rermilion P.ay to Col ea and Schoon r T'\ayous .

~

~ •-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~

~

~

.run

23. nainted th

Boat-house roof.

~

0

z

0

Q

l--~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---3

.run

24. Visit dour rookery in South- fest Pa.as, f#
found about on third o! th young gr t s
and rJouisiana. p·erone able to fly a 11 ttle,,
a few late ones still hatching.

,,.une 25. yyent thru the T-Tadley POnds and to .Niok •s
Lake • Went on south to Cheni r Au Tigr •

.nm 26. went to ·Abbeville and saw {r.
t"!ald ell about

ead Hans rsland
••

(Use addit1'onal sheet to aJJoid crowding)
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SANCTUARY DEPARTMENT
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NOTE: Outline work done, mileage covered, areas patrolled each day.
List species observed, giving estimated numbers. State whether roosting, feeding or nesting.

un

13.

,run

~ick

patroll d south to Cheni r AU Tigr •

14. I r turned to camp i
of day .

for noon . naint d r s t

~

u

<

~

~

·-~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

June 15. patroll d to the qad.ley ronds, to th dam on
~ig Island Bayou and to the h ad of payou Tom.
~

~
.....

pr::

~
~

0

z

·-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

.rune 16. _ick and I viai ted out l<'gret rookery on D ad.mans reland in South-w st ,,aswi, found th birds
s tly hatoh d, a few still hatching. figure
they ar raising an average of about three to
th nest, around 700 nest s.

0

A

a--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

.Tune 17 . .1owed the grass and cleaned up the yard. w nt
to Schoon r and Coles -qayous.

Jun

~~ne

18. Did some work on both the "Chick" and the
"Whistl rn in camp.

19. W nt to Abbeville in :orenoon
returned to camp.

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

I
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JUn

6. Visited the ·qeron and Egret rookery on nead.mans rsland in South west ?ass. ent to
~bbevilJ! •

.run

7. Returned to camp and ruowed the grass.

~

u

<
~
~

·-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~....,.-~~~~~~~~

.rune A. uatrolled to Schooner and Coles ~ayous
painted at camp.

and

~

~ ·-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~

~

.rune 9. Pulled the "Whistler" up on ways and did
some roor work on the hull ~hich 14 bad •

~

0

z

0

Q

~---,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

June 10. W nt to D ad ~ans Island, :found the first
hatched gr ts leaving nests, others still
hatching.

,run

11. 'Datrolled to Ch nier Au Tigre and painted at
camp.

,June 12. I took the xhaust pip of
"Whistler" to Abbeville and had new
flange mad for it. Nick in camp.

1," o

Bae~ war~en

9::~
.....

(Use additional sheet to avoid cron1ding)

· itial here:

.d:Yk.
//..- ;" · · ~·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
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~ay 30-.run~
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NOTE : Outline work done, mileage covered, areas patrolled each day.
List species observed, giving estimated nmnbers. Stace whether roosting, feeding or nesting.

ick spent th

·~ay

31.

day in camp.

R turned to camp and patrolled south to Chani r
Au Tigr • Nick painted at camp.

~

u

<
~rn 1~------------------------~-----------------------------------------------

~ ainted

at oamp in forenoon, patrolled to theJ
of
Tom
to the dam on Big Island
?ayou in afte:rnoon~~ound the four barn owl ggs
at ayou Tom camp l:iatched and the two srnaJ.ler owls
d ad in box.
0
•~-------------------------~--------------------------------------------~
.rune 2. W nt to Dead 'ans Island in forenoon, found herons
and egrets hatching still and the first young doing
well. Nick went to the Hadl y "POnds in afternoon,
a few egrets f~eding here but no neats. I met a
sign painter at Intracoastal City and had name
and numb rs paint d on the "GILBEH'l' PEAHSON" .

~~ead.

~

....~

i::.::

~
~

~
0

~ayou

8.1}~

A •~----------------------------------------------------------------------~
June 3. Pull d th "Whistler" out on ways at ca.mp a.n4
made repairs on the hull •

•Tune 4. Rigged up a propello p'limp on the "Chick" and got 1 t
to working •

•Tune 5. !4 t some local people int rest d in
at landing and brought them to camp
for trip to visit our ~gret rook ry
next day.
(U.re addi'tional sheet to avoid crowding)
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NOTE : Outline work done, mileage covered, areas patrolled each day.
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. . ~ay 23. Went to South-W st Pass and watched our Egrets on
D ad-mans rsland, found many of them hatching.

~ay

24. painted on the ix>rches and trimming at camp.

~

u

<
~
~

1--~~~~~~~~~~~~~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

~ay

25.

John Br aux, Nick and I w nt to 9tanolind carnp
north of White take and spent the day looking for
young, or neats, o! the Whooping Cranes on the
marsh, found none.

~

~ ·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

i:ii::

~

~ay

26.

nt to Abb vill and notified office of trip for
the cranes, return d to camp.

~

0

z
0

Q

11--~~~~~~~~~~~~~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

~'ay

27 • .,,ainted on buildings, w nt to the head of payou Tom.

Hay 28.

~ nt to the Pass and watched our rookery a.gain,
found th young still hatching and the first hatched
growing fast.

May 29. \Tent to Aboeville 1 aving Jick in

camp.

(Use t1dditional sheet to ayoid crowding)

Each warden sign or initial here:

~i£~~-
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ay 16. Nick and I w nt to Eunic , Turkey Cr ek and
Ville ?lat looking for Spoonbills, failed to
lo cat the rook ry.

''aY 17. Return d to camp, paint d on buildings r st of day.

~

u

<

~
1-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.........~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Vl

t ay 18. W nt to South West Pass and visit d out TT ron
rookery, found a few nests begining to hatch.

~

~ •-~~~~~~~~~~~~~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--"!

.....
~

~
~

0

z

(a,y 19. W nt to rradl y Ponds in for noon, found about t n
a.oh of Sno y Egrets and rJouisiana erons in our
11 ttl t!' s but not n sting. went to Abbeville and
met 1 ark Thomson , ired of fie •

0

0

1--~~~~~~~~~~~~~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--l

xay 20. Wrot 1 tter to office and :returned to camp, joined
Nick with a paint brush.

,fay 21. patroll d to Coles and Schooner a.yous in forenoon
nd to th head of Bayou Tom and Rig Island ayou
in aft rnoon.

uay 22.
nt to Abbevill , talked i th , ark
Thomson by phon~, ir d his report on crane
offic and r turned to ca.mp in aft rnoon.

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)
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NOTE: Outline work done, mileage covered, areas patrolled each day.
List species observed, giving estimated numbers. State whether roosting, feeding or nesting.

.Tohn

r aux sp nt th

day in camp •

.Niok a...."'ld I oame to camp and start d work on boat ways.

~

u

<
~

~

.-~~~~~~~~~~_;_~~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Went to
ad-lf,ans Isl ·md and put up signs around same.
Found the numbers of Egr ta and uerona inor asod slightly
and some ne n sts, no young as y t.
~

~ .--~~~~~~~~~~~~~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~....!

p::

~

orked putting n w timb rs in boat ways, also wont to th
dam on ig Island Bayo\[ and to the head of r:1ayou •rom.

~

0

z

0
~ r-~~~~~~~~~~~~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~__J

Finish d the boat aye repair in for noon, I patrolled to
Chenier Au Tigre in afternoon and went to Abb ville. Nick
paint d, putting th white trimming on tower.

iok painted at oamp. I went to r,ak Charles and to th
Spoonbill rookery on Black Payou i th Hr . n mari • Found
th rookery containing eev ral thousand n sts of both th
Egr ta, .Night Herons , tittle Blu s, Louisianas, Gren
Herons and Anhingas. Count d 19 Spoonbills at one tim a.nd
identified e v ral of th ir neats.
Nick painted in forenoon and w nt to 8choone
and Coles nayous in afternoon then rnet me in
Abbevill where ·-/I arranged to go to 'l'urkey
creek next day to look for Spoonbill rook ry
(Use additional sheet to fl.1'01fl crmding)

~c::;:~;;;~:
l'l·'f·t.J] . . . . ... . . . .. . . ..
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NOTE : Outline work done, mileage covered, areas patrolled each day.
List species observed, giving estimated numbers. State whether roosting, feeding or nesting.

J,ay 2. Pick spent the day in camp.

~) To

'C:_J
~

u
~
~

ed barge from 1 nding to camp ith lumber for aye.
nainted on buildings in afternoon. On ay 2 the old
barn owl in the tower had 7 small rails in n st box
brought in during the night, Rorra or yellow? and t o
young owls, on the 3rd. the two young owls
re gon , on
found on yard with h ad pulled off, looks like owl work?/

JI

1--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~..,..-~.....,,...~~~~~

ay 4.

w nt to Nicks taks, a few ducks 1

ft, Blue- tingm •real,
Pintails and. Gadwall. ?urpl• and Florida Gallinulee and
rreebs n sting, na.inted at camp.

ay 5. ml.de trip to th
[--!

0

9tanol1nd camp north of Whi tea
saw one Whooping Cran on the marsh and talk d
head wa.r<len.

~ak

,

i th th

z

0
~ 1--~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

,,ay 6. Finished. with tha gr "n paint on all buildings and tower,
started trimmin~.

'ay ? • W nt to Dead-Hans rsla.nd in South est Pass
d found
500 h rons n eta, about 300 Sno y ~gr t, 150 tittle Blue

and the rest Green

H

ron and TJouisianas.

1{ay 8. Vient to the -qadl y Ponds and to A bb vi

Found no ducks in ~adley Ponds but tr es doing
ell, no p rons. onds putting out a solid
growth of Widgeon grass •
(UIC additional sheet to

aJJ01a

cr01..ding)

· ch w'!rden sj~or initial here:

.. .. ~c4.~fl\
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April 25. !=!P nt the day in oamp, went to Abbeville at night.

April 26 ....rick and I came to camp in morning, brought more
paint and painted. rest of day on buildings.
~

u

<
~
~

.-~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~...;_~~~~~---

April 27. -patrolled to head of bayou '1 om and walked south
along State R fug line. llent to th darn on Fig
I.,.sland 0 .ayou. Four b l ggs in box at the pa.you
'l'om camp.
1

~

~ ..-~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~

~
~
0

z
o
0

,April 28.

~iok

painted.. I patrolled to Chenier AU Tigre,

r..oos nond, T{a.dley Ponds and ent thru the 'P arson
nonds. sno y Egrets fairly common fe<rling on th
marsh, a f w rJouisianas and '1ght H rons. Bi rds in
migration among those identified-pose-breast d
11roabeak, Prothonotary \Varbl r, Catbird and ireery.
.--~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---

April 29. "Paint d on buildings.

April 30. Took ba:rg

to landing and had ways lumber s nt out
from Abbevill • "'iok pa.troll d to ~chooner and
f"olea "'ayous.

'ay 1. Big rain and rough eather kept me from
bringing barge of lumber to camp, also
k pt niok from painting •
(Use additional sheet to avoid a-owding)

Rain y Wild Life Ranctuary.
W ekly R port, pril 18-24, 1937.

April 18. l'lick went to the dam on Big Island Bayou.
April 19. R turned to oamp in mo:rning, patroll d south to
r.henier Au Tigr , painted on main camp.

.

April 20. nainted and - mowed the lawn, went to the Hadley -nonds
and Gooa.S• ..,ond.
,April 21. natrolled to Routh west 'Oass and Hell Hole in

forenoon, painted in afte:rnoon;
I,;

April 22. Went to Schoon r and Colee
s ctiona 13 and 14.

~ayous

and walked on

APril 23. Painted on the boat hous •
4 pril

24. Took _iok to Abbevill

and returned to camp.

ndigo Buntings in ruigra~ion on the 19th.
The a oond barn owl, out of the four eggs in tower,
finished hatching on th 20th bu~ the first hatched
had d.isapp ar d., by the 24th all were hatch d l aving
thr e young in th box. out of th six hatch d at th
neep -qayou oamp three w re left in box on th 24th.

Rainey Wild Life ~anctuary.
W kly R port, April 11-17, 1937.

APril 11. Johnny Breaux in camp.
April 12 • .Nick and. I returned to oamp with paint for the
buildings, started cl aning main camp.
April 13. Put the new roof on the Coles Bayou camp.
April 14. Put new reof on the _elle Isle Ridge oa,mp.
APril 15. Patrolled south to Chenier Au Tigre. Painted the
f eed.-house.
April 16. Went· to Hadley Ponds and Walked east to the State
~efuge

Hol

line. ent to h ad of Bayou Tom and to Hell
in afternoon.

April 17. Went to Hadley Ponds and straight ned up some of the
small oypross treeaf mashed down by birds.

pemarke.mund four barn owls hatched at Deep Ba;you
April 12, five on th

Oall!p on

13 and all six hatched on the

14th.
aw the first errgs of Gr em Heron on the 14th, also
irst nurple ~allinule seen.
The barn owl in tower at oamp started hatching first
gg on the 16th, one month after egg was laid. Vie
found two barn owl ggs at the Bayou 'l'om oamp on tho
._!.6th.
One pair of oanvasba.oks and about six soaup left in
Belle Isle T,ake at oamp. A few hundred ,,., al, Shovelers
and Gad.wall still in the ponds south from camp.

Rain y Wild T.1if o sanotu·a ry.
W ekly 'R port, April 4-10, 1937.

April 4 • .Nick in camp patroll d south to

Ch~nier

Au Tigr •

April 5. R turn d to camp in m:>rning, went to Niok 4 s r.ak
waL ed around the head of Big Island Ba.you .
April 6. Built a breakWater around end of boat ways
had washed aw y •

and

here earth

April 7. Haul d di~t into new breakwater at ways, built foundation
at lowsr nd of timbers. Went to head of eayou ·1•om and
to th d.am on Big Island Bayou .
April

a.

Finished work as far as possible on bo t ways. Patrolled
to Schoon r and Col es Bayous.

April 9. Visit d th Louisiana Furs headquarters wost of oamp to
get id. as from th ir boats on deok hous • W nt north to
v rmilion Bay and. alk d in both ast and vr st of ne p
'Qayou .
April 10. Took "Gilb rt P arson" to landing, brought man out from
Abbeville to h lp figure prio on d ok hous •

'R_emarks. We saw th first Orchard Oriol of th season on April
6, the first teaat Bi tt rn on the 9th.
Snowy Egrets have b en very common all
ek, fe ing on
the n1 rah sino the big rains.

Rainey Wild Life qanctuary.
Veekly ~eport, '{arch 2Fl-April 3, 1937.

~ {arch

28.

~pent

~~ arch

29. Nick and l returned to camp, -rain moat of day.

waster in Abbeville.

'arch 30. "Patrolled to +.he head of ~n.yau 'l'om and to the
dam on 8ip.; island 'l:layou in forenoon, went north
to Vermilion Hay and vralked in on the T11ars1 both eR.et
and west of the mauth of Deep ..,.,ayou.
March 31. Went to the 'R'adley nonds and alked east to the
head of Bog ..,.,ayou, went to !'lick· s TJa.ke in n. !~.
April 1.

April 2.

Went to Routh ''lest uass and walked on t1 e marsh,
visited the camp in ~ ell Hole. Rtarted taking the
b ad timbers out of boat ways.

en t to Coles and Schooner 'Payoue, walk eel on seo.
11 and 14.

April 3.

ttemarlcs.

ent to Abbevill , 11Jick worked on the boat ways.

'l'he third arn owl gg was laid, in the new nest
box in the tow r at camp, on Harch 20 ancl the
fourth on the 23rd, guess this bird cant count for
she stopped at four.
'l 'he first nreen Herons and Kingbirds were seen on
'arch 24th.
'l'he last three days of 'Karch we had cold rains and
high wind, during this weather some 50 rrree Rwallows
and several pairs of ~1rpl !!artina stayed around camp
wher one h•l'le ' artin and several 'l' ree 8Wallov1s
died on the yard.
Found a King '"'ails nest with ten eggs on the marsh
on ,,arch 31, also a few u rackles building.
e have the following ducks on the sanctuary, 250
0
hovel ere, 200 Blue-~ inged Teal 1 50 r,ad all, 50 Coots
and a few ur en-winged Teal scattered in the ponds .
At camp we have about 50 Canvasbacks and some 200
Scaup and Hingnecks part of the time •
.John Br·e aux reports some 2500 't3lue 11eese still
fe eding on my property at 0nion ~ayou but we have
none on the sanctuary.

Rainey wi1d Tiif e qanotuary.
~ eekly Report , February 14-20, 1937.

Febrt1ary 14. Went to Abbeville and rJafayette where l met irving
Benjamin. Niok came to camp.
February 15. nrought irving to camp. Irving and Nic k went to the
head of Bayou Tom and returned via vermilion Bay
and neep ~ayou.
Febraary 16. [et Crompton and Jenkens at landing and brought
them to oarnp, started tp South West Pass, too
· rough so returned to camp, went to vermilion Bay
and walked in to 800 blue ge ese near the Holman
r,akes, returned the viai tors to landing.
February 17. John i:>reaux and irick put new roof on neep Bayou
oamp. Irving and I went to Chenier ft'l.l ;f'igre, Goose
Pond and to Niok 1 e ., ake .
'

February 18. Niok, lrving and l went to White ~ake an.d got A3
willow tre es, planted them in the Hadley Ponds.
,..ebruary 19. Nick walked from Hadley POnds to State Refuge line
south of Hog Bayou, north along line to the camp
at the head of Bayou ·rom where l picked him up.
'l'ook rrving to bbeville il.11 afternoon.
~ebruary

Remarks.

20. Nick finished the roof on n e ~p ?.ayou camp. I took
irving to Avery Island and to train in 1\Jew !beria.

several pairs of ?urple 1 ~artins arrived at the
landing on February 15.
'l'he last of the duck f e ~d, which we have been
stringing out, ran out the first of the we ek .
All species of duok s have fallen off considerably
in numbers around oamp during the week but remain
about the san1<! in the ponds thru the marsh.
The only geese on the place are some 800 north of
camp near <trermildaon Bay.
·

Rainey ild Life Ranotua.ry.
Weekly Report 1 .February 7-13 1 1937.

February 7. Niok brought Hr. Simmons to landing. Dug~ cypress
tr es in a swamp north of the landing and hauled them
to landing with new truck 1 towed to oamp. I returned to
Abbeville.
February

a • .rohn

preaux oame to 08J'llP in his boat and helped r-1iok
plant the OlJ2!.._ess trees in the qadley Po-n.ds. I took
immons to Avery Island where we helped ucrl 1enny band
150 blaok vultures.

February 9. peturned. to camp in morning as Crompton failed to showo
~atrolled to qell Role and lndian Point.
February 10. Went to Schooner payou i th Nick 1 walked north and
south on our west line. Cleaned sedge out of the canal
to Hadley Ponds in afternoon.
February ll. Went to Abbeville to find out what.became of Crompton 1
ne s from Irving Benjamin but nothing from Crompton.
~ turned to camp. ~iok walked both east and
est from
neep Bayou along vermilion ~ay.
·
February 12.

~at rolled

south to Chenier AU Tigre and to .Nick 1 s

r,ake.
February 13. T, et Nick go to Abbevill • I went to the dam on Big
Island Bayou and burned some roughs between Big Island
and '!'oms 13ayous.

ema.r s.

Fed the l..Mt of the duck f'eed on p:eh. l.3 wi h about
800 oanvasbaoks 1 200 RCaups 1 200 Ringnecks and 50 Red
heads on feed at canip.
Ducks in the mars 1 ponds remain about the same as last
eek.
About 1 1 000 ge~se have returned to the vicinity of the
Holman rakes.
'

Hainey Wild Life ~anctuary.
Weekly tteport, , Jan. 31, Feb. 6, 1937.

,January 31. Went north to Holman takes and all ponds near
Vermilion eay a.."'ld finished the duck count in
forenoon, went to uell ttole, Indian Point an:l
South iv est .,,ass in n • M. looking for ge "'Se.
1. r1elped

Simmons take duck pictures. rick
walked east and sou th from the nadl ey -OOnds.
1~ r.

...

February 2. Finished other owl box a:n.d put it up at the
dam on Hig Island_Bayou. Took some goose pictures
at payoi1 'l'om. I went to Abbeville for sup·pl ies.
irebruary 3.

to ca.mp. 1'l ick had gone with one of our
ex-trappers after load of willows . n1anted the
l'[iJ JQ.Ws in afternoon, 31 in n~arson
s an4
15'4in Hadley ~nds.
~ eturned

February 4. Patrolled south to the Gulf . Nick took Rimmons
to ~ermilion Bay and took goose pictures.
F'ebruary 5. Patrolled to head of Bayou 'l'om and walked south
to Hog ,..,ayou.
February

-pemarks .

s.

i'lliok helped Sinnnons take pictures. I took barge

to landing and arranged for digi:d.ng c ress trees
on raa.d to Abbeville. Had telegram froilr""n'r": rompton.

'l'he duck count taken last three days of ,Tanuary.
800 canvasbacks, 200 scaups, 200 ringnecks, 25
pintails , 30 Shovelers, 100 r,adwall, 300 ureenwinged 'T'eal, 30 tllue-winged real, 3,000 elue geese.
About l,O JO Blue geese have returned to the vicinity
of ""-!olman Takes dur i ng the week. A few White pelicaB
seen during t.1e week at r.r adley Donds.

nainey Wild . Life Sanctuary.
weekly Hl!port, .ranuary 24-30, 1937.

January 24. Went to Hell Hole with Mr. Simmons in forenoon.
·rook Simmons to Red Fish PG1nt, on State Hefuge,
in afternoon and. took pictures of about 7 1 000 blue
geese f eed.ing there . I went to Abbeville at night •
.ranuary 25. Arranged. for the trip to Stanolind. traot by
tele,Phone and returned to camp. Nick walked from
, ermilion Bay .to the Rolman r,akes. Took Rimmons
to coles 'Rayou and walked into a patch of 'rats
there which he photographed. ent up pelle Isle
~ayou to the ~uisiana Furs headquarters and got
some decoys for Simmons .
January 26. Fixed. the decoys and. blind. at camp. "· ick walked
south from the head of -r,ayou Tom on State line.
'rook Simmons thru the Hadley POnd.s.
~anuary

27. Nick, Simmons, a helper and. myself went to the
Stanolind traot north of White take in the
na~lbert Pearson" and got 1,000 bulbs.

January 28. Planted the bulbs in four places on the sanctuary,
near the Pearson Ponds, near 'Jioki s rJake, near the
aoo a e POnd. and. at tlie Hadley POnds •
.January 29. .Nick walked from the canal south of camp east to
school section NO. 16 and counted ducks. I helped
~immona take some trapping pictures with one of
foilhenny •a trappers.
January 30. Went to Bayou Tom and counted geese on section 9,
took some pictures of them. counted the duoks in·
all ponds south of camp to Chenier ~ u Tigre.
We saw ei ht Whogping ranee on the Stanolind tract
north o
1
e take an . mmons took pictures of
three of them.
'Remarks.

The only geese on the sanctuary are on section 9,
east of 13ayou Tom. ; J-~ d
'l'he duck count on the sanctuary is not finished for
this report.

Rainey Wild Life ~anotuary.
Weekly -aeport, .ranuary 17-23, 1937.

January l 7. Took the barge to landing and went to Abbeville •
.ra.nuary 18. Helped .Niok work on the "Chiok" engine in
Abbeville in forenoon, brought 20 bags of rioe
to oamp in afternoon and unloaded.
January 19. Big rain kept me in oamp most of day, Niok oame
from Abbeville with "Chiok" •
.ranuary 20. went west to White r,ake and got 65 willow trees,
put them out in Hadley ponds in afternoon.
January 21. We went up Bayou Tom and walked a.round three sides
of eohool section .No. 16. uad.e owl box and put up
in tower in afternoon.
.ra.nuary 22. Nick went to Hell Hole and walked to south West i>a.es,
I went to Abbeville and sent tax bill to o:f'fioe,
tried to buy seoond hand truok. "fet ur. SinlD'l.one
of Cleveland •
.ranuary 2 3.

Remarks.

~iok walked east from Hadley Ponds to State Hefuge ·
line and south nearly to Gulf. I brought Hr. Simmons
to oamp in forenoon, took him south to Goose Pond,
Hadley Ponds and Chenier Au 'l'igre in afternoon.

The big rains have scattered the geese, only about
500 left at Hell Hole and a.bout two thousand feeding

along the State Refuge line north ot the eohool
section, our section 9.
.
We still have a few hundred mixed duoke in the ponds
and scattered thru the. marshes. About 500 on feed at
oamp.
''

' I

'Rainey ild Life Ranctuary.
weekly Report, .ranuary 10-16, 1937 •

.January 10. ('lame to camp with new shaft and wheel for the
"Whistlern, put in and got her launched, returned to
Abbeville.
1~ick

JJanuary 11.

finished work on "Whistler" and patrolled north
to vermilion Bay where he walked in to the geese
feeding near the Holman r.. akes. r met ~r. 'Paker in
,,afayette, talked w1 th .ir. Kimbrough of · the Abbeville
nacking Company and came on to Abbeville •

.ranuary 12.

Mr~

Baker and I came to camp, visited the Goose 'POnd,
-qadley Ponds and Nick 1 e take in afternoon, aJ.so went
to the dam on Big Island Bayou.

January 13. Took l1r. "Raker to Hell Hole , Indian Point and South
West Pass in forenoon, sent Nick with him to neoan
rsland in afternoon and went to Abbeville.
,J anuary 14. Took Mr. Baker to visit the ptanolind Oil f~ Gae Co.
holdings south from Gueydan, J-'a• and north of White
take, returned him to Lafayette in afternoon, I
returned to Abbeville and bought some d11ok feed.
~ick patrolled to the head of Coles Bayou and walked
our west line lx>th ways from Schooner Bayou on sections
11 and 14.
,ranuary 15.

Came to camp and sent .Nick to Abbeville with the
"Chick". Went to the head of both the east and west
forks of neep Bayou in perogue.

January 16.

Went to the head of 'Rayou 'fom and walked south on our
east line to Hog Bayou .

Remarks.

'Jost of the geese at Hell Hole have moved off the
Sanctuary and are feeding on the State Refuge. 'l'he
two thousand that have been feeding north of camp so
long had decreased to 800 the first of the week and had
all left on .ran. 15.
We have about 750 mixed ducks on feed in Belle Isle take
at camp and several hundred more scattered thru the
ponds .

I

Rainey Wild Life sanctuary.
Weekly .Heport, January 3-9,, 1937.

January 3. Went to the head of west fork of Deep payou and
walked west to our west line. Went to Abbeville.
January 4. Sent the months bills in to office. Niok went to
Schooner and Coles bayous. Returned to camp.
January

s.

went to the head of both forks of Bayou Tom and
walked on the marsh. Visited the goose pond and
Badley Ponds •

.January 6,. Worked on the boats until noon, went to Hell Hole
Indian Point Jnd the nass in afternoon.
January 7. Went up Schooner 13 ayou nearly to hi te T a.ke and got
70 willow trees, planted thW?n in the qaiiley Ponds.
January

a. went to the dam on Big Island Bayou and to Niokis
pulled the "Whistler" out in afternoon and
scrubbed her 1 took the old ella.ft out •

~ake,

.ranuary 9. I went to Abbeville and. had new shaft made and new . .,
wheel titted for the " histler" 1 Nick ground the f~}t
Valves in "Whistler" motor in morning and walked
south from the Hadley Ponds to the GUlf in the
a.ft erno on.

H.emarks.

'l'he flock of blue geese between Hell Hole and
south west Pass have decreased to about 15,000
during the week and the ones north of camp to
about 800.
We only have about 800 mixed duoks left in Belle
rsle take at camp but quite a ft!R in all the ponds
thru the marsh.

/

Rainey ild T.Jife Ranctuary.
eekly Report, Dec. 27-,Tan. 2, 1937.

1936.
December 27. Patrolled to South eat Pass, thru the pass and into
the small bayous and walked some on the marsh.

December 28. natrolled to Schooner and Coles ~ayous, to the head
of Coles ~ayou and walked on t 1e marsh.
necamber 29. ?atrolled to the head of Big Island Bayou, found two
men in perouges with traps and light camping outfit,
took their traps and made them get off the place.
December 30. Patrolled to Hell Hole and to the head of Hog Bayou
in forenoon, to Chenier AU Tigre in afternoon.
nee ember 31. Went to the Had~~Y Ponds and a.lked south and east,
south nearly to the Gulf and east to State Refuge .
1937.
.January 1 .

ent to Abbeville.

January 2.

Returned to camp in morning. Went north to Vermilion
Bay and walked both east and west from Deep Bayou,
ent to the Holman takes on east prong of Deep Bayou.

Remarks.

The blue geese at Hell f-lole and to Indian "'oint have
increased to about 50,000, the most we have had on
the sanctuary for several seasons., the 2.,000 are
still feeding north of camp near irermilion "Ray.
Host of the scaups and canvasbacks have left the
lake at camp during the week owing to warm weather,
we notice soanps in numbers on vermilion ?ay.

